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PREFACE

[he purpose of the Symposium was to review the science and
engineering activities of the Air Force, and to reflect representa-
tive achievements in science, engineering and technical management.
A concomitant aim was to provide a balanced program of maximum
interest. Toward this end, the Program Committee selected papers
which ran the full gamut of Air Force scientific effort.

The papers included here have four specific objectives:

a. To stimulate the involvement oi scientific and engineering

talent within the Air Force.

b. To demonstrate Air Force competence in research, development,

and evaluation.

c. To provide a forum wherein Air Force personnel can demonstrate
the full scope and depth of their current projects.

d. To promote the interchange of ideas among members of the Air

Force science and engineering community.

In addition to these specific objectives, the Symposium was held
to emphasize particularly the overall in-house capabilities of OAR and

AFSC, and to illustrate the effectiveness of the Air Force laboratories.
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ABSTRACT

The need for q new technique of destroying nerve cells of the
central nervous system is presented. The technique must kill the

nerve cells in an area aad leave intact the processes of remotely

situated nerve cells which pass through the area. The ions of

arsenilcal compounds are electrophoretically injected into the area

to block the oxidative metabolism of the nerve cells and thus kill

the cells. Both anatomical and pnysiological testing procedures
are described to confirm the action of the chemical. The signifi-

cance and potential importance of this technique for the military

command, as well as for basic scientists, is discussed.
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THE PRODUCTION OF RESTRICTED CHEMICAL LESIONS

IN THE CNS BY CHEMICAL MEANS

Donald F. Buxton, Captain, USAF
6571st Aeromedical Research Laboratory

Holloman Air Force Base, New Mexico 88330

The central nervous system, which includes the brain and spinal
cord, performs and controls mental processes, both conscious and sub-
conscious, physiological rhythms (such as the sleep-wakefulness cycle,
hudger, thirst and other physiclogical drives), and motor activity.
Thus, the central nervous system controls the total behavior of an
individual. In order to understand and ultimately to be able to
logically manipulate behavior, we must possess the knowledge of which
brain cells control any individual portion of the total behavior.
Psychologists and psychiatrists have made much progress in learning
to control the mental process through the aid of environmental manipula-
tion, treatment with drugs, and other means, although the physiological
and anatomical bases for mental processus are not really understood.
However, much more rapid progress could be made for the control of
mental processes if these bases were known. Physiologists and anatouists
have determined which brain cell groups control some physiological
rhythms, including hunger, thirst and temperature regulation. However,
the exact location of the brain cells controlling many other physio-
logical rhythms, including the sleep-wakefulness cycle, respiration
and cardiac rhythm, have eluded detection. Previous experimentation
has somewhat localized the cells controlling these activities to the
brain stem reticular formation, but their exact location is unknown.

Now let us quickly review some dynamic anatomy of brain cells,
called neurons.

LIGHTS OFF - SLIDE 1

In this slide we see two neurons and a muscle. When neuron B is
excited, an impulse will travel down the axon to the muscle and excite
the muscle, thus causing a muscular contraction. Thousands or hundreds
of thousands of these axons may be, banded together outside the skull or
vertebral column and called a nerve. Similarly, when the cell body of
neuron A Is excited an impulse will vass along its axon to neuron B and
excite B.
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II
SLIDE 2

Two general types of organization of these neurons are present in
the central nervous system. In the phylogenetically newer portions of
the nervous system, we have neurons grouped together in a cluster called
a nucleus and the axons are emitted in a bundle called a nerve tract
(outside the central nervous system it would be a nerve). The physio-
logical actions resulting from manipulation of the brain nuclei are fairly
well understood because the cell bodies are accessible and somewhat
isolated from the neu- :1 tracts or axons. If we stimulate the cells of
a nucleus or if we destroy the cells of a nucleus, we can feel fairly
sure that the physiological effects which result are due to manipulation
of the particular cell bodies of that nucleus and not due to the stimu-
lation or destruction of axons which arise from neurons which do not
belong to that nucleus.

On the other hand, the other portion of this slide depicts an
alternative organization which also exists in the central nervous
system. Here the cells are not grouped into definitive nuclei which
orderly emit their axons but rather are in a loose knit organization
in which the neurons are separated from each other by axons which
have as their origin remotely placed neurons. This organization is
more prominent in the phylogenetically older portion of the central
nervous system which includes the brain stem reticular formation. If
an electrode is placed in this type of organization and either stimu-
lation or destruction ty present!- available technological methods is
accomplished, Lhe physiological effect from this area cannot be solely
aLtributed to the neurons of that area because the transient axons
arising Lom cell bodies in other areas would also be stimulated or
destroyed. My research has thus centered about the development of a

technique to kill the nerve cells in such a neural organization but
leave the transient axons intact both physiologically and anatomically.
With such a technique the relatively unexplored areas of reticular
formation, and other brain areas, could be studied in exact detail to
determine which cells control which physiological and mental activities.

In order to kill only the neurons in such an organization, a number
of pitfalls must be avoided.

SLIDE 3

1. Destruction techniques presently available involve the

indiscriminate coagulation of proteins either by thermal or electrical
means. Since the cell walls of both axons and nerve cell bodies contain
protein, this approach is certainly to be avoided.
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2. Any physical object such as an electrode or a cannula
placed irt t-e neural organization will cause some destruction of axons
and neurons; thus, any object placed in the area must have as small an
outside diameter as possible.

3. The pressure and volume of any liquid physically injected
through a cannula will destroy axons and nerve cells, so if possible the
volume of injected material should be kept minimal.

4. Any injected substance must not destroy the cells of the
capillary walls or else blood will escape from these vessels into 'he
area and act the same as an injected volume of fluid.

5. Sterility must be preserved.

LIGHTS ON

Neurons are vulnerable to anoxia; within minutes of oxygen depletion
a neuron will die. Most of the metabolic processes utilizing oxygen for
neuron viability occur in the cell body of the neuron in structures called
mitochondria. Some mitochondria are found in axons, but relatively few
compared to the number in the cell body. Consequently, if a chemical
which would block the oxidative enzymes and which would be absorbed rather
selectively by neurons could be introduced into the area, the ner-re cell
body with its relatively large surface area should absorb most of the
chemical as it diffused through the tissue. Although a sufficient cxygen
gradient for life would still exist, with the oxidative enzymes blocked
the oxygen could not be utilized and the nerve cell would die. Arsenic
is an element which will block the oxidative enzymes. We have synthesized
arsenical compounds which will be absorbed by the neurons but which will
not destroy the capillaries. The compounds are salts or complexes with
bromide or chloride ions, each of the latter carrying a negative charge.
Thus, the arseical compound has a positive charge. When the arsenical
salt is dissolved in water, it dissociates into its positive and negative
radicals.

LIGhfS OFF - SLIDE 4

The solucion is the4 placed in a syringe which carries an electrode.
A special thin wall glass cannula is &-:tached to the syringe and filled
to its tip. The syringe and cannula are stereotaxically introduced into
the central nervous system so the tip of the cannula only barely enters
the site to be destLoyed. The electrode inside the syringe is connected
to the positive pole of a variable direct current source; a ground elec-
trode from the animal is atta ed to an ammeter which is attached to the
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negative pole of the current source. Thus, the animal has a negative
potent i1 in respect to the solution inside the cannula and simple 41.
electrophoresis will deposit te ions of the arsenical compound into
the central nervous system without iijectin- any appreciable volume of
fluid and withc't causing any protein coagulation of the needle tip.
Varying the strength of direct current will vary the flow rate of the
chemical ions; by nmnitoring the time and amperage the exact amount of
chemical injected can be calculated.

A number of procedures have been undertaken to determine the
effectiveness of the drug.

1. On an anatomical basis, I have injected the drug into
the brain, waited 5-7 days for the dead cells to be cleared away,
sacrificed the animal, and taken sections through the destroyed area.

SLIDE 5

Here you see the small lesion produced by the electrode tip
(arrow); beneath the lesion is a clear area, whereas cells are stained
in the surrounding area.

SLIDE 6

Upon enlargement you now see the clear area devoid of nerve cells
but with an intact axonal background. On the edge of the clear area
you see stained nerve cells which were not affected by the chemical.

SLIDE 7

2. On a physiological basis, I have stimulated neurons which
send their axons through the destroyed area and recorded from cells
distal to the lesion; thus, the axons traversing the area are physio-
logically intact. As you can see, stimulation of cell A excites cell B;
cell B sends its axon through the lesion area and excites cell C.
Recording from the axon of cell C, I can detect the same impulse before
and ifter the lesion. Thu., the axon vf cell B is physiologically and
anatomically intact. In the same preparation, stimulation of cell D
excites cell E before the destruction; cell E then exictes cell F and I

record from its axon. After injection the potentials recorded from cell
F when cell D is stimulated are absent, thus indicating the actual
destruction of cell E.

LIGHTS ON
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Further testing is planned which will include in vitro testing of

the drug and eventually the biochemical confirmation of the exact locus
of drug activity in the cell.

The significance of this technique is considerable. Although it
would be of great use to basic scientists for determination of the
physiological anatomy of many areas of the central nervous system, as
indicated in the introduction, it has practical use for the military
command. Upon the exact identification of the cells in the reticular
system which control the sleep-wakefulness cycle and the cells involved
in emotional attitudes, logical and orderly testing could proceed to

determine chemical compounds whiCe affect these cells to the benefit of
the military. For example: A man is transported to the opposite side
of the earth in 24 hours and must start performing a delicate job within
hours of his arrival. His biological rhythm is 1800 out of phase with
his new environment and peak efficiency cannot be expected from him for
up to at least two weeks. It is possible that future researchers could
study the effects of various chemicals on the neurons identified as
controlling the sleep-wakefulness cycle and thus could lead to the
development of a drug which would facilitate the transition or even
reverse his biological rhythm. By like means temporary control of the
emotional attitudes of the manpower could certainly be of advantage to
the military strategist or tactician. Further, if this technique could
lead to the development of drugs which correct military-incurred mental
disorders, the financial savings to the USAF could be considerable within
itself.

A-
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The animals used in this study were handled in accordance with
the "Guide for Laboratory Animal Facilities and Care" as promulgated
by the National Academy of Sciences - National Research Council.
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I. Avoid protein coagulation
2. Diameter of cannula small
3. Minimal pressure and volume of injected fluid
4 No destruction of capillary walls
5. Sterility maintainance

Slide 3

+

VariableI
DC Current

Souce
-Electrode

Arsenical Solution

Ammeter Connula

Internal Diameter of Tip
100 -3 0 0 p

L-ANIMAL

Slide 4
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DEVELOPIIENT OF HYPERBARIC rXYGEN THIERAPY

irOR ALTITUDE DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS

By

Robert G. Mlver
Lt Colonel, USAF, MC

Headquarters, Aerospace Me i.cal Division
Air For..e Systems Command

Brooks Air Force Base, fcxas
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ABSTRACT

In order to establish definitive treatment for altitude
decompression sickness, experiments were conducted in anesthetized
animals in search of an objective measurement of decompression
sickness. Pulmonary hypertension and tachypnea in the face of
bubble formation proved to be these object ve measurewmnes. lests
were conducted to show the treatmeat &cheduie of choice. After
converting a research hyperbaric chamber to human use, the schedules
were utilized successfully in 11 cases of refractory altitude decom-
pression sickness. These schedules have become routine in the USAF
and treatment capability has been extended to 5 USAF bases. This
capability has also allowed extensive space flight decompression
sickness experiments.
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DEVELOPMENT OF HYPERBARIC OXYGEN THERAPY

FOR ALTITUDE DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS

Robert G. Mclver, Lt Colonel, USAF, MC *
Headquarters, Aerospace Medical Division

Brooks Air Force Base, Texas

The etiology, diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment of decompression

sickness has been the subject of numerous rescarch efforts since it was

first described almost a hundred years ago. Until the late 1930's,
decompression sickness was not a problem in flying since our aircraft
were incapable of reaching altitudes at which decompression sickness

occurs. During World War II, however, there were many reports of

severe decompression sickness occurring at altitude in which the

symptoms did not disappear upon recompression to ground level pres-

sure. At least 400 of such severe cases were reported and many of

these patients expired due to the fact that there was very little know-

ledge available which would guide the therapy of this disorder.

The United States Navy has been using for years recompression as

therapy for caisson disease. This was a logical discovery since the
disease was producpd by decreasing the barometric pressure; therefore,
the treatment should include increasing the barometric pressure. This

same treatment was used for decompression sickness which developed at
altitude merely by descending from altitude to ground level. In some
instances, however, the symptoms which have 3ccurred at high altitude
do not disappear completely upon reaching the ground level pressure.
In some instances the disease actually progressed so that circulatory

collapse occurred, and in some instances, death. There was obviously
a need to develop additional methods of therapy to be used in such
cases of refractory altitude decompression sickness.

"ecmpression sickness for the most part is a subjective disease

and there were no known objective measurements which could be used to
diagnose decompression sickness in anesthetized animals. In order to
develop propcLr herapy for altitude decompression sickness It was
necessary to know diagnostic criteria and to utilize some objective
measurements in the evaluation of new methods of therapy.

• The author is currently assigned as Commander, 6571st Aeromedical

Research Laboratory, Holloman Air Force Base, New Mexico 88330.
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Since decompression sickness was known to occur at a time when bubble
formation took place within the body as a result of oversaturation of the
body tissues with an inert gas, the mechanics of bubble formation and
transmission were explored. Bubble formation takes place within the
tissues and also within the blood stream. It is not known whether the
bubble formation in the tissues is responsible for the symptoms of decom-
pression sickness or whether some other factor is producing both the
symptoms of decompression sickness and the bubbles. It would be difficult
and thought unfeapible to devise an objective measurement of bubble forma-
tion in tissues; however, the bubble formation which occurs in the blood
stream would lend itself to some type of objective measurement. The
bubbles are formed peripherally and are carried by the blood stream into
the chest, into the right atrium, from there into the right ventricle and
thus, into the pulmonary artery which feeds the pulmonary vascular bed.
As the bubbles arrive in the pulmonary vascular bed, they act as foreign
bodies and therefore, produce constriction of the pulmonary vasculature.
The mere presence of the bubbles also produces mechanical obstruction
to the blood flow through the lung. The combination of mechanical
obstruction to the blood flow and vasoconstriction will partially occlude
the blood flow through the lang, and therefore, the pressure in the

pulmonary artery should rise. There has been previously described an
increase in pulmonary artery pressure and an increase in the respiratory
frequency when multiple small foreign bodies such as starch granules are

injected into the right heart.

In order to assess these changes in decompression sickness, large
mongrel dogs were utilized in experiments simulating divers' decompression
sickness and altitude decompression sickness. The anesthetized dogs were
instrumented for the continuous recording of pulmonary artery pressure,

systemic arterial pressure, respiratory frequency, heart rate, centralvenous pressure, and electrocardiogram. In order to visualize the

presence of bubbles in the vascular system, vieving cuvettes were inter-
posed in the circulation at the femoral artery and femoral vein levels.
In the divers series, the animals were placed in an 800 cubic foot high-
pressure chamber and compressed to a pressure of 6 atmospheres absolute
(75 psi gauge) where they remained for a period of one hour before
decompression at the rate of .5 atmosphere per minute to ground level.

In the sixteen animals exposed there appeared after 26.1 minutes at
ground level following the decomprcasion, bubbles in the venous cuvette

and simultaneously a rise in pulmonary artery pressure of 220 percent
and a rise in respiratory frequency of 240 nercent.

To explore the altitude response, anesthetized animals were instru-
mented in the same fashion as they were for the diving response. These

five animals were decompressed to a 40,000 foot equivalent altitude
breathing 100 percent oxygen administered via tracheostomy tubes from
standard avlaLr's oxygen breathing regulators. In these animals, after
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20.4 minutes at altitude, bubbles were observed to appear in the venous
cuvette and simultaneously the pulmonary artery pressure rose by 142.7
percent and the respiratory frequency increased by 368.8 percent.

In another seies of experiments it was shown that in the case of
the pulmonary hypertension and tachypnea which were caused by bubbles
produced from diving, these abnormalities were completely reversed
by increasing the pressure to 3 atmospheres absolute. In the altitude
exposures, the pulmonary hypertension and tachypnea were completely
reversed in most animals by recompression to 20,000 foot equivalent
altitude. There were some animals which had persistent pulmonary hyper-
tension and tachypnea even after recompression to ground level. In
order to assess the magnitude of overpressure necessary in order to
completely reverse the pulmonary hypertension and tachypnea, the baro-
metric pressure was progressively increased. There was suggestive
evidence that small overpressures of the order of 5 to 7 psi could
reverse these changes. This assumption, however, proved to be incor-
rect when actual patient treatments were commenced. The evidence was
clear, however, that with persistent pulmonary hypertension and tachypnea,
a further increase in barometric pressure would be of benefit as shown by
these objective measurement.

With this point in mind, the hyperbaric research chamber at the
USAF School of Aerospace Medicine was converted, with the assistance of
the United States Navy, to a man-rated hyperbaric chamber and at the
same time, an educational program was begun in the treatment of decom-
pression sickness using hyperbaric therapy. Sufficient personnel were
trained to maintain a 24-hour per day on-call coverage, since the A

nearest hyperbaric chamber to this facility was over 1,000 miles away
and there were no other man-rated hyperbaric chambers in the United
States Air Force inventory.

If one considers that bubbles which are formed at an altitude of
approximately 40,000 feet would be compressed to one-sixth their original
volume by repressurizing to ground level, then an increase of one
additional atmosphere .ill decrease these bubbles to one-twelfth their
original size. One must conclude that a great many patients should
be relieved of their symptoms by the time one additional atmosphere of
pressure has been applied. In treating patients with severe refractory
altitude decompression sickness, however, it was found that relief was
not obtained until pressures of 2 1/2 to 3 atmospheres absolute had been
reached. These compressions were accomplished using 100 percent oxygen
following the U.S. Navy Table 6, which was being developed at the same
time by the United States Navy Experimental Diving Unit. I elected to
use the three atmosphere, 100 percent oxygen treatment table as the
primary method of treatment for decompression sickness developing near

B-6 j
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35,000 feet, since a three atmosphere treatment pressure for altitude
decompression sickness would be equivalent to a 400 foot treatment
pressure in the case of divers' decompression sickness. The Navy Treat-
ment Tables I thru IV for divers' decompression sickness may go to 6
atmospheres absolute pressure; therefore, it was thought that a twelve-
fold increase in pressure in the case of altitude decompression sickness
should be sufficient to maximally contract the bubble size. It was
thought very desirable to use 100 percent oxygen so that maximal
oxygenation of the tissues could take place, since not infrequently
neurocirculatory shock is a pronounced symptom. This original schedule
has been maintained and incorporated as standard treatment procedure
for altitude decompression sickness which is persistent after recompres-
sion to ground level. The Air Force currently has eight hyperbaric
chambers located at strategic places throughout the United States and
Europe. Four of these are functional and to date eleven cases of severe
altitude decompression sickness have been treated, all successfully.
This hyperbaric treatment capability has allowed at the School of
Aerospace Medicine the exploration of many aspects of decompression
sickness in space flight; many of these experiments ,7ould have been
regarding MOL profiles have been reported in the literature and the

following guidelines have been established for space flight based on
the human experiments:

1. Denitrogenatijn periods required before lift-off.

2. Incidence of decompression sickness in space flight in
which cabin pressures of 7, 5, and 3 1/2 psi are associated with
oxygen-helium, oxygen-nitrogen, or 100 percent )xygen cabin atmospheres.

3. Anticipated incidence of decompression sickness using
varying periods of deniLrogenation and varying periods of partial
gas equillibration.

4. Anticipated incidence of decompression sickness in
the cvent of early extra-vehicular activity.

5. The ultimate fate of untreated decompression sickness

occurring during space flight.

6. An estimate of the pressure altitude at which relief of
symptoms will occur.

7. Suitable treatment schedule for decompression sickness
if it occurs in space flight. This schedule will utilize maximum
cabin pressure plus suit pressures for a period of five hours or more.
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8. The time iuterval required for a second extra-vehicular
activity if decompression sickness occurred on the first extra-vehicular

activity.

Since this hyperbaric chamber is the only chamber in the near

vicinity of this area of the country, it has also been used in life-
saving instances in the treatment of gas gangrene in 10 cases, in
the Lreatment of air embolus in 3 instances, and in the treatment of
divers' decompression sickness in 1 instance.
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Accelerated Methods and Devices for Diagnosis and Treatment

of Infectious Diseases

Walter Sellers

Abstract

A method has been developed for laboratory determinations of
effective antibiotics for bacterial diseases which allows results
to be secured 24 hours earlier than with the standard procedures.
Laboratory determinations can now be routinely made available to
the physician early enough to be of use in his decision as to
choice of definitive treatment for the patient. The test makes
use of the rapidity of the color change in red blood cells when
oxygen is consumed by bacteria. In the presence of effective anti-
biotics oxygen is not consumed and the color of the red blood cells
remains unchanged.

Three new culture media and one test for the identification of
disease-causing bacteria will also be discussed.
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ACCELERATED METHODS AND DEVICES FOR DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT
OF INFECTIOUS DISEASES

Walter M. Sellers

The antibiotic which is chosen for treatment of a patient is

always decided upon empirically. At the time the antibiotic is
administered, only a guess can be made as to what kind of bacterium
is causing the disease. Different bacterial species, and even dif-

ferent strains of the same species, vary greaLiy as to the specific

antibiotics to which they are susceptible. Because of this, differ-
ent patients having the same clinically diagnosed disease often do
not respond to the same treatment.

Due to the previous inability of obtaining from the laboratory
the antibiotic sencitivity spectrum of a bacterium in less than 48
hours, the first evidenee in deciding whether a given treatment was
of use against an infection was the clinical response of the patient.

The morning aftr- antibiotic therapy had commenced, the patient was
observed to determine whether his condition was unchanged, had im-
proved, or had deteriorated. At that time a decision had to be made
whether to continue the treatment or to change to another antibac-
terial agent. If it was decided to change antibiotics, the decision
of which one to use again had to be made empirically. If it was de-
cided not to change the treatment there was often uncertainty as to
whether the decision was the correct one.

For information to be useful, it must be avai!.-le at the time

it is needed; not at a later date. A laboratory report of effective
antibiotics for an infection is of little use, except for historical
interest, 48 hoiirs aftur treatment was started; it would have been
of great value if it had been available 18 to 24 hours after treat-

ment had begun.

The standard laboratory antibiotic sensitivity test requires 48
hours. The test was dov'loped 21 years ago. It is the test used
universally in hospital laboratories today. It depends upon a se-

quence of two periods of bacterial growth. An overnight incubation
is required for bacteria to produce visible growth. Therefore the
first 18 to 24 hours are spent growing the bacteria in pure culture

from material such as spinal fluid, blood, or pus. At the end of
this first growth period a small amount of the bacteria is spread
over the surface of a nutritive gel in a small dish. (SLIDE 1)
On this surface are placed several small paper discs, each con-
taining an antibiotic. The dish then has to be incubated another
24 hours in order to "regrow" the bacteria. After this second 24-
hour growth period, a visible film of bacteria has covered the sur-

face of the gel everywhere except around those paper discs contain-

ing an effective antibiotic.
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The two growth periods required for the standard test to us
seemed analogous to the situation where a boy has an apple which he
wants to eat very badly, so he plants it so he can have L tree which
will produce an apple so he can eat it. (SLIDE OFF).

After the first growth period, bacteria are present in pure
culture in enormous numbers. What was needed was an antibiotic test
which would make use of the large quantity of bacteria already
svpilable. This would eliminate the need to "re-plant" a small
amount of the organisms and then having to wait another day for the
development of visible growth of a lawn of new bacteria. By elimi-
nating the necessity for a second growth period, the antibioticI ensitivity spectrum of an organism would be available to the doctor
early enough to institute rational rather than guess-work therapy
for the patient. The end product, In addition to being useful in
life-death situations, we believe, should result in a considerably
more rapid hospital bed turnover.

Antibiotics are useful against infections because they inter-
fere with or stop bacterial metabolism with little or no harm to the
patient. If only some indicator system for the metabolic rate of an
organism were available, bacteria from the first growth period could
be used for direct sensitivity testing, zhus eliminating the second
growth period of the standard test.

Oxygen consumption, whether by man or bacterium, is one of the
characteristic features of life. An indicator for disappeara.ice of
oxygen should faithfully reflect interference with bacterial mecab-
olism.

Due to the rapidity with which red blood cells acquire or re-
lease oxygen along with a simultaneous and easily discernible change
in color, and because of a complete lac& of toxicity for bacteria, a
3 percent suspension of red blood cells in broth was chosen as the
indicator system for oxygen consumption and therefore for the pres-
ence or absence of bacterial metabolism.

(SLIDE ') The slide shows the new test. To each of the first
8 tubes was added a paper disr containing a different antibiotic.
Ihe first 6 tubes contain effective antibiotics for the particular
bacterium being tested. In the first 6 tubes the metabolism of the
bacterium was Irhibited; therefore no oxygen was consumed and the
color of the re. .,food cell suspension remained scarlet red.

The 7th and 8th tubes are marked P (for penicillin) and NB (for
novoblocin). These two antibiotics were not effective for this par-
ticular bacterium. Therefore bacterial metabolism continued to
function in these as it did in the positive control tubes. The me-
tabolizing bacteria consumed the oxygen available from thehemoglobin
In the red blood cells and this caused the color to darken. There
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are two positive growth control tubes; the tube marked 2X had twice
as many bacteria put into it as did the other tubes. It therefore
turned dark faster than the other tubes. When the standard inoculum
growth control (the tube marked +) became equally as dark as the
double inoculim control, it was time to read the test. The last
tube is uninoculated and shows the original color of all the tubes
before bacterial metabolism occurred.

The number of bacteria used to inoculate the tubes governs the
length of time required for tubes to darken. A heavy inoculum such
as a drop of a very turbid suspension of bacteria will produce de-
tectable darkening in I minute and maximum darkening in less than 3
minutes. The only fact-)r which prevents this test from being a 5-
minute antibiotic sensitivity test is that antibiotics need time to
act on the bacteria. The test is therefore designed for an average
reading time of 1 hour in order to provide necessary time for anti-
biotic interference with metabolism. This is accomplished by
adjusting the bacterial suspension used for inoculating the test
system to a standardized turbidity with the aid of spectrophotom-
eter. (SLIDE OFF)

One of the two principal advantages of this one-hour antibiotic
sensitivity test is that it is based on interference with metabo-
lism. Cessation or interference with metabolism is a better crite-
rnon of antibiotic inJury to the bacterium than is failure to grow.
Bacteria will not grow, for example, when placed in a refrigerator
but they are not injured. This new test is not based on failure to
grow but instead is based on actual injury to the normal physiology
of the bacterium. The second advantage of the test is that it will
usually give the antibiotic spectrum of the causative organism of a
bacterial infection in 18 to 24 hours. It is at this time (not the
following day) that this knowledge is of major importance to the
well being and early cure of the patient.

The first part of this paper has been concerned with a contri-
bution on the treatment of bacterial diseases. The remaining part
of the paper is concerned with the diagnosis of these diseases.

For the diagnosis of bacterial diseases, use of bacterial cul-
ture media is indicated. A bacterial culture medium is any sub-
stance in which bacteria w!Yl grow. Bacteria differ considerably
in the nature and extent of their nutritive requirements. The ma-
jority of culture media are made from empiric formulas of Ingredi-
ents which experience has proved are adequate sources of energy and
structural material for growth. Most of these media have been de-
veloped as tools for the study of certain phases of bacterial physi-
ology as a means of identification. A bacteriologist can do better
work with better tools; culture media are the essential tools ,,sed
in bacteriology.

J
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Citrate mannitol agar is a new commercially made culture medium
which specifically identifies the organism most often confused with
the bacterium causing bacillary dysentery. Previous to development
of this medium, the identification of this organism required over a
dozen tests. Several days were required for the identification.
The organism is important for several reasons. First, it must be
ruled out as the bacillary dysentery organism. Second, certain
strains of this species are the cause of infant (summer) diarrhea.
Third, it is the most common cause of Infections of the urinary
tract, including kidney infectlons. Fourth, it is frequently iso-
lated from septicemias and wound infections. Fifth, it is the indi-
cator organism for the detection of fecal pollution of water and
food supplies.

(SLIDE 3, citrate mannitol). The organism which Is specifical-
ly identified by the medium is the one with a yellow slope and butt
and a small blue area at the junction of the slope a id butt. The
organism on the far right with a blue slope and yellow butt causes
enteric fever. It is a relative of the typhoid fever organism. The
organism on the far left has not grown. It is the bacillary dysen-
tery bacterium. The butt and slope of the medium therefore have not
changed color. The organism to the right of the bacillary dysentery
organism, the one with the blue slope and green butt, is a non-
disease-causing bacterium that also resembles the bacillary dysen-
tery organism and requires work and expense to determine that it is
not the causative agent of dysentery. The citrate mannitol agar
specifically identifies one organism and is useful in differentiat-
ing and helping to Identify several other bacteria.

(SLIDE 4, blood coagulation test). This test is to separate
bacteria on the basis of citrate utilization. About half of the
disease-causing bacteria use citrate end the rest do not. Citrate
is used to prevent blood from clotting. This tes' .s based on the
fact that when bacteria can use citrate as a source of energy, it
disappears from the blood containing culture medium which then
solidifies to form a clot. This test is completed in between I and
3 hours and replaces a test medium that was developed in 1926 and
requires from I to 7 days to detect citrate utili7aLion.

The previous part of this paper covered three items developed
in 1967 4n our laboratory and is the reasoi. i am on this program.
The letter from General Ferguson, however, said to describe any new
aevelopments since 1967.

A patent has been issued this year on a culture iedium devel-
oped prior to 1967 in our laboratory. Bacteriologists have been
making and using culture media since the days of Louis Pasteur.
This is believed to be the first patented culture medium.
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A new commercially made culture medium for detection of motil-
ity appeared this year. It was developed in our laboratory. Cer-
tain bacteria such as those causing anthrax, bubonic plague, and
bacillary dysentery are nonmotile. Other organisms closely resem-
bling these bacteria in other ways can be distinguished from them
on the basis of motility.

To conclude, the Air Force School of Aerospace Medicine has
been engaged In the development o" rapid laboratory diagnostic pro-
cedures for the treatment of infectious diseases for several years.
Why have resources been expended in this area? The reason may be
succinctly tated: to assist in the reduction of noneffectiveness
among Air Force personnel by returning them to duty as quickly as
possible.
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RARE EARTH-ZIRCONIA CERAMIC STORAGE HEATERS
PROVIDING FLIGHT SIMULATION FOR

AIR BREATHING PROPULSION SYSTEMS

Capt. Larry L. Fehrenbacher
Gottfried Arnold

ABSTRACT

Heat transfer, aerodynamic heating, and propulsion problems

associated with re-entry and hypersonic flight within the atmosphere

have led to use of ceramic "pebble bed" storage heaters for the source

of high temperature air in hypersonic "blow down" wind tunnels. The

simulation of true supersonic flight conditions for the development of

hypersonic air breathing propulsion systems is a current objective of

the Air Force. Dust contamination, low mass flow rates, and maximum

temperature instability of ceramic pebbles and insulation were problems

that induced the TRIPLTEE Office at AEDC to initiate a testing and eval-

uation program of ceramic materials for storage heaters. This program

led to the development of yttria-mixed rare earth stabilized zirconia and

cored brick shapes for the heater storage bed which greatly, improvud

heater operation, permitting high flow rates at 4400 R with minimal

dust contamination. These new material and design concepts are curr-cntlv

being exploited in the 14 inch diameter storage heaters at ARi. and AE'DC.
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Further description includes: (1) the relevant property parameters of

the cerami . and their application in te design of the heater vesse;

(2) the results of the engineering evaluation tests on various commer-

cial zirconia bed and insulation materials; and (3) the fundamental

reasons for the superiority of rare earth stabilized zirconia refractories.
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The report titled "Rare Earth-Zirconia Cera-ric Storage

Heaters Providing Flight Simulation for Air Breathing Propulsion

Systems" to be presented at the 19,68 Air Force Science a-nd

Engineering Sympositum by Capt. Larry L. Fehrenbacher (ARZ) and

Gottfried Arnold (AEDC) is unclassified.
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AIR FORCE SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING SYMPOSIUM

Rare Earth-Zirconia Ceramic Storage Heaters Providing

Flight Simulation for Development of Air-Breathing

Propulsion Systems

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Scientific-technicai man recognized very early that testing and
the availability of test laboratores are nf..:essary for better understanding

-- of phenorrena in his environment and for technical progress in utilizing
these environments for his benefit. Man's ancient desire to fly, therefore,
made him aware of his lack of knowledge of aerodynamics which, in turn,
made him start Luilding devices t3 study and learn about he basic elements

inv-Aved in flight. It is not per chance that the Wright Brothers were
successful in their controlled, powered flight - they had studied in great
details and with a scientific systematic approach the behavior of their I
craft in their own wind tunnel. It is perhaps significant that our knowledge

of the aercdynamics of flight was far in advance of other categories

involved in flight, for instance propulsion, only because wind tunnel6 had

been available early enough to assemble a wealth of knowledge. It appears
that the aerodynamicists and aircraft builders always managed to stay

one or two steps ahead of their colleagues in the propulsion field. This
is why many knowl dgeable people believe t'--it propulsi.n is a pacing tech-

nology area in the development of advanced aerospace vehicles. The

increased activities, today, in new propulsion concepts seem to underline

this situation.

During the next few years we are aiming at major advances in air-

breathing propulsion, using supersonic combustion or a combination of
several techni.-ues, with the potential of reaching hypersonic flight veloci-

ties. The complexities of these advanced concepts present great challenges
to the development engineer and emphasize the urgent need for te. t facili-

ties which will simulate true flight environmental conditions. Some
example,; of problems which m.ke tests in a groun& facility necessary are

concerned witb supers,.nic c,rnbustion: inlet performance, fuel mixing,
combustion de~ay times, exhaust configuration, base pressure and recircu-

lation problei.-s, interaction of fuel injection system, controls, inlet nozzle,
combustors ,nd exit nozzle. Fo- a hypersonic flight vehicle the propulsion

unit becomes an integral and vital part of the vehicle system. Its perform-
ance is greatly determined by the behavior of the vehicle's aerodynamic

surfaces and, conversel,, the propulsion system performance relatesjbat k to 'ie aerodynamic characteristics of the system. These inter-

related effects of the performance of the engine and the associated aero-

dynamic surfaces become extremely critical at hypersonic speeds and
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have only recently been fully realized.

Resulting requirements for a ground test facility for investigating
these problems are critical and border or exceed the capability of exist-

ing technologies. The test facility must be capable of full simu" tion of
the flight environments, in terms of pressure, temperature and air
velocity. True stagnation temperatures and pressures must be produced
since factors affecting mechanical and thermal loading on structures must
be mutually compatible with combustion and aerodynamic characteristics.

These parameters cannot all be accounted for simultaneously by simili-

tude considerations or oy scaling. The facility, therefore, must be
capable of delivering the high temperatures and pressures associated

with the stagnation conditions of hypersonic flight.

A typical facility of this type would probably use the blowdown
principle since a continuous operating capability would be much more
costly. That means the hypersonic tunnel wculd use a ceramic storage

heater for the souice of high temperature, high pressure air. Ceramic
regenerative heaters have been in use at several government and industrial

operated facilities for many years.

A ceramic storage heater consists essentially of a steel pressure
vessel containing the heo' storage bed (Matrix) and several layers of
insulation to minimize heat losses as well as protect the vessel sht..

The designs have generally utilized composite beds of aluminum oxide,
zirconium dioxide, and/or magnesium oxide spherical shaped balls
(pebbles) surrounded with lighter weight insulation of similar compositions
as shown in Figure 1. The matrix is heated by passing combustion gases

of methane-propane, air and oxygen mixtures from the top of the bed to

its bottom at a low flow rate. A "heat wave" is driven into the bed in the
direction of hot gas flow resulting in a region of the matrix called the
plateau (Figure 2). Below this uniform termperature region the bed

temperature decreases linearly to about 1000 0 F. at the bottom. After
the plateau and temperature pxofile desired for specific operating condi-
tions are reached, the reheat burners are shut off. For a wind tunnel
run, cold air at the desired stagnation pressure is introduced at the
bottom of the vessel and heated as it passes through the hot matrix in the

counterflow direction. The heat energy which had been stored in the bed

at low rates over long times during the reheat cycle is thus extracted by
the cold air at a very high rate during the run. Stagnation conditions

exist for a "useful run time" varying from seconds to a few minutes
depending on the mass flow and pressure requirements. Useful run time
is defined as that period of time during which stabilized conditions exist
in the test stream at the desired Mach nuitber, pressure, and tempera-
ture.
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About ten years ago, the Arnold Engineering Development Center
recognized the need for a large facility to accommodate trends in propul-
sion and aerodynamics, particularly in the high supersonic flight regime.
This conceptual facility was called the True Temperature Tunnel or
TRIPLTEE since duplication is accomplished over much of its operating
range with resp.ct to stagnation temperatures that a hypersonic vehicle
actually experiences in free flight. The TRIPLTEE facility is being pro-

posed in one of the future Military Construction Programs. Its complete
operating envelope is shown in Figure 3. That portion, where tests could
be performed at true temperature and pressure for the desired flight

Mach number, is indicated in Figure 4 as superimposed over the well-
known flight corridor for air breathing propulsion vehicles. As mentioned
previously it is economically impractical to provide a continuously operat-
ing wind tunnel for testing of full-scale flight hardware; therefore,

TRIPLTEE will operate intermittently using a ceramic regenerative heater
for storing heat energy to raise the temperature of the high pressure air
prior to entering the wind tunnel nozzle. This amount of stored air and
heat will be sufficient to permit tunnel runniig times ranging from at
,ea-.L 30 . seconris at the most demanding operating conditions of lowest
alit ;.de itaJb 3. 1500 psi, 4400 0 R) to several minutes at the higher
alititudes.

During early engineering studies ainied at developing facility
design criteria, it became evident that there existed numerous design
development problems due to state-of-the-art limitations in several

technology areas. One of the critical limitations was in the field of high
temperature materials especially the refrac-:ries of the large storage

heater.

The design parameters of TRIPLTEE imposed severe demands on
the capability of existing storage heater refractories. Dust contamination,
low mass flow rates and maximum temperature stability of the ceramic
pebbles and insulation were problems that induced the TRIPLTEE Office
at AEDC to initiate an extensive testing and evaluation p-ogram of cera-
mic materials for storage heaters. * The primary objectives of this study
were to determine the optimum compositions and geometric configurations

* This work was primarily performed by the Fluidyne Engineering Corp-
oration, Minneapolis, Minnesota, under AEDC Contracts AF 40(600)--1039,

AF 40(600)-1094, and F40600-67-C-0004 with active participation by
members of the ceramics industry, such a the Coors Porcelain Corpora-
tion, the Zirconium Corporation of America and others. Significant
technical contributions were made by the Air Force Materials Laboratory
and the Aerospace Research Laboratories.
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of the matrix and insulation ceramics based on the inter-dependent crit-
eria of fabricability, cost, and engineering performance. Since the use
of other refractory oxides is precluded by significant drawbacks (ThO2 and
BeO by cos. and health hazards and MgO by high expansion, high vapor
pressure and low density), the product development and testing were
concentrated primarily on zirccnia refractories. The remainder of the
paper will briefly describe the (1) relevant property parameters of the
ceramics and their application in design of the heater vessel (2) the results
of the engineering evaluation tests on various commercial zirconia matrix
and insulation materials and (3) the fundamental reasons for the superior-
ity of rare earth stabilized zirconia refractories. Engineering type

studies and preliminary test results of this ceramic material development
program have been reported in References 1, 2, and 3.

DESIGN CRITERIA

The tunnel operating conditions (mass flow rate, temperature, run
time) serve to define the energy storage and energy extraction rate para-
meters for the storage heater design. An analysis of temperature changes
during blowdown of a storage heater is given in Reference 4. The heater
design and necessary quanities of ceramic matrix and insulation, in turn,
require knowlecge of the chemical, thermal, and mechanical properties
of the zirconia refractories and how they vary as a function of density,
chemical composition, size, shape, and atmospheric environment (pres-
sure, temperature). Furthermore, these intrinsic properties (specific
heat, thermal expansion thermal conductivity, Poisson's ratio, strength

etc.) can be used to estimate the maximum allowable thermal and mechani-
cal (load bearing) stresses that the ceramics can tolerate. An excellent

discussion of the application of these properties is given by DeCoursin.
Hagford, Arnold, Male and will not be considered in detail here (3).

The most critical design consideration, especially for high flow
rate tunnels such as TRIPLTEE, is bed floatation, i. e. , lifting of the bed
can occur if the force resulting from the pressure drop across the bed

exceeds the bed weight. Bed flotation due to clumping (sintering of peb-
bles into large masses) and dust formation have been the two most serious
problems encountered in the pebble bed heaters (5). These difficulties
combined with the high mass flow rates required by the TRIPLTEE tunnel
provided the impetus for considering new concepts in matrix design and
zirconia compositions.

A hexagonal cored brick shape as shown in Figure 5 was proposed
for the heater matrix. * Besides the obvious advantages of in:reased

* This cored brick shape was originally suggested by C. H. Weissinger,

Norton Co. Worcester, Mass.
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clumping and dusting resistance in comparison to ceramic pebbles, other
attractive features of the cored brick design are the reduction of thermal
stresses in the horizontal direction due to thin webs, lowering of pressure
differential through the bed length minimizing bed floatation problems and
significant improvement in mass flow rates and heat transfer properties.
Advantages of a cored brick heater over one using pebbles have been
analyzed in detail in Reference 2. The development of the cored brick
element was an absolute necessity for TRIPLTEE heater desiga. The
size of the large TTT pressure vessel (22 feet long - 12 feet diameter bed),
which is considered tne practical maximum, still necessitates cored brick
dimensions (web thickness, hole diameter) th-a ia 'e almost exceeded the
limit of current fabrication technology.

The testing and ceramic materials evaluation program of Fluidyne's
was divided into two phases: subscale engineering tests designed to assess
critical properties and in-service performance in operating heaters. Prior
to discussing the test results, a brief review of the anamolous properties
of stabilized zirconia refractories should help clarify the nature of the
selected tests and provide a basis for understanding the behavior of the
various specimens. I

CHEMISTRY AND STABILIZATION PHENOMENA OF ZrO2

The use of pure zirconium dioxide, Zr0 2, is precluded by severe
volume changes associated with a reversible monoclinic-tetragonal phase
transformation in the region of 1000 C to 12000C as illustrated by the
thermal expansion curve in Figure 6. Consequently, numerous studies
have been directed towards the elimination of this deleterious phase
change by modifying the crystal structure of zirconia with additions of
other oxides (6, 7, 8). Thermal expansion curv. - of 5 mole percent Dy 2 03 -

ZrO2 and 10 mole percent Dy 2 0 3 - ZrO2 compositions (Figures 7 and 8)
represent examples of partially and fully stabilized zirconia, respectively.
Commercial application of zirconia has resulted from the development of
cubic ZrO?. solid solutions partially and full stabilized by calcium and
magnesium oxide additions. However, investigations by neof the autl :)rs
and others have demonstrated that the Type 'C" rare earth oxides are
zirconia stabilizers of even greater potential (9, 10, 11). The fundamental
reasons for improved stabilization of zirconia with rare earth oxides will
be given later.

in thie past, commercial suppliers have recommended the use of
partially stabilized (85% cubic) zirconia for storage heaters in preference
to fully stabilized zirconia (100, cubic) on the basis of the lower expansion
and better thermal shock resistancc of the partially stabilized composition.
Recent studies have shown, however, that CaO and MgO additions form
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cubic solid solutions of doubtful stability (12, 13). Decomposition of

MgO - ZrOZ cubic solid solutions occurs between 18500-2500 F via expul-
sion of MgO from the zirconia lattice. The stability of calcia stabilized
zirconia was found to be strongly influenced by the amount of retained
monoclinic phase. The proposed mechanism of destabilization was that

the stresses arising from the phase transformation of the small amount of
monoclinic phase were sufficient to force CaO out of solid solution. This
produced additional monoclinic zirconia and eventually destroyed the

strength of the body. The complete elimination of the monoclinic phase
resulted in a chemically stable material.

Since TTT design parameters represented new maxima in tempera-
0

ture (4200 F top of bed) and mass flow rates, the high temperature stabil-

ity and thermal stress resistance of partially and fully magnesia and calcia
stabilized ZrO materials were highly questionable. Thus, Fluidyne's

2
engineering tests were designed to measure permanence of stabilization-
cycling between 500 F and 2000 F, high temperature stability from 3700°F
to 4200 0 F, and thermal stress-cycling to failure.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The results of an initial 262 hour - 37000F thermal soak test sug-

gested that magnesium and calcia stabilized zirconia compositions were
unsatisfactory for top of bed maximum temperatures. Consequeptly,

evaluations of the more expensive yttrium oxide (yttria) and yttria-mixed
rare earth oxide*, stabilized zirconia specimens were deemed necessary.

Cored brick samples stabilized with various percentages of yttria, yttria-
mixed rare earth, calcia, and magnesia were subjected to a flowing

combustion gas-oxygen-propane atmosphere for 240 hours at 4200 0 F.

An extensive analysis of the before and after test specimen.i was
made at Wright-Patterson. The analyses included X-ray diffraction for
crystalline phase determination and lattice parameter measurements,

optical microscopy and bulk density for microstructural comparison, and
emission spectrography for purity analysis. The most significant con-
clusion obtained from the soak test and sample analyses was that the
chemical and structural stability of yttria and yttria-mixed rare earth

stabilized zirconia materials were vastly superior to the calcia and
magnesia stabilized zirconia specimens. This superiority was not only

The composition of the yttria rare earth oxide stabilizer is approxi-

mately 90% YZ 03, 8% Dy2 03, and 2% other Type "C" rare earth oxidc,;.

This stabilizer is being used in preference to pure 99.9% Y2 03 which is
apnroximately twice as expensive.
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reflected by visual observation, but was verified by the crystalline phase

concentrations, the lattice parameters of the stabilized phases, the
microstructurai characteristics, and the bulk densities of the tested

samples. The high temperature destabilization of partially and fully
stabilized calcia and magnesia zirconia bricks was attributed predominant-

ly to vapor loss of the stabilizing agent as confirmed by emission spectro-

graphic results and decreasing lattice parameters for specific CaO or
MgO - ZrO2 compositions. The mechanisnm of this structural degradation
is thus in co-trast to the lower temperature phase destabilization that

results from th.2 st- esses induced by the monoclinic-tetragonal phase inver-
sion.

The yttria and mixed rare earth stabilized zirconia exhibited
uniformily sized, equiaxed grain structures with small, spherical intra-

granidar pores randomly distributed. These microstructures contrast
sharply with the porous, exaggerated grain microstructures of magnesia
and calc a stabilized zirconia. Typical before and after microstructures
of calcia, nagnesia and yttria stabilized zirconia are presented in the

photomicrographs of Figures 9, 10, and 11. The dimensional and structural

integrity )f co-npletely stabilized yttria zirconia cored bricks was further
ernpha, -zed by the negligible change in bulk densities (90% theoretical)

after L.40 hours at t200 F.

The rare earth stabilized zirconia specimens also performed
satisfactorily in destabilization and thermal stress-cycling tests. Thus,
yttria-mixed rare earth oxide stabilized zirconia cored brick and insulation

refractories wc -e recommended for the highest temperature regions of
the, TRIPLTEE stora5 e heater. The compilation of property data permitted

allowable limits to be specified for the composition (% Y2 0 3 ), de sity and
purity of the cored brick and insulation components.

In terms of maximum structure stability and dusting resistance of
the cored brick, the test results indicated that all the monoclinic zirconia
phase should be eliminated to prevent destabilization. Since the large TTT
storage heater will require approximately 20, 000 pounds of the expensive
yttria or yttria-mixed rare earth stabilizer, the con.pcsitional specifica-
tic-is represent the minimum contents that would produce a stable zirconia

r-fractory. These concentrations (9. 0 - 9. 5 weight percent) are much
lower than ,he amounts ('). 5 - 17. 0 weight pt rcent) considered necessary
by commercial and literature sources. The ab'liLy of ti,' Type "C" rare
earth oxides to form remarkable stable cubic (fluorite) zirconia solid

solut_ ns cin be attributed to the peculiar properties of the rare earths.
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STABILIZATION CONSIDERATIONS

The formation of fluorite-type ZrO2 solid solutions c,-) be explained

in terms of the additive's atomic and electrochemical properties Ionic

size, valency, compressibility, and electronegativity are the parar ieters

normally considered in crystal chemistry and solid solution characteriza-

tion of a mixed crystal system.

Detailed studies of monoclinic ZrO2 single crystals have revt-iled

that the Zr ion is surrounded by seven nearest oxygen neighbor which i.

interinediate with respect to the rutile (6) and fluorite (8) coor-n-tion.

Although the radius ratio of ZrO2 is only 0. 57, the fulfillment of a th, -eii-

cal rc/ra = C. 732 requirement is not critical for the formatio,i of an i c

fluorite-type structure. Stable fluorite MX 2 compounds requirl, ciose

packing of cations with wide latitudles for filling of anion spac( if 'ie

anion lattice is closely packed, M -Kz compounds usually experience a 3-6

coordination, assuming the rutil structure. Thus, the presencc of a. on

vacancies in ZrOZ encourag( s c ose packing of cations and subseqlent

fluorite lattice formation. Sin the fluorite modification is also e hance

by ionic bonds, an increase in toe Aectronegativity difference be ,v, en

Zr and oxygen ions would promott the development of stable fluorit, 7rkt

solid solutions. In essence, ZrO2 stabilization is favored by creation of

anion vacancies, improvemen in ionic character of cation-anion bonds

and an increase in anion-cation coordination. These criteria .n be sa' s-

fied by catio.,s with the following properties: (1) valence less tian four,

(2) greater electropositive character, and (3) larger, :ess compress :ble

ions.

The rare earth oxides as a group satisfy all of the above par.neters.

Previous research has shown that the ability of rare ear'h oxidt's to pro-

duce stable cubic (fluorite-type) zirconia solid solutions inrea es with

diminishing size (increasing atomic number) of the cation. Since nly

slight variations exist in the electronegativity, corpressibil ty and val-

ence factors, the type "C" oxides should readily substitute for Zr on

the cation sublattice due to the small cationic size difference.

The experimental superiority of rare earth stabilized zircoiuia in

TRIPLTEE tests is reflected by an analysis f the crystal chernistry

criteria as presented in the table below.
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Cation Cation Cation
Oxide Valence Electronegitivity Radius

ZrO2 +4 1.22 . 79 R

CaO +2 1.04 •99 A
MgO +2 1. 23 67

Y 2 0 3  +3 1. 11 92

Magnesia appears to be a very poor stabilizer because it does not satisfy
the electronegativity and size criteria. Yttria and calcia would rate as
cubic zirconia stabilizers of high potential even though stronger fluorite
bonds might be expected with yttria due to its smaller cationic size.

However, the distinguishing factor between these two types of stabilized
zirconia for high temperature applications (4000 0 F) is the low vapor
pressure of yttrium oxide.

The results of these zirconia material developments are being used
presently in the TRIPLTEE pilot heater at AEDC. L,± ddtion, the storage
heater at the Aerospace Research Laboratory has been corverted from

pebbles to cored bricks, and Lhe two wind tunnel heaters at NASA-Anies
Research Center Lre in the process of being converted,

The TTT heaL exchanger has a 14-inch diameter, 16-foot length cored
brick matrix consisting of yttria stabilized zirconia in the upper bed portion

and alumina in the ccl der lower region. The brick dimensions are 2 7/8!
inch ,cross the hexagonal face with ao. 2 hole diameter - 0. 085 web thick-

in ss a.d are keyed by tongue and groove to assure hole alignment along 4

tht stacked columns. These independent colu.ns permit free thermal
moveinent and greatly reduce the side loading of the insulation, thereby
enabli g lighter weight and more effiient 1nsUlation material to be used.
A j )rtion of the assenibied cored brick matrix is shovn in Figure 12
whle Figure 13 pr.'s nts a top view of the matrix and surrounding insula-

tion ,s installed in pilot heator.

T e IRIPLTEE heater is presently in its in'tial step-by-step shake-
down ard checkout operations. The bed is ompictely instrumented with

Pt bIth/ Pt-30Rh thermocouples throughout the matrix and insulation. The
0

thcrmocuiples in the upper bed region ar,- sacrif,clal and after the 3000°F
,nd higher temperature runs are reached, optical pyroineters will be used.
These extt:is vt, texliperature measure:.went s w~ll vield the data necessa ry
to deterinine the heat tra nsf r arid mass flow characteristics of the bed s
yell as the overall heater efliciency.

CONCLUSIONS

the declopni ent of the cored brick nape for the matrix element and

1)-l
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the use of rare earth (ytt; a based) stabilized zirconia refractories have

resulted in a regenerative ceramic storage heater that should be vastly
superior in performance to the old pebble bed predecessors. The TRIPLTEE
pilot and ARL storage heaters will continue to provide valuable information

on present bed and, insulation refractories in addition to serving as test

beds for the exploitation of new design and material concepts in zirconia
heat exchangers ot the future. These improved rare earth stabilized

zirconia (storage heater) compositions should also lead to a multitud of
different applications in high tempe rature oxidizing envi, inments.
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F iGURE CAPTIONS

1. ARt, Pebble Bed Storage Heater

2. Storage i-eater Schematic

3. TRIPLTEE Performance Envelope Showing Region of True Tempera-
ture Testing

4. Typical Flight Corridor for Advanced Propulsion Systems

5. Cored Brick Configuration

6. Thermal Expansion Curve Showing the Monoclinic-Tetragonal Phase

Transformation in Pure ZrO2 in Air

7. Thermal Expansion Curve of a Partially Stabilized (50%) 5 Mole %
Dy 2 03 - ZrO2 Body in Air

8. Thermal Expansion Curve of a Fully Stabilized (100% Cubic) 10 Mole %
Dy 2 03- ZrO2 Body in Air

9. Photomicrographs c Calcia Stabilized Zirconia Specimens Befere and
After 4200°F-240 Hour Heat Soak Test

10. Photomicrographs of Magnesia Stabilized Zirconia Specimens Before
and After 4ZOO F 240 Hour Heat Soak Test

11. Photomicrographs of Yttria Stabilized Zirconia Specimens Before and
After 4200°F-240 Hour Heat Soak Test

12. Portion of Yttria Stabilized Cored Brick Matrix for TRIPLTEE Pilot
Heater

13. Installation of Matrix and Insulation in Pilot Storage Heater
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LABORA'ORY SIMULATION OF THE

SERVICE NOnE ENVIRONMENT FOR SONIC FATIGUE

QUALIFICATION TESTING OF AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES

Otto F. Maurer

ABSTRACT

A combined analytical, experimental approach is described by

which it was shown that the noise fields of jet and rocket engines can be

closely simulated in the laboratory. This is done for the purpose o'

qualifying the sonic fatigue endurance of full scale vehicular structures

over the complete service life. The conditions for a test time reduction

are discussed. The cost and time savings compared to previous approaches

of testing in the true noise environment of the jet and rocket engines are

pointed out. The described test method also can be employed for sonic

fatigue design and development testing and thus may contribute to optimize

structural designs from a strength to weight ratio standpoint.

J
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I! RODUCTION

An cnvironment which has plagued aircraft designers from various
aspects is the high intensity noise field radiated from the jet efflux
of turbojet and rocket engines. With the use of more and more powerful
engines, structural fatigue caused by the noise started to becomae a
serious structural problem and, consequently, the subject of extensive
research efforts. Yet, because of the limitations inherent in the
theoretical approaches, experimentation in small acoustic test facilities
is still standard practice to select and obtain design information for
structural components to withstand this environment. The fact that the
laboratory fields are different from those acting on the structure in
service, and the fact that changesin c7onditions are encountered by disconnecting
t7e coam ;nents from their surrounding structure leave some doubts as to
the adequacy of the designs thus selected. Therefore, qualification of
a full scale structural section to the service noise environment, becomes
a necessity for most aerospace structures. It was generally accepted as
a fact that the service noise fielc could not be approximated well enough
in the laboratory; thus sound induced fatigue qualification of the endurance
of full scale aerospace structural sections was performed in the true
service noise environment. Frequently a complete prototype aircraft was
used for this purpose, or an open engine test stand was constructed in
which the engine together with the structure to be tested was mounted.
Figure 1 shows a typical arrangement for an engine stand sonic fatigue
test. High cost of operating the engines limited such tests to a few hours.
The information obtained from the resuLting data was sufficient to point
out necessary design modifications, and a qualification of the structure to
the time of the first major maintenance inspection could be obtained.
However, no information resulted as to any sonic fatigue failures which
might appear later over the total service life of the structure.

With the availability of the large chamber of the AFFDL Sonic Test
Facility, wnich is also a research tool, the question arose as to the
possibility of replacing costly full scale sonic fatigue tests in the
service environment by less expensive laboratory tests, which in addition
would be representative of the complete design service life of the
structure. The opportunity to investigate several aspects of this

problem presented itself, in particular the possibility of test time
compression. It was possible to reduce the test time from 900 hours to
58 hours,or by a time compression factor of approximately 16, with the
resulting obvious savings in time and savings of many thousands of
dollars.

GENERAL APPROACH

Sound induced structural fatigue may be briefly described as a
consequence of an accumulation of stress cycles caused by dynamic
structural responses, which are excited by a randomly fluctuating
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pressure field. For this reason a sonic fatigue qualification test
is primarilr concerned with simulating the structural responses over
a sufficient length of time.

fepending oi the information which is available about the noise
& environment and its effects on the structure, a sonic fatigue test

conceivably, could be approached from several viewpoints. If, for
instance, the structural responses resulting in the service environ-
ment were known in detail, the simulation of such responses regardless
of the type of excitation would be sufficient to perform a valid test.
On the other hand, if the service sound field over the area where the
structure is located can be described and simulated in all its parameters,
the resulting re'jionses of the test ,article, which is inserted into this
dynamic pressure field, would be identical to those generated by the true
environment. Unfortunately in very few instances sufficient infor-
mation available so that the design of a test cannot be based on either

i of these approaches.

As was the case in the test which prompted this investigation, the

information that is frequently accessible consists of fragmentary data
about several local responses and local parameters of the sound field.
Thus the designer of a qualification test is essentially faced with
reproducing and ,atching such known quantities.

For the wing flap section which was tested in the AFFDL Sonic Test

Facility, strain and 2cceleration response spectra at the 62 locations
o: Figure 2 together with the noise spectra at 13 points as shown in
Figure 3 were available in the form given in Figure 4. Also, the
instantaneous value probability densities of several responses and

local excitations were given. These resp,,nse and excitation probabilities
taken from the true service field exhibit clos to normal distribution
characteristics (Figure 5). From these data it can be deduced that the
structure responds in the service environment over large portions in a
linear fashion. Beccause of the dynamic coupling of the variousi structural
elements it is conc-ided that, if the given response and excitation
spectra could be simulated in the facility at this limited number of
points, sufficient assurance would be provided that the sound field over
the structure is in close agreement with the true environment. Thus,
lack of knowledge of the space-time correlation or cross-spectra of the
service noise field and their neglect of direct simulation would be
compensated.

GENERATION OF RANDOM NOISE

This general approach required that several intermediate problems
be solved, the first of which was the requirc!,,ent for generating random
noise with the thirty.-fi.ve sound sources of the test facility. These
sound generators may be d.scribed as discrete tone sirens, twenty-five
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of which are located in a fixed position. Ten sirens can be moved as
one unit. The control and drive system of these sound sorces permit
a certain latitude in controi functions. Thus, it is possiUe by rapidly
sweeping the siren frequency to generate a frequency modulation of the
form shown in Figure 6. If the siren is frequency modulated in a random
fashion the resulting continuous narrow band spectrum i- proportional
to the probability density of the modulating function.

In addition to the frequency modulation capability, a type of air
valve in the siren permits the adjustment of the amplitude of the siren
output. If this valve is rapidly oscillated in a random fashion, a
random amplitude modulation can be superimposed on the already frequency
modulated siren sound signal; thus an additior,! randomization and
broadening of the individual siren bandwidth can be introduced.

Under the assumption that the siren generates a constant sound
amplitude over its complete frequency operating range, it shu.id be
possible to generate any type of broadband spectrum desired. This
requires that several sirens be operated as described above with
different center frequencies that are so spaced that their individual
modulated bands are adjacent to each other as shown in Figure 7. To
actually control the sirens for this purpose, random noise signals
recorded from an electronic noise generator were introduced into the
siren controls in the manner shown ir Figure 8. To these random noise
signals, with zero means, constant vltages had to be superimposed,
which determined the center frequenc'es of the sirens. These combined
control signals resulted in the random variations of the siren
frequencies around the mean or center frequencies of Figure 9.

Experiments indicated that in the horn mouth of an individual siren
the narrow band sound output approached the theoretically calculated
values; however a certain distance from the siren the spectrum was
distorted. As was expected, the broaL' md noise obtained with the
simultaneous operation of several sirens was nowhere close to the
.calculated values. The experiments proved, however, that a noise field
could be established in the chamber which would be control',le, if
various other factors were taken i,.:o account.

SIMULATION OF TE NOISE FIELD

The main factors which determine tl'e sound field are the r! ition
directivities of the sirens and their individual locations. In
addition, reflection from the chamber floor and from other objects in
the test chamber, the multiple reflection and s-ittering from the test
article and high intensity sound propagation effects strongly determine
the properties of the sound field.
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For instance, the fixed location of the sirens in tKe room is
considered the only influencing factor for generating a desired noise
field. By programming th, thirty-five sirens and assigning each to
contribute a certain part of the broadband spectrum, approximately
]040 possibilities are open of selecting a particular arrangement. It
can be seen that inclusion of the other influences mentioned above
raises the :,umber of parameters which need to be considered to an even
more untractable amount. However, a combined experimental treatment of
these variables proved helpful in reducing them to a practical nurnuef.

Tn order to determine the general area in the chamber where the

i sound pressure levels, which were required for the test, could be
reached, a brief acoustic survey was made. Several of the sirens were
cnerated in senuence in a slow, pure-tone sweep such that the total

required spectrum was covered. With the measured sound data th.,.
obtained at various locations in the room, it was possible to inter-
polate the influence of the sound generators which were not operated.

general location of the test article was determined by this method

which also resulted in some qualitative information as to the possible
future center frequency and bandwidth assignment for the individual
sirens. In the chamber area thus determined the same number of

microphones was positioned as the number of local spectra known from
the jet noise environment. The microphones were placed at the same
heights with respect to the floor, and the same distances to each
other, as they were mounted when the service noise data were obtained.
The service noise spectra were the'n reduced by Tbout 5 dB in order to

compensate approximately for the reflections from the test structure.
Based on the results from the previous experiment the sirens were
programmed for their individual operating range and progressively
adjusted to generate the re 'ced spectra at the 13 microphones.

After this first step to approximate the given noise data, the
test article was intalled with all transducers mounted. The dis-
crete frequency survey was repeated with various sirens in order to
determine any change in the shape of the local spectra whi:h might
have occurred due to the presence of the te.;t structure. This was
done at sound pressure levels below those which ar, usually thought
of as contributing appreciably to the accumulation of tatigue damage.
The effects of one siren on the sound field at one point on the surface
of the tezt article is shown in Figure 11. One notices *he marked
differenL, ')etween the discrete tone sweep spectrum at the structural
location and in the siren horn mouth. The marked drop of sound pressure
at many frequencies can be explained by the multiple reflections between
the chamber floor and test article and the resulting wave interferences.

This type of information was obtained for all sirens at all sound
monitoring points on the structure. Comparing these results with the
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available service noise spectra at the same location on the structure
gave a very good indication into which range of its complete operational
spectrum each siren could be placed. This procedure was repeated with
slightly different locations of the test article in order to obtain
additional information for later application.

Then the sirens were programmed and operated at low sound pressure
levels. It was expected that now the general shape of the spectra
near most of the surface measuring points would be close to those
desired yet reduced by an equal amount. The analyzed measurements
confirmed that the shape of the spectra at 10 points was within the
expectations. However, the microphones on the leading edge indicated
sound levels in excess of those which were required. This was already
suspected from the results of the preceding experiments. Therefore an
acoustic baffle was placed under the leading edge in order to reduce
the sound field over this part of the structure (Figure 12). The
measured strain gage and accelerometer data generally exhibited slightly
different spectral characteristics. The experiment had to be repeated
several ti,,, i different locations. Various modifications il. the
siren program had to be made until all sound spectra and most of the
strain and acceleration spectra were well within plus or minus 2 decibels
of the desired shapes (Figure 13).

After raising the sound pressure levels of the individual sirens
such "hat the service environment would be simulated, only a few minor
adjustments in the siren program were required to obtain the desired
objective. Figure 14 shows the test specimen in the large test chamber
of the Sonic Fatigue Facility in its final position.

REDUCTION OF TEST TIME

To qual-fy the structure for the total exposure to the maximum
noise levels it experiences over the complete design service life would
have required 900 hours of testing. Therefore an investigation was made
into the possibility of accelerating the test by exciting the structure
with higher than the actual service noise spectrum levels.

A rational basis for such a test time reduction was found. If
applied to the complete structure, the following two assumptions would
have to be made: that the structure is composed essentially of one
type of material and all structural components respond proportionally
to the excitation; and that the Palmgren-Miner fatigue accumulation
hypothesis is valid. Then the relationship between test time reduction

and increase in sound pressure can be expressed by the I-rmula sh-wn in
Figure 1Sa. This says that the logarithm of the ratio uf the reduced
test time T to the test time Ts in the service environment is propor-
tio.al to te difference in sound pressure levels (in decibels) times a

E-8
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mate,';a, constant. This constant is generally a negative numbei arid
is the exponent of the S-N fatigue curve.

If this approich is pplied t the present problem and if, forIinstance, the sound spectra over the test article can be raised by
4 decibels, then with a = -6, a reduction in test time by a factor of
16 could be obtained. That is, the 900 hours of exposure to maximum
sound pressure levels during the complete design service life can be
replaced by 58 hours of testing time in the higher level simulated

environment. The equivalent time of exposure would have to be evaluated
separately for components that consist of different materials and have I
a different a. Also, any nonlinearities in local structural responses
would have to be treated on a different basis.

For the experimental verification of this approach the air pressure

of the sirens was raised to produce an increase of 4 dB in the spectraat the structural measuring points. After a slight correction of the

siren program the resulting structural responses were evaluated for
line comparing Lieir instantaiicuus vaiue probabilities which
resulted from the simulated service environment and from the increased
excitation levels. Slightly nonlinear respnses were observed at only
four of the 62 transducer locations. This exhibitc _ ;-self in devia-
tions between the two probability density curves as shown in Figure 15.
Most response signals, however, were close and similar to the expected
values as shown in Figure 10. It was decided to continue the test on
this reduced time basis. The assumption that the total structure is
composed of aluminum then required that I-e equivalent service time to
failure for the titanium and reinforced fiberglass components be
calculated using the actual material S N curves and corresponding values
of a. This of course would only be necessary if actual failures occurred
in such components.

qUAI. IFICATION TEST VND RESULTS

After completion of these preparations the actual qualification
test was performed. The wing flap section was exposed for 63 hours to
the previousIv established high intensity nloist: field. Ihe acoustic
noise environment was monitored continuously over the complete test
duration. Recording,, -f all transducer sivrnals were made once ever"
hour. Frequent inspections of the test article were perform'd in order
to detect any failures which might occur. Partial disassembly of the
test structure was necessary for each inspection such that failurcs of
interior components :ould be exx)sed. Fre~iuent lv dye ;pe netrars :re
used to make small cracks visible or to check whether an actual crack
existed.

Over the total test duration, SO structural fatigue failures were
discovered. Most of the failures occurred in the interior structure.
An individual evaluation of these Failures sh;owed that most damage in
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load carrying componients appeared in "he last third of the complete
design service life of the air~raift. Figure 17 hows the first visible
state of a sonic fat iguie fai lure. in a spar larweb . Another more
progressed state is depicted in Frigure 18. Thc f inalI damlagQe i-;s shown
in Figure 19. The damag~e shown in these Pictures is t./pical of the
majority of the failures which occurreu .Liring the, test.

If any of the failures progressed to a state as; shown in Figure 19)
before the last fourth of the complete test time, the damageLd Component
was repaired or replaced, Figure 20 shows the damage of a flap rib
which occurrzd after repair of an identical first failure.

Final analy' sis of these tvoical failures, taking into account the(
measured stress responses, perm itted the nroposal of changes in the design

Changes were spec i f i ek i n such a wa tha tIe .ol
be incorporaited during normal maintenance of the aircraft. Ii some c-l'es
retrofit by attrition was recommended.

CONCLUSIOI

The results of the test and their detailed evailuation allowed
recommendations to tmade- a- to modi ficat ions of in ,:ect ion procedulres;
and inspect ion schedules for the la~t- third of th.o design service life.

The significance of the resullts ObtaI'ned from this tes t and the
preceding investigations is not limitedl to tne patKua tl'Ac.turc thA.i
was tested. Moreover, the essence of these results lies In the fact thalt
they, show that sonic fat i, gu test,, can be performed in the abrto
that the actual service cond it ions can be ci ose lv aprrox i mated, eve tr
a large st ructural sect ion. The resulting imp li catioris a-rc thfat b\
conducting such laboratory tests on a prot otvee St rUcttre, or, il the c

const ruct ion Stages of an a irc raft , in format ion cain be oh t Ained that c a;:
fundamental ly influence the fin.,l st ructural design vi well a-;.Imlnt

subequntretrofits and their additijonal costs.

The present pract ice of tus t i ri only . 5;1 -A II I nd Iiidul co :0MTo)nevn t

which are taken out Of the coMrnOoutd Of the surrounding st ruc-t iii-F inl'i
noise environment which bears n1o resteMhlance to the -;crvki \ fHicd, t Hc

quently result,~ In poorly des i gned compionent s. "lie st rt .1h to e'i
rat io usua iI fiurther &creases dur n I th so - ale e

Added mnod ifi cations and fi-Xes a s the -trukt u r il we iibt h tou

present ing any assurance o I inc reave e Ii ab ilit ' with rsc
totadl service li fe. The lalboratory test apoc o i *

has been proven feasible and can tie ve rforired! lith re ai.i\ c ei li
means will not on ly increase str mcttira I rel Iiabi lit\ and e frre.c
inspection and maintenance co-ts ?)wut %,ill ilzn rk- dltin t;utui

de-.'&nr with opt imum strenoth to imeicht rat ls. In ad;it inn, rcl i.0hl
in formation about the sonic fativoe crndurance ove the tozz a erv-,\cc li4
canl he obtain(ed.
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STUDIES iN ORGANOMETALLIC CHEMi$TRY
A NOVEL SYNTHESD3 OF RUTHENOCENE(S)

1st Lt Gecrge J.. Gauthier

A BST R A CT

In the last fifteen years, numerous su~bstitutedl "S;rd h-ye comn-

pounds called metallocenes have been synthesized, charactcriz;L-d, an~d

polymerized yielding new types of metal containing polymers. Some of

these metallocenes, particularly those of the ferroccnie series, have

been shown to possess5 desirable properties for use as catalysts or inhibitors

in the polymerization of olefins, catalysts for the combustion of hydro-

carbons, and for use as ablative materials. Their chemical properties as

Nell as their thermal, oxidative, and hydrolytic st.ability also suggest that

they might be useful as heat and light stable- protective coatings, ais reduc-

ing agents, as lubricants, and as free radical scav( r±,:t s.

E~xcept for exploratory studies, however, the- cost and difficulties

involved in the preparation and purificaion of manry metallocenes have

limited most work to the ferr-ocene series. Conseque-ntly, man~y pote.-,ially

useful materials have not been prepaied or studd. In particular, the

interesting series of ruthenucenes has rf C( ived too little atten! ion.

This report descr'ibes the successful applica*tion of a nov'd ligand

exchange reaction discovered Lit FJSRL to the synthkwsis uf ruthen ccne(s),

A description of the pararrittrs influtiicing the rcac'ijn anid ils Ipplicd-

tion to the synthesis of several substtureoi ruthenoct-nes Is also, included.
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oLudies in Organometallic Chemistry

A Novel Synthesis of Ruthenocene(s)

I. Introduction

On of the most important classes of organometallic compounds being

studied by Air Force materials research is the group of sandwich-type

compounds called E:etallocenes (I) because of their chemical similarity

to benzene. The sandwich-type metallocenes (I) often exhibit higher

thermal and hydrolytic stability compared with other cyclopentadienide

containing organometallic compounds (II, III) and other materials.

co Co

M Ti

III III

Many different metals (M) have been incorporated into the basic metallocene

structure e.g. ferrocene (M iron), ruthenocene (M = ruthenium), osmocene

(M = osmium), cobaltocene (M cobalt), and many others have been synthesized.

The substitution of the ring protons of metallocenes by conventional organic

reactions has produced many hundreds of metallocenes in the past 15 years.

Of all the sandwich-type metallocenes, the t rerrocenes has

been the most widely studied. Ferrocene is inexpensive, stable, and converted

easily 1 ' to a wide variety of substituted ferrocenes. Ferrocene and its

derivatives have already found uses as ultraviolet absorbers for protective

coatings, polymerization catalysts, additives for high temperature lubricants,

reducing agents, catalysts for combustion of fuels, and antianemia drugs.) '
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Substituted ferrocenes have been converted to thermally stable polymers

with a great diversity of physical, chemical, and mechanical properties.

While development of ferrocenes has been rapid, studies of other

ever more promising metallocenes has been limited to exploratory work

because of their inaccessability and expense. In particular, the interesting

series of ruthenocenes has received too little attention. Substitutea

ruthenocenes would be expected to show even greater thermal and oxidative

4

stability than ferrocenes but only a few have been synthesized.

Presently, sandwich-type metallocenes are prepared by one of three

2,4
basic methods. The most important and widely used method involves a

reaction of the cyclopentadienide anion with a metal salt.

M = metal

2 + MXn  
X = halide

> M

4
With few excepticia , syntheses of substituted metallocenes begin with the

unsubstituted parent metallocene and proceed via conventional reactions to

the desired product.

C~qCOCl COH~ CH _CH3,

LiAlH 4
Fe Fe '- Fe

AIC1 3  AlClj

COCH3  CH CH

Ferrocene 1,1'-Diacetylferrocene 1,1'-Diethylferrocene
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While such reactions are easily and inexpensively accomplished for

ferrocene, the same reactions are accomplished with more difficulty and at

considerably greater expense for ruthenocenes. Commercial ruthenocene is,

for example, approximately 500 times more expensive than ferrocene. We have

initiated a program at FJSRL to study new means for synthesizing substituted

ruthenocenes and have discovered a novel ligand exchange reaction between

ferrocene(s) and RuCl3 which leads directly to the ruthenocene(s).

Fe + RuClJ Ru

The scheme we wish to exploit involves the synthesis of a complex substituted

ruthenocene by synthesis of the corresponding ferrocene followed by final

reaction with RuC15.

CQH5 C,,H 5

SIX DI FFERLNT£ RuClaq

Fe -- "--, Hs

H ,C'-2H

Such a scheme would eliminate thc nced for running several consecutive

reactions on progressively morv L.,.nensive ruthenocenes and only the last

reaction in the sequence would involve ruthenium, We have synthesired

F
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ruthenocene and several simple disubstituted ruthenocenes by this method

and we wish to reort our findings of those parameters which influence

this novel reaction.

II. Discussion

Two other studies supported our belief that such a ligand exchange

5reaction might be successful. Nesmeyanov reported reactions of ferrocenes

wi.h aluminum chloride in aromatic solvents which resulted in ligand

exchange of one of the cyclopentadienide rings for an aromatic solvent.

Importantly, he found that electron withdrawing substituents (acetyl)

hinder the reaction while electron releasing substituents (ethyl) facilitate

the reaction.
+

R 0 0

X exchange of R (C2H5C5H4 )2Fe>(C5 H5)2Fe>(CH"LOC5rI4 );Fe

Bublitz6 reported the dispreportionation of alkylferrocenes in the presence

of aluminum chloride in methyl chloride solution.

CH 3  CH; CH,

:R H CH.,

Fe Fe and

CH, CH..
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He demonstrated that the rearrangements proceeded via metal-ring cleavage

rather than by ring-substituent cleavage. Unfortunately, only a few

percent of the disproportionated materials were realized from his

reactions.

For reasons of simplicity, most of our studies have involved the

reaction of ferrocene and RuCl . The ligand exchange reaction was

accomplished in the following manner.

Dry samples of ferrocene and RuCl, were mixed in a ():1 molar ratio,

and sealed in a Carius Tube under vacuum (see Figure 1). The tube was

heated in an oil bath at 21-$5C0 for 1-2 days, opened, and the metalloc~ne

mixture of ferrocene and ruthenocene separated by sublimation from inorganic I.
contaminants and decomposition by-products. The metallocene mixture wap

studied by proton magnetic resonance (pmr) and gas liquid chromatography (lc)

to determine the ferrocene/ruthenocene ratio. From this ratio and the total

weight of the metallocene mixture, the amount of ruthenocene present was

dotermined. The Z conversion of RuCI to ruthenoct::e averaged 5C ± 5 X by

both pmr and gic analysis.

Ruthenocene was separated by:

a. glc and collection of the exhaust gases in tubes containing

chloroforr,. The separation of standard mixtures of ferroctne and ruthenoce'le

by this method resulted in an . *f recovery of available ruthenocerxe.

b. Preparative thin layer chromatography which resulted in a 71,1

recocry of available ruthenocene.

In all cases the identity and purity of collected products were

established by comparison ofi melting points, and pmr and infrared specti-a

with Jhose of authentic sa:rples of the metallocenes.
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We found that a number of factors can adversely influence the outcome

of the reaction.

a. The presence of water or oxygen in the reaction tube led to complete

decomposition of the metallocene.

b. Ruthenium trichloride with graphite-like properties did not react

with ferrocene. Crystalline RuCI3 had to be prepared by ref'uxing a mivture

of hydrated RuCl3 and thionyl chloride for several hours.

c. Because the reaction is heterogeneous (solid and liquid phase), the

reaction tube had to be vigorously shaken in order to insure good mixing of

the solid and liquid phases.

d. The temperature had to be carefully regulated. Temperatures above

2800C resulted in the decomposition uf the metallocene while low temperatures

caused the reaction to proceed sluggishly or not .t all.

III. Conclusions and Future Work

The success of the exchange reaction in the Fynthesis of ruthenocene

has caused the reaction to be applied to the direct syiitheses of several

symmetrically disubstitited ruthenocenes from synuietrically distibstituted

ferrocenes. We have isolated a compound tentatively identifi.4 as the

previously unreported l,l'-diethylruthenocene (IV) on the basis of its

proton magnetic resonance spectrum and its glc retention tirne. We also

have evidence for the successful synthesis of the previously unzt:ported

1,1'-%.methylruthenocene (V) and 1,1'-di-n-butylruth-nocene (VI) by the

ligand exchange reaction.

F-10
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H 5 5

Ru Ru Ru

C0 2 H5  0 CH3 4H

IV V VI

We anticipate that further studies of this novel reaction will lead to;

a. Simple reaction conditions for affecting the exchange reaction.

b. Better means for separating large qLantities of the metallocene

mixtures, and studies are being directed toward these ends.

F
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FIBER TECHNOLOGY - SPFNING AND DRAWING OF
A FUSED-RING] POLYMER

Walter H. Gloor

ABSTRACT

Fiber spinning and drawing techniques have bteer c(',:loped for

poly(bisberzi midlazobenzophenanthiroline), a semi- nt raci abit' pkAYlin(r.

exhibiting extremely good thermal stability. Wet spinning from solution

in concentrated sulfuric acid into a water/acid bath, followved by hot-

stretching at temperatures up to 600 0C iesulted in fiberL: potentially

useful in advanced Air Force systems.

Single-fiber property levels of nearly 4 grams per denier weru

achieved in this in-house effort, with indications of retention of useful

properties to at least 2000C higher other known polymeric text0le fibers.

Resistance to direct flamne is also outstanding.

Recent effort, under Air Force contract, b'y a maZ-JOV fiocr

has resulted in an overall improvement. in mechaniral propertics tilrough

intensive studies of all aspects of polymer synthesis, fibto' formation

and after- treatment.
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LNTRODUCT ION

Performance characteristics of advanced aerospace systems have
resulted in requir'ements for fibrous materials possessing improved
resistance to the effects of hi&h temperatures and the abil-ty to with-
stand short-duration direct flame 2xpopure. LI general, polymeric
fibers exhibit the best overall balance of textile-like properties for
these, and other applications. A limitation on the polymeric candidates
for thermally-stable fibers is often imposed by the polymers themselves.
Synthesized to provide resistance to environmental extremes, these
materials are often sufficiently intractable to be non-fiberizable by con-
ventional techniques. For a relatively intractable polymer with out-
standing properties, use of unconventional techniques is clearly indicated.
Such is the case with polymers of the benzimidazobenzophenanthroline
type, synthesized by R. L. Van Deusen of the Air Force Materials Labor-
atory. Poly(bisbenzimidazobenzophenarnthroline) is a linear polymer of
high molecular weight, resulting from the polyplosphoric acid condensation
of diaminobenzidine and 1, 4, 5, 8-naphthalene tetracarboxylic acid (I ,. 1).
Because of the excellent thermal stability exhibited by BBB in thermal
gravimetric analysis (Fig. 2) it was decided to investigate the material as

a fiber-former, in spite of its lack of solubility in any common spinning
solvent.

G-
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EXPERIMENTAL

Fiber Formation

All the experimental results to be discussed are based on research

conducted with 10 g. or smaller quantities of polymer. Since VanDeusen

reported solubility without degradation in concentrated sulfuric acid,

this was selected as the solvent for fiberization trialb. Initially, approxi-

mately 5 g. of a 1076 solution by weight was prepared, with polymer of

intrinsic viscosity (I. V.) 1. 15 (H SO 4 , 300C). Solution was ef.ected by

stirring with mild warming (to 50C. or so). This represented the first

time a solution of this high concentration had been prepared. The solu-

tion was deep red or purple in color and appeared to be of sufficient
viscosity for fiber formation. It was transferred to a 5-ri. hypodermic

syringe fitted with a No. 20 needle, which had been cut off to provide about
a 1/8 in. total capillary length. This was hand-held under water at 500C

while the solution was extruded. A filament formed readily and could be

drawn the length of the bath (about 18 in.) slowly without breakage.

Attempts to draw rapidly resulted in the fiber stream's breaking at the
orifice.

Although not providing fiber of a quality suitable for mechanical

characterization or for drawing studies, this simple experiment did indi-
cate that BBB was a potential fiber-forming material. For the next

spinning attempt, therefore, a larger quantity of solution was utilized,

as was a ten-hole platinum spinneret of 0. 008-in. hole diameter. The

general fiberization scheme is shown in Figure 3. The solution is placed

in a 50-ml. glass syringe, the plunger of which is positively driven by a

variable-speed motor-screw drive system. Very close control of extru-

sion rate is achievable with this device. Figure 4 shows the syringe and
type of spinneret assembly employed. About 40 g. of 10% polymer solution

in conc. H 22S0 4 was placed in the syringe. Extrusion was at 0. 3 cm. 3 /min.

into a water bath at 450C. The ten-filament yarn formed readily and could

be wound on a spool at low rates. About 100 ft. of lustrous dark-green
yarn was collected at 3-3/4 ft. /min. Higher wind-up rates were attempted

but resulted in rupture of one or more kilaments at the spinneret face. It

seemed apparent that the pure water bath .esulted in an excessive rate of

coagulation, thereby limiting take-up speed. For a first try, however, it
was felt that the run had gone quite well.

The spool of yarn obtained was given an overnight water soaking at
room temperature and then was vacuum-dried 2 hr. at 600C. The tensile

properties were measured with a table-model Instron. The gage length
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was 1 in. and the strain rate was 20%/min. The yarn exhibited 0. 5 g. /
den. and 20% extension at break. X-ray diffraction analysis of the as-
spun yarn gave no hint of orientation or crystallinity.

The next spinning run was with BBB polymer of 2. 45 I. V. This was
made up to 8% solids by weight in concentrated sulfuric acid and spun
into a water bath under conditions similar to those used in the first run.
Although not all spinneret holes delivered properly, three spools of yarn
were collected at take-up rates of from 6 to 8 ft. /nin. and with extrusion
rates ranging from 0. 21 to 0. 35 cm. 3 /min. The yarns resembled that of
the previous run in general appearance. Tensile tests conducted after
water-soaking and vacuum-drying yielded as-spun tenacity and elongation
of 1.10 g. /den. and 31%, respectively. A portion of this yarn was left
unextracted, so that the effect of residual acid could be determined in
subsequent hot-stretch studies.

The next spinning run also utilized the polymer of 2. 45 I. V. , but the
solution concentration was reduced to 6% in an attempt to obtain a higher
degree of bath stretch. The bath composition used was 20 wt. -% H2 30 4
at 651C. Under these conditions it was possible to collect ten-filament
yarn at 10 ft. /min. for approximately 30 min. The extrusion rate was
0.44 cm. 3 /mnin. These conditions represent approximately 100% bath
stretch. The spool of yarn was vacuum-dried at 60 0 C. prior to stretch-
ing experiments. A length of the yarn was hot-water-extracted, to re-
move residuz' acid, and used for as-spun tensile property measurements.
The weight loss on extraction indicated approximately acid 57% by weight
in the dried, unextracted yarn. The as-spun tenacity was found to be
1. 40 g. /den. with 48% extension at rupture.

Another spinning run utilized a 7% solution of 2. 0 I. V. material.
Since it was decided to use a bath composition of 50 wt. -% sulfuric acid,
certain changes in the apparatus were required. These consisted of
substitution of a glass tank for the stainless-steel previously used and a
protective enclosure for the stainless-steel spinneret assembly and tubing.
Figure 5 shows the overall layout, and Figure 6 shows a close-up of the
Nalgene spinneret assembly housing and platinum spinneret protruding.

With the bath temperature at 30'C. three spools of yarn were collected
at take-up rates between S and 7 ft. /min. The solution extrusion rate was
0. 44 cm. 3 /rin. at the slower take-up and 0. 51 cm. '/min. at the higher.
Attempts to wind the yarn faster resulted in breaks at the spinneret. For
this run a water wash-bath was employed in-line with the acid coagulating
bath. It provided an 8 in. immersion length for the yarn and was held at

47-50°C. The three spools of yarn collected were dried overnight in an
air oven at 60 0 C.
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Samples of yarn from each spool were boiling-water-extracted and
dried prior to mechanical property determinations. The weight losses
on extraction indicated an acid content in the dried as-spun yarns of
about 3"-35%. As-spun tenacities on single fibers removed from these
yarns ranged from 0. 95 to 1. 13 g. /den.; rupture elongations varied
from 28 to 38%. Figure 7 shows a typical stress-strain curve for a
single filament of about 34 den.

Hot-Stretching Studies

The initial drawing studies conducted on BBB fiber and yarn all
involved hand drawing. No suitable continuous drawing equipment was
available to us at that time. Later in the effort a small drawing frame
was designed and built; all subsequent effort utilized this device.

The majority of the hand-drawing studies involved a brass block
4 in. in diameter, heated electrically. A hermocouple was inserted
in a well parallel to the top surface and 1/16 in. beneath it. With the
block at the desired temperature a length of yarn was held against it,
under tension, and drawn across the block from one to three times.
Draw ratios were estimated from length and denier change. A few ex-
periments were conducted in which the block was replaced by a small,
electrically heated furnace with a hinged cover. This provided approxi-
mately 1-1/2 in. of heated length.

These hand-drawing experiments were designed to define broadly
the drawing characteristics of BBB yarns and lay the groundwork for
future continuous stretching work.

Yarn from the original rniltifilament spinning run, with polymer of
1. 15 I.V. , was hand-drawn over the brass block in a range of temperatures.
In each case the draw ratio was held to that just short of filament breakage.
Table I summarizes the results. Modest increases in tenacity are evident
for low draw ratios. Rupture elongation is low; attempts at relaxation to
increase clongation were unsuccessful. Initial modulus Aas measured or.
several of the tensile samples. It ranged from 28 to 36 g. /den. , the
higher modulus values being associated with higher tenacity samples.

Yarn obtained from the second spinning run was evaluated for hot-
str'tching characteristics in both extracted and unextracted form, Table
II summarizes the results of these hand-drawing experiments. Drawing
of the unextracted yarn was accomplished at lower tensions and with less
filament breakage than was e.icountered with extracted yarn. The data
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show superior mechanical properties for the material drawn with
residual acid present. For drawn, unextracted samples a hot-water
wash and drying preceded the denier and tensile determinations. All
succeeding hot-stretching studies utilized as-spun yarn containing 30-
60% acid.

A few hand-drawing experiments were conducted with the unex-
tracted yarn from the third spinning run (2. 45 I. V. polymer, 20% acid
in bath) prio:" t( r'-ceipt of the small drawing frame subsequently em-
ployed. The highest property level wL obtained with a draw temperature
of 680 0 C. , which resulted in a tenacity of 1.9 g. /der. , 7% elongation,
and initial modulus of 74 g./den. The draw ratio was approximately 1. 3:1.

Continuous drawing of 2. 45 I. V. yarn was conducted over a range of
temperatures and draw ratios, both in air and argon, using the drawing
unit shown in Figure 8. The drawing unit consists of input and output
godets, with idlers, infinitely variable in speed up to about 18 ft. /:in.
Between these godets is a small furnace, electrically heated, capable of
operation up to 870 0 C. The furnace contains an input manifold for inert
atmosphere. A traversing take-up mechanism is provided for winding on
tubes; let-off is provided to the left of the unit and is dependent on the
type of yarn package. Drawing of single filaments is normally accom-
plished by using the input godets as the let-off and the output godets as the
take-up. Table III summarizes the results of drawing experiments with
the 2. 45 I. V. yarn. For all runs the input yarn speed was 26 in. /rin.
The residence time of the yarn in the hot zone is about 20 sec.

A single filament removed from the yarn drawn four passes tested
2.63 g. /den., 9. 0% elongation, and initial modulus 65 g. /den.

In multifilament yarn-drawing the maximum Oraw ratio is limited to
just short of the point at which individual filaments start to break. There-
fore, in order to operate closer to maximum draw conditions, it was de-
cideci to conduct all future hot-stretching witn single filaments separated
from the yarns. An added advantage of this technique is the conservation
of material.

Up to this point the best combination of mechanical properties obtained
were a little over 2 g. /den. with about 19% extension at break. This is
not exactly a high -pe rformanc e material. Additionally, the low nta
modulus indicated a rather poorly drawn fiber. The emphasis of the single-
fiber continuous-drawing experiments conducted subsequently on both 2. 45
and 2. 0 I. V. material was to increase tenacity and modulus v'ile main-
taining as much elongation as possible. Table IV summarizes the results
of this effort. All runs were made with argon atmosphere.

G-1V
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Inspection of these data reveals that tenacities approaching 4 g. /
den. are associated with such drawn fibers. However, the rupture
elongation for fibers drawn to these levels is about 4-5%. For one
sample drawn at 650 0 C. the elongation dropped to under 3%. Attempts
at relaxation have been unsuccessful, as shown by the second pass at
zero tension and 610 0 C. on fiber originally drawn at 590 0 C. The low
rupture elongation appeared as the outstanding problem, associated with
preliminary evaluation of BBB as a potential fiber foi Air Force use. j

Figure 9 presents typical stress-strain curves for moderately
drawn and highly drawn BBB fiber. No yield point is evident on either I
of these curves.!

The data presented in Table IV are shown graphically in Figure 10.
Tenacity is plotted as a function of draw temperature, with draw ratio I
as a secondary variable Thus plotted, a little order is obtained from

the apparent chaos of Taoie IV. Tenacity is seen to increase with draw

ratio for a given temperature and to increase with temperature at con-
stant draw ratio. The data shown represent both 2.00 and 2.45 I. V.
material with no noticeable difference. The stated relationships appear
to be valid to at least 600 0 C. At the upper right are shown five data
points for fibers drawn at ratios 1. 58:1 or higher and at temperatures of
from 565 to 0,500. These data are not as consistent as the others, but
they indicate that degradation may be occurring at the e.,treme tempera-

tures. This is consistent with the thermal gravimetric analysis curve

in nitrogen, presented earlier, which showed a break at about b00°C.

Figure 1 1 is the game type of plot, but for elongation rather than
tenacity. A single curve appears to be the best fit, irrespective of draw
ratio, the elongation decreasing with rising temperature.

Conclusion

The preliminary spinning and drawing effort described clearly
demonstrated that poiy( bisbeizimidazobenzo,;henanthroline) can be fier -

ized, that the fibers -an be drawn to provide a usable level of mrcLrk. "al

properties, and that thermal resistance is excellent.

Since this work %-as completed. a larger scale program has been

initiated undcr P :r Farce Materials Laboratory contract. Tihis wt.rl has

fu'lly justified oar confidence in BBB an a fiber of exceptional thermal
stability. Th-ough intensive studies of polymerization, spinning, and
after-treatmert, high-quality yarn of nearly 5 vrams per denier and
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wifvh 8-10% elongation at break has been achieved. Strength retention

after a one-minute air exposure at 8000 C has been measured as 43%

of original. No degradation of fiber properties -esults from brief

exposures to direct f)ame at 1200 0 C.
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TABLE I

Polymer I. V. 1. 15

Block Tamp., No. of Draw Tenacity, Elong. at
0 _ Pa... Ratio Gm/ln/e Brk.

360 2 .0 0.85 7.2

505 1 1.2i 1.26 10.0

535 3 1.25 1.26 6.8

465 2 ---- ---- ....

515 2 ----.....

540 1 1.29* 1.33 7.1

Total draw for 5 passes; final pas at zero tenaion.

TABLE II

Polymer I. V. 2.45

Drawing Temp., Extracted or Draw Tenacity, Elong. at
C Unextractel Ratio Gm/Den Break,

380 U 1.15 1. 53 19

330 E --.---- --

380 -1. 1 total 1. 35 12.5

505 E 1.15 i.5 7.4

700 U -1.25 2.06 7.4**

Initial Modulus 39 gm/den

**Initial Modulus 60 gi/den

TABLE: Il

Polymer I, V. 2.45

Contlnuous Drawing

Temp. of Draw. Aimos- Tenacity Elong. At Initlal

Dra-. 'C Ratio pher. Grn/D,, Brsak.1. Modulu. Gm/Dan

425 1. 23 Air 1. 92 14. 5 56

525 1.31 Air 2.46 .9 6s

425 1. 25 Argon 1. 77 10. 0 62

565 1. I Argon 2. 22 4. 7 75

260 1.06 Aro,, 0.76 14 I1

145 1,06 Argon I. 36 Z 7 11

425 1.07 Argon 1.64 I 46

540 1.08 Argon 2.07 6. 8 64

Cal ulatd frorm Znpat and take.up .psd..
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TABLE IV

Single Fiber Drawing

Drawn Initial
Polymer Temperature Draw Fiber Tenacity, Elong. at Modulus

. V. of Draw, oC Ratio Denier Gmi'Den Break, -/o Gm/Den

2.45 510 1.32 22.9 2.51 r.0 87

" 525 1.42 19.7 2.75 4 6 111

480 1. 51 21.3 2.63 3,8 119

565 1. 59 18.0 3.36 4. 1 126

2.0O0 540 1.6 6 Z5. 8 2. 51 4. 9 129

" 170 1. 31 30.2 1. 58 18. 1 60

230 1.31 30.6 1.59 14.Z 61

290 1, 31 27.1 1.61 12. 3 74

340 1.31 26.9 1.76 10.0 58

425 1. 53 23.6 2. 39 4. 5 126

150 1.20 26.8 1. 56 17. 2 51

230 1.20 26.6 1.84 10. 3 64

" 620 1. 55 24. 5 3. 57 3.9 144

" 590 1. 55 24.7 3.42 4.8 147

" 610 0.95+ 24. 3 3.43 4. 1 145

400 1.40 27.8 2.05 5. 1 85

590 1. 65 19.7 3.67 3.9 143

650 1. 76 17. 3 3. 79 2.9 190

590 1. 58 20.0 3.76 4.4 154
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Electron Reduction in the Reentry Plasma Sheath

ABSTRACT

This paper describes a new t',chnique for the reduction of electron
density in tne reentry plasma sheath. A brief history of the problem
and a description of various alleviation schemes are presented. A
i'escription of the room temperature experiment which first demonstrated
enhanced attachment is given, followed by a description of the plasma
a. c-jet experiment used to demonstrate the effect at high gas tempera-

ture. It is seen that oxygcn is added via a nozzle to a nitroger arc jet.
Tht resulting flow passes through an r-f coil and an S-band microwave
diagnostic test section. The r-f coil is used to heat the electron gas.
Curves are presented which show the measured reduction in electron
density both when oxygen is present in the flow and when r-f heating is
applie(!.

1. INTlEODUCTION

* The plasma sheath is that layer of shock-heated ionized gas which
,orms around any material body entering the dense portion of the
earth's aimosphere at hypersonic velocities. Temperatures in excess
of 50000 C are attained in the nose region of the vehicle which produce,
hv thermal ionization, electroni densiti2s that exceed 1012 electrcns per



t

cc in certain areas of the sheath. The superheated air decomposes its
main constituents nitrogen and oxygen to an atomic and/or ionized state
and, along with the free electrons generated, is swept over the body
constrained to a boundary layer in a manner which is determined by the
vehicle's velocity, shape, angle of attack, arid any roll, pitch, or yaw
components of its movement. Any antennas mounted on the vehicle are
enveloped by the sheath and their performance as transmitters or
receivers is seriously affected. The degree to which they are affected
is a function of the local electron density, the local collision frequency,
and the operating frequency of the antm!nna.

From a c-ommunications viewpoirt, the most importnr corrponent
of the plasma sheath is the free elect, on density. Due to their very
light mass, compared to the ionic cor Lponents of the sheath, they alone
respond to the rapid variations of the electromagnetic signal. Propaga-
tion through the sheath is degraded when the electrons absorb the
electromagnetic radiation and lose it %hrougl collisions with th other
particles. Propagation through the shleath ir impossible when ,he
electron density is so high that the re3ulting media cannot support an
electromagnetic wave. Therefore, it is already shown, that the electron
density is the most important compon,.nt of the sheath.

Early theoretical analyses showed that the effects of the plasma
sheath could be circumvented by the u se of higher microwave frequencies.
This appeared to be a practical solution until it was found that at higher
frequencies atmospheric absorption did as much damage to the communi-
cations link as did the plasma sheath. This solution would have generated
its own problem, that is, -revamping the entire worldwide communi-
cations-tracking nehvork to operate at higher microwave frequencies.

Some recent experimental work Ly Chen (Chen and Len, 1968) has
shown the possibility of using very lox,', frequencies for penetration of
the reentry sheath. This new work is not simply the well-known low-
frequency phenomenon of penetration of a plasma to its skin depth. This
experiment uses the inductive nature f a plasma to tune out a short,
mismatched monopole antenna. Delivering power more efficiently to
the antenna caused the transmitted po ver level to be enhanced over the
level in the absence of the plasma sheath.

Another early solution which has yet to materialize is the use of
the so-called magnetic window. It w. s found that if a magnetic field of
proper orientation and strength was applied to the plasma, electro-
magnetic waves of certain frequencie: would pass through the pla ma
sheath which would otherwise be opaque to them.
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Conventional magnets and their associatec power supplies are impossible
to apply to a vehicle due to size and weight limitations. The advent of
commercially available, superconducting magnets hints at a possible
breakthrough. However, the cryogenic prollems of maintaining a magnet
in a superconducting state in a reentry vehi,:le environment are still to ')e
surmounted and prevent this device from being successfully flown.

Lasers have opened the possibility of an optical frequency commul -
cations system. Again, earth's atmosphere would hamper a vwhicle- ..-
earth link. This difficulty could be circumv.ented by using con :.ntion
radar in an earth-to-satellite link with an o )tical frequency, v;Iiicle-Lo
satellite link.

Present emphasis in research concern, d with reentry physics is on
the control and modification of the electrical properties of the sheath by

* external means. A number of different sub ;tance- have been proposed
$and used under a variety of conditions. A rlieaure of success wa.

obtained by seeding water into the sheath or the Gemini III flights. Solids,
liquids, and gases are presently being stud4 :d to find the most effective
substance. Weight and ease of packaging ai-e prime criteria to be met.

All of this work is being performed unc ,r strict laboratory, conditions,
which at best duplicate only a few of the par -meters used to dcscribe the
reentry sheath. It is important to realize tat under all of the controlled
experimental conditions that exist, a variety of substances wil appear
superior. In other words, for each experiment there exists all optimum
additive. This should not be surprising, since exact reentry conditions
are only achieved luring reentry for a specific vehicle, and will vary
from vehicle to vciicle. The spatial distribution of electron density,
electron temperatl're, the various ionic species, and their temperatures
vary from vehicle :o vehicle. Predicting these quantities is a formidable
theoretical proble'n which has yet to be solved for all geometries. The
various reaction rates which govern the production and destruction of the
constituents of shock heated air are unknown and, in most theoretical
analysis, the rate coefficients are extrapolated from room temperature
experiments. For these reasons, all additive work should be evaluated
for effectiveness based on the experiment involved. Furthermore,
because reentry conditions vary widely as tie vehicle descends, it is
very probable that a combination of additiv;- 3 and techniques will, of
necessity, have to be used in different regi, ns of the trajectory, and
may overlap. The apparent variety of solw ons to the additive problem
is testimony to the complexity of the proble n.

2. NEW TECHNIQUE

This paper describes a new technique f)r the :-ontrol and elimination
of the free electron density in the reentry plasma heath. Basically,
the technique consists of causing the light, highly- mnobile electron to
attach to a heavy atom or molecule and hen -e lose its effectiveness upton
electromagnetic waves in this manner. On e it is attached to -. heavy
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j l a t ~ i v , ,.c a n i -.,t - s p o i d to t te v cr Y r ap ~ d * ;a r %a ti ,,)n s o f th ,c e l c t r o -
,!agnet~c field. T'hc electron is; made to attawh to the heavier species
)y heating the electron gas by absorption of radio-frequency energy. t
"hese higher energy levels the electron attach~ment rate coefficients to
'nolecuar species often reach a maximum which resu;lts in a lower
imbient electron density.

This effect was first demonstrated by Rro and Taylor (Rao and Taylor,
1966) of AFCRL in a room-temperature oxygen plasma. In Figure 1 we
3ee the plot of the measured electron density decay rate obtained from
microwave diagnostics of the oxygen plasma. The plasma is turned on
it t = 0 by a short duration, high voltage pulte, is allowed to decay to
zero, and is repetitively ignited sixty times :: second. The purpose of
the experiment was to st'?dy loss processes in molecular oxygen plasmai
using the Luxembourg effect. This technique consi,0s of perturbing an
otherwise normally decaying plasma with a high pover signal that changes
the decay rates. The high-power heating sig~al is ,,bsorbed o l1y by the
electrons, therefore, the new decay rates ait:' due to elevated -,lect'on
temperatures only.

Figure 2 showq a typical result by Rao and Taylor. Wher the high
power heating pulse is positioned in the deca :ing portion of th plasma,
the electron density waa markedly reduced while the heating p,ise was
on. Normal density reduction is noted before and after the he~ting pulse,
indicating the normal decay rates of recombination and diffusion.

The mechanism that has been proposed to expla~n this result is
enhanced attachment. Oxygen, like all electrophillic substanc:Is on the
right hand side of the periodic table, has an iffinity for electr ns.
Depending on the energy level of the electron and the oxygen a om, a
negative ion will form when attachment occurs. Th2 resulting., decrea:
in eJctron density was limited by the production of Aectrons by detac -
meni collisions.

Based on the results of this experiment, Walter Rotman o" AFCRI
suggested the possibility of using this technieue as :' means of reducin6
the effect of the electron density in the reent;.y-plasma sheath. The
proposal to investigate the possibilities of observing this technique using
a d. c. plasma arc jet as the source of high temperature air was made I..
Lennon and Rao (Lennon and Rao, 1966). In their proposal they specul e
that, since thep dominant electronegative cornponent of the sheath is the
atomic oxygen concentration, attachment of the electrons to this specie
will be the likely process to use to reduce the electron density.

The experiment used as a source of high temperature gas a
commercially available 40 kW d.c. (forty kilowatt direct c'-ent plasn a
torch manufactured by Thermal Dynamics of Lebanon, Ne Ham )shire.

This device is a popular means of producing clean high-temi ratu -,
high-enthalpy flow in a variety of gasses. It principal, bvt leas utili d
asset, is its ability to produce high-tempera ure, laminar flow f:..ee of
any turbulence. This allows diagnostic probing of the resulting plume
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..it es ,t n.,.crowav,, energy and the sxbsequent analyses of them on
P is(-to-puls( basis. rhis feature permits the utilization of the
'xen-oourg efftct -a very powerful plasma- diagnostic tool. It also

means increasec( sensitivity in continuous wave diagnostic experiments
because smoothing or the averaging out of the effects of the turbulent
flow upon the deLected microwave power is unnecessary.

For this exieriment the arc jet was teamed up with a DeLaval
expansion nozzl, and was mounted in a-i evacuated chamber which would
be maintained a-i one torr pressure. The DeLaval nozzle was operated
in the subsonic .,egime, and provided a convenient means of injecting
additives into the flow. The jet-nozzle combination could be moved
inside the chaml-er to take advantage of the teraperature and velocity
gradient in the plume. This experiment appro-dmates the reentry
conditions in teilperature, ambient pressure, electron density, and
neutral species. This is accomplished by operating the jet with nitrogen
gas at a mass-fDow rate of about one gram per second. Oxygen is added
to the hot nitrogen, via the nozzle in a ratio theit will produce hot synthetic
air.

Microwave diagnostics of the high-temperature synthetic air were
performed downstream of the DeLaval nozzle. The flow was allowed to
impinge upon a .3mall hole in the broad wall of a section of water-cooled
S-band (1. 500 /X 3. 000") waveguide and is piciured in action in Figure 3.
This techniqu&s results in a small uncontained column of hot gas, 0. 375"
in diameter by .500 long whose properties are relatively uniform
because it has Leen sliced from the center of :. much larger plume.

The electrcn density and collision frequercy is obtained by measuring
the microwave impedance using standard slotted-line techniques. Use is
then made of th,' well-known Marcuvitz equations for the impedance of a
dielectric rod positioned across a waveguide, as a function of its dielectric
constant. In the case of a plasma, the dielectric constant is complex, and
a computer is employed to obtain the curves relating the real and imaginary
components of the dielectric constant to the real and imaginary componerts
of the microwa,-e impedance. Figure 4 shows the physical relationship
between the jet, nozzle, and water-cooled waveguide test section.

The inherent beauty of this technique is that it allows measurement
of an overdense plasma. Normal cut off density in a typical propagation
experiment for S-band frequencies (-3GHz) is 101 1electrons per cubic
centimeter. Since measurement of impedance: does not demand the media I
to !upn'o ,ly -ticula, nodi- "" -onagation of an olKro, 'gn-tio wave,
highei dt. than cut off can be measured. The Iower iimit of the
densii measurement depends upon the accuracy to which one can me& :ure
the si .t of the microwave voltage minimum. The particular slotted-lmne
used i this experiment could measure shifts n the standing wave patt rn
as sr 11 as 0.01 centimeter. This correspords to a minimum detectas'3.e
electi n density of 1 X 109 electrons per cubir centimeter. In practic,:,
consi, en%1 Y reproducible densities of 5 X 109 electrons per cubic cent-
metei are mieasured which correspond to a si-ift of 0.05 centimeter.
Thes, accuracies were only possible when an ultra stable microwave
oscillator was used as the source of power.
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'JIa .. . a ×., .... equation is used for the
V'vafio:-,ship )etwoc n:i tile s!ift of the voltagc, m nirmm and tie electron
derqity. Lvily (,eiby, C. C. and Golden, P. D., 1962) gives this
equation as,

Ne 70 2 X X 0 12 electron per cc
d 2  X 2g

where X and Xg are the free space and guide wavelength, d is the diameter
of the column and, &x is the shift of the voltage minimum. It is only a
valid approximation for small shifts in the voltage standing wave ratio,
which corresponds to low electron densities in the range 109 to 1010
electrons per cubic centimcter.

In order to demonstrate the reduction of the free electron densit. by
the enhancement of attachment, it was necessary to apply radio-frequency
energy to the exhaust of the jet before the flowing high-temperature ras
entered the waveguide diagnostic-test section. Previous attempts to
demonstrate this effect had shown that heating the gas in a Luxembov -g
geometry using high power pulses of S-band microwaves were unsucCess-
ful in reducing electron density. It is felt that this was due to the fic- ing
nature of the gas or to insufficient absorption of the heating power du,, to
either the high electron density or the ver:: small (1 microsecond) hcniting
pulse width.

These shortcomings were overcome by the physical arrangement
shown in Figure 5. The heating of the electron gas was accomplished at
a low frequency (7 MHz) where the large skin depth insured penetration
and absorption of the heating energy by the plasma. The cylindrical
symmetry of the geometry lent itself very well to the use of a water -

cooled radio-frequency coil as the coupling, mechanism. This could be
energized on a continuous basis by a one kilowatt transmitter which
insured an ample amount of heating power.

Figure : shows a schematic of the entire heating experiment. The
plot of elect )n density as a function of position in the lower half of the
figure showr L.he measured values along the axis of the plume of the jet
in the upper ialf of the picture. This is the range of electron densities
in which the 'adio frequency heating was performed. In practice, the
heating proc !ss and the resulting density reduction was limited by the
nonlinear, ri dio-frequency breakdown which engulfed the coil at high-
power levelt. Due to the electric-field gradient produced by the current
in the coil, -. discharge is driven outward from the center to the coil
itself. This process shields the center of the coil and reduces the
heating ther.

Figure shows the results of the heating experiment. The curve
labnled N2 + 02 is the result of adding oxygen to the nitrogen t. The
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-"- . ' < * -. . * . ... ['' ( ial'e& ed
,, -+ ~ i S , ' . ' :v , iy_1 rtf:J -fr,quency prower the

It i s s ' that -, on x" gen i- added and th,. coil eiicrgi,,ed, a

rcedLiction in density over the case of no heating is obtained, I'he density

reduction plotted is the m' ximum obtained for the amount radio-

frequency power available.

3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The experiment has shown that modification of the electron density

al the high gas temperature (-3000'C) available in the exhaust of an arc

jet is poszible. The mechanism is seen to be affected by several
competing processes all of which have not been fully investigated. The
following discussion will explore the nature of the competing processes

and give the reader an idea of the direction in which future research
could go.

For reentry flow-field temperatures and pressures such that an

appreciable amount of oxygen remains undisso.ited, the r-f heating

technique would tend to enhance electron attachment to molecular oxygen.

Molecular oxygen was the additive selected for this experiment based
upon the results of Rao an' Taylor, and the desire to synthesize high-
temperature air. The results of research now in progress indicate that
more efficient additives than oxygen exist. In particular, the attachment
resonance phenomena of such complex molecules as sulfur hexafluoride
are particularly promising. The combination of a more efficient attaching
additive with a radio-frequency heating schem,, should yield results
supet ' ,r to either technique alone.

It was observed that the efficiency of electron density reduction
increased as the heating and diagnostic-test section (which were fastened
together for convenience) were moved downstream; that is, as the jet
moved away from the waveguide and coil. This indicates a dependence
on two fundamental characteristics of the flow -its velocity and its
temperature. This is an important result and underscores the necessity
of knowing the relationship between the position of injection (if there are
t caitives to inject) --..! the position ,,f the hea....g of tne electron gas
relative to the antenna that is blacked out. The particular species avail-
able, to which the heated electrons may attach, will be a function of theftemperature of the ambient boundary layer into which the additive is
injected, thc physical state of the additives (solid, liquid, gaseous), and
the speed with which it is swept over the body. These factors are in
turn related to the time required for actual attachment to occur. At the

I1' 9
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elcvaed ga temperatures involved, these -,'ate coefficients have not
been measured.

In an attempt to increase the maximum attainable electron-density
reduction, variations in the radio-frequency heating scheme were
employed. The use of water-cooled capacitor plates of various sizes
and spacing did not yield any significant improvement over the inductive
heating scheme, nor was the movement of the region of heating upstream
(relative to the waveguide) of any help. Use of capacitor coupling insured
a better-defined, heating-electric field and allowed a rate measurement
of the r-f power. Measurement of the incident and reflected power
indicated that as much as twenty watts were required in the density
reduction experiment.

As was mentioned earlier, the original heating was performed at
S-band frequencies in a Luxembourg geometry unsuccessfully. Argu-
ments, that centered upon the alleged supersonic flow, dictated that the
heating take place upstream. Upstream heating did produce density
reduction, but recent impact pressure measurements indicate that
supersonic flow does not prevail in the re-*§n of interest.

Finally, a word concerning temperature. Measurements made by
inserting a tungs+,n-rhtnium therrnoco,,plc into the nitrogen jet
indicated temperatures in ey'xss of 2800 0C, the upper limit of the device.
The manufacturer cautions against the use of the device in an oxidizing
atmosphere. However, it was felt that the low oxygen flow rates at the
low ambient pressures would not affect the thermocouple. When the
thermocouple was inserted into a synthetic air mixture, although it did
not decompose, thermochemical reactions in the surface of the exposed
junctica caused the output voltage to fluctuate in polarity in a random
manner. Operation in a plain nitrogen jet for short periods of time at
high temperatures corrected this situation. Spectroscopic temperature
measurements will be attempted.
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Figure I1. 1,lectron Pi-nsOv m~ci i in "flpet~uric dI x.!nP-n

L Igure 2. Electron Density 1)ecav in an Ox.,gen Pi.4r1arni ich has~ hen
Pulse -fia ted

Figure 3. Artist's Conception of Waveguide Test Section Intercepting
the Core of the Arc-.Jet's Plume

Figure 4. Physical Relationship Between Arc-Jet, \oz-.1e, and Water-
Cooled Wa-eguide Test Section

Figure 5. Waveguide Diagnostic-Test Scctionj with R17 Hleating (Coil
Attached

Figure 6. Schematic of E xperimnent Showing Axial Variation of Ll,'ectron
Density Before RF Heating

Figure 7. Measured Electron Density ReduIction as a Function of Oxygen
Addition and RF Beating
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VEIA IV "LID" EXP1q1RT

SPACE EVALUATION OF LITnIu4 DIFFUSED SOLAR CELLS

ABSTRACT

The purpcce of the Vela IV LID experiment is to provide on-orbit
evaluation of the self-annealing lithim doped silicon solar cells.
Early evaluation of the on-orbit cell performance was desired since
they potentially can extend the lifetime of satellites exposed to
short term or low level radiation. The experiment was flown at no
additional cost to the government through the cooperation of several
government agencies and by having LA? personnel in t1- Vela Satellite
Program Office at Hq SAMSO design and fabricate the electronics, per-
form the prelaunch testing, and evaluate the on-orbit data. The
experimental cells have successfully survived the launch environment
and several on-orbit maneuvers. In addition, the cells have not
e -hibited any apparent degradation while operating in the normal
orbital solar radiation environment. The lack of a significant solar
proton event has prevented on-orbit evaluation of the annealing
characteristics of the lithium cells. However, solar proton events
of sufficient intensity to permit sx.ch evaluation are expected during
the lifetime of the satellite.
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VELA IV "LID" EXPERIM1T

SPACE EVALUATION OF LITHIUM DIFFUSED SOLAR CELLS

1.0 TRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the Vela IV "LID" experiment
(Figure 1) which was flown aboard one of the two Vela satellites launched
in April 1967 to provide space evaluation of lithitm solar cells. The
paper has three sections (Figure 2). The events which led to the experi-
ment and the purpose of the experiment will be discussed first. Secondly,
the constraints placed on the experiment to allow it to be flown on
Vel -. IV and the resulting experiment design will be covered. The results
from the experiment, to date, will then be discussed.

2.0 BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE OF EXPERIMET

The Vela Satellites (Figure 3) fly in circular 60,000 nautical mile
orbits. In this orbit, the satellites have minimal protection from the
earth's magnetic field and, in fact, spend a significant portion of their
time outside of the magnetosphere. Therefore, solar array degradation is
expected primarily from solar protons. The satellites have not seen a
significant amount of solar proton degradation, since most of the time
spent in orbit has been during the minimum of the 11 year solar cycle.
However, 6 to 8 percent degradation has occurred, primarily as the result
of the solar proton flare on 2 September 1966. The peak of the solar
cycle is expected during the later part of 1968 and typically is prelceded
and followed by significant solar proton events. The fifth Vela launch
was anticipated to be on orbit during thesc solar proton events, and we
were interested in the possibility of obtaining a radiation hardened solar
cell for use on Vela V.

There are basically two methods (Figure 4) that can be used in
countering a radiation environment. The method normally used is to design
the array, using a high bulk resistivity N/P solar cell with thick cover
glass and, if necessary, provide sufficient power margin to allow some
degradation to be acceptable. However, the higher resistivity solar cells
have lower efficiency and thick cover glass even further lowers the overall
efficiency of the solar arrays. Therefore, a greater array area is
required to meet a given power requirement. To provide a power margin
would require an additional increase in the solar array area. Since the
shape of the Vela satellite was specifically designed to provide a maximum
field of view for its payload sensors, it is not possible to increas the
surface area of the satellite without extensive redesign. As a result,
the use of a radiation hardened solar cell was investigated. The possi-
bility of enealing radiation damage an orbit with normal spacecraft
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temperatures appeared particularly attractiwv. The normal silicon solar
S eLl can exhibit radiation annealing properties If heated to very high
temperatures. However, these temperatures dcA generally excessive for
normal satellite application.

Another possibility, doping a silicon solar cell with litbium to
allow anneairg at lower cenperatures, was being investigated and dis-
cussed in the solar c.ia literature during mid-1966. The lithium doped
cells which were being tested at that time had exhibited annealing char-
acteristics at the normal temperatures which would be expected by the
Vela solar arrays on orbit.

The solid line in Yigure 5 shows the normal power degradation which
would be ex2ected for the Vela solar arrays as a function f radiation
exposure. The dotted line depicts the annealing curve w,,.ch apparently
ma, typically be expected using lithium doped cells. The lithium cells
appear to have a degradation characteristic similar to the normal cells
during irradiation, but recover to the lithium power curve after the
exposure has ceased. The rate of recovery depends on the annealing
temperature. This theoretically would have been an ideal cell to use
on the Vela satellite, since the Vela satellites are normally subjected
only to a low radiation backgrcrud except for high level radiation
during solar proton events. Therefore, the use of this type cell should
result in a short term power drop, which could be supplemented by the
spacecraft batteries or by partial shutdown of the payload wtil the
solar array recovers to a more normal power level.

The Directorate of Teclmology at Hq SAMSO was contacted to deter-
mine the availability (Figure 6) of new cells for Vela V. Based on the
information they had and the information they obtained from the Air
Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory at Wright-Patterson AFB, it was deter-
mined that the cells were under laboratory evaluation and had shown
annealing characteristics which would make them promising for the
intended use. However, the cells were not in production at that time,
and it was unlikely that te cells would be put into proO-ction until
additional testing was prformed. In particular, the need for on-orbit
testing prior to the use of the cells P the primary power source for a
satellite was emphasized. In our discussions with the Directorate of
Tec hology and the Aero Propulsion Laboratory, we were asked if there
war, any way in which the Vela Program coulid assist in obtaining early
on-orbit testing of the new lithium cell.

The possibility of performing on-orbital test associated with the
next Vela launch was investigated, and the prime requirement was the
delivery of hardware within approximately six months (Figure 7). Two
possibilitics were considered. The possibility of using the excess
booster capability to fly small experimental satellites was considered.
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Howver, because of the flight plan used to put Vela in oru:Lt, a small
exprimental satellite would be lcft in a transfer ellipse rather thwn
in the 60,000 nautical mile circular orbit. In addition, an experi-
mental satellite would require greater development time, and most of the
existing payload capability had already bc n promised to other users.
The possibility of flying the experiment on a Vela IV spacecraft was also
considered. This had the advantage of placing the experiment in a 60,000
nautical mile circular orbit and having the extensive background radl -_
tion instrumentation already included in the Vela satellite payload
readily available for determining the radiation environment. In addition,
in discussion with Sandia Laboratory, it became apparent that there were
four analog to digital telemetry channels available for instrunentation.
However, to fly -he experiment physically on the satellite required the
permission of the Vela Joint Technical Group (JTG).

The advantages of the lithium cell and the rationale for flying the
experiment on Vela IV were presented to the JTG in December 1966. At
that time, the JTG stated that we could only proceed with the experiment
under a specific set of ground rules (Figure 6). The first ground rule,
and the one which was the basis for the experiment design, was that the
interface with the satellite could in no way decrease the satellite
reliability. This meant that no mode of experiment failure could be
permitted which could in any manner result in a change in satellite relia-
bility. The second was that there could be no impact on the present Vela
schedule. The third was that the experiment could not have any funding
impact on the Vela Program. Last, but not least, the nor".al operation of
the experiment could not interfere in any way with satellite performance.
This was especially critical in the area of electromagnetic interference
since the payload carried sensitive receivers for use in the EMP subsystem.

3.0 EXPERD T DESIGN

The information which was desired from tne experiment (Figure 9)
included both information on the possible degradation of the solar cells
and the environment to which the cells had been sublocted. There is
particular interest in any solar cell degradation d-. to solar radiation,
or from any possible cell degeneration, such as loss of the 'ithi.m
Information concerning the accoustical and vibration levels experienced
during launch, as well as any forces experienced by the cells during
orbital maneuvers, was of special importance since fabrication of contacts
which would survive substantial mechanical forces was one of the primary
fabrication problems at that time. In addition, information on both the
normal radiation background and any solar proton events would be needed.
Information concerning the temperature of the array ms also needed to
evaluate cell performance, since solar cell output varies with cell
temperature.

The thermal-mechanical environent (Figure 10) had alrea4y been
predicted for the satellite environmental specification based on previous
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Vela and Titan III launches. In addition, existing flight measurements
would be available to verify the environment during both the launch and
orbital phases of the mission.

One of the greatest advantages of using the Vela Satellite for the
experiment was the extensive background radiation instrumentation
(Figure 11) built b7 the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory as part of the
Vela payload. This instrumentation is designed to measure both solar
X-ray and particle radiation and is more than sufficient for evaluation
of the normal background radiation. In addition, the LASL instrumentation
provided sophisticated solar proton fluence measurements in two ways.
First, as the fluence of protons greater than approximately 25 MeV and,
secondly, in terms of the proton spectrum with 13 spectral channels
between 0.55 to-lO MeV. The data on background measurements would be
available both in 'quick look' form and from LASL as reduced data for
use in solar cell evaluation.

f he measurement of solar cell performance is normally made by plotting
the current versus the voltage as shown in Figure 12. The maximum power
occurs at the knee of the curve and defines the voltage at which solar
arrays are normally operated. However, within the weight, space, power,
and data restrictions for the experiment, it was not feasible to measure
such a curve. As a result, we chose to measure the short circuit current
and the open circuit voltage which are indicative of cell performance.
In addition, a set of standard cells was to be flown to provide a conpara-
tive measurement.

Figure. 13 is a simplified circuit diagram of the experiment which is
divided into three sections: the solar array, the LID experimental

electronics, and the payload logics.

The three strings of solar cells were fabricated and installed by
Hoffman Electronics Corporation. The cells were fabricated under a NASA
Goddard Space Flight Center solar cell research contract, and were made
available for this experiment through the efforts of the Aero Propulsion
Laboratory. The largest string consists of ten IX2 cn 10 okm-centimeter
n/p silicon solar cells with 6 mill cover glass. This string provides
the power for the experiment and has sufficient excess power to allow the
experiment to operate under relatively small illunination. This wast
necessary since -he satellite is spinning for thermal control and is
earth oriented, causing a varying illumination angle except during small
portions of orbits during eclipse season. A Zener diode is used to
limit the bus voltage to 4.2 volts to provide a constant bus voltage as
much of the time as possible. Use of the payload analog to digital con-
verters required use of a positive ground system to match the payload
power system which operates between 0 and -6 volts. The lithium experi-
ment's -.ray consists of four UlX cm p/n solar cells using 6 mill cover
glass. The standard array consists of four x] ca n/p 1 ohu-centimeter
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silicon solar cells using 6 mill cover glass. The ncgative side of both
the lithiun Pjd standard arrays is routed directly to the payloasi analog
to die.al converters and the positive side to ground.

The electronics for the experiment were designed, built, and tested
by personnel in the Vela Satellite Prot;ran Office at Hq SA40O, and
provided to the spacecraft contractor (TRW Systems) as payload equipr-ent
( The final thermal, vibration, ana E4I testing was performed by

T7h;." Systems ns part of the normal GFE integration effort. The analog
mcasurcmrents made by the experiment electronics are fed into the pnVload
through the AEC payload harness which had been modified by Sandia Labora-
tories to accept LID experimental data.

The selection of an open circuit voltare or short circuit current
measurement is achieved by use of a data switching network ithin the LID
electronics. When the transistor switch is nonconducting, it prcsents a
high resistance to ground and the voltage on the data line is essentially
the open circuit voltage. When the bistable flip-flop draws sufficient
base current to turn the transistors on, the transistor switch provides a
known resistance path to ground for the current from the array. Since the
A/D converter input impedence is much higher than the data switch in the
conducting mode, the voltage across the data switch is directly correla-
table to the sliort circuit current of the solar array. The bistable
flip-flop is driven by a uni-junction transistor clock and alternates the
measurements made on the two arrays. One of the remaining data lines
monitors the state of the bistable flip-flop to determine which data is
being measured at a given time. The remaining data line is a tap on the
silicon power array and indicates when the experiment is powered.

The advantage or this design is that it provides the capability of

measuring both open circuit voltage and short circuit current for both
arrays during normal operation and provides one or the other data points
if the switching circuitry ceases to function because of low bus power
or circuit failure. Since the analog to digital converters can satis-
factorily operate with the input being short circuited, totally op en, or
with the maximum array voltage, and since the experiment is independently
powered, there is no failure mode of the experiment which can in any way
inhibit the function of the payload or spacecraft.

The analog to digital converts the input voltage which varies bet%;en
0 and -3 volts into a 5 bit sample. The four data lines are seo -"tiall!y
sampled at 3 second interv&1a and transitted by the apacocra.t e.ieetry
system whenever the sate Uite is operating payload real-time readout.

4.0 InsULs

Figure 14 is a sumnary of the results at this time. To date, there
has been no apparent degradation for either the lithiut or the s1iico.
standard rolar artys. This includes post boost and orbital =aneuvers
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i : ch have resulted in an accoustical level of approximatel, 12? db
uV, rail aEid vibration level ±,i cxc:ss of 3.5g. Tnis indicates tna
ltniu, cells cu, be satisfactorily fabricated to withstad normal

i: , tlona. The prec:.t oT-rn t4:n of the e/pci1,,.t has also
:,,ic3 c Iiat the lithiium cells will oi erate in the hard vact, of

.c . 've: tLc no;::Jnal operating raige of -cJO to 14 dcgrees F. So
s:', tte cells iiavR been subjcted to a ;" 25 XeV proton fluerce of

a:)roxi nately 5X10 6 protons/cm by the ambient background. The only
ob'c-tive of' the experiment which has not been achieved -is the rezult
of not having had a significant solar proton event while the experi-
ment ha:; been on orbit. However, this information would primarily be
usod for corrc'ation with laboratory data and since the lack of proton
events has meant a longer solar array life for those satellites on
orbit, no one truly objects to not having this data. In addition,

based on the typical lifetime of Vela satellites, we expect to observe
significent proton events in the future and, at that time, information
concerning the relative radiation hardness of the lithium array andsilicon standard array should be available.
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PHOTOELECTRIC MEASUREMENTS OF
OPTICAL GLINTS FROM ORBITING SPACECRAFT

Richard C. Vanderburgh

Abstract

Even for pencil-beam radar sensors, the power limitations and pulse
rate limit the inference of dynamical motions of distant spacecraft to that
derivable from short-duration specular returns. Since even these returns
are lost to the inverse-fourth power law at somewhat greater slant ranges
and since specular transients contain useful information relating both to
spacecraft identification and dynamics, it is desirable to have a means of
recording them at slant ranges in excess of 5000 kilometers. This can be

readily accomplished if one observes space targets in the optical wave-
length region. If the sun is used as the illuminator and photomultiplier
as a detector, one gains the advantage of a powerful, remote, and
continuous source radiating at very short wavelengths compared to the
dimensions of the spacecraft.

In this paper, the author demonstrates the effectiveness of a
relatively simple and inexpensive method for rapid time-response measure-
ment of the intensity of sunlight scattered from orbiting spacecraft. The
equipment, consisting of a four-axis mouc'ted, 61-cm Cassegrain telescope,
a logarithmic-feedback photoelectric photometer capable of millesecond time
response recording equipment and other ancillary devices, is described, as
well as prediction and tracking techniques. Lightcurves from three
diverse orbiting spacecraft are presented and analyzed, with emphasis upon
the detection and utilization of short-duration specular flashes.

The first of these, the British Ariel III, was designed with mirrors
strategically placed on the spacecraft structure to enable determination of
the angular momen t lirr vector of the spin-stabilized spacecraft by
observation of sun reflection patterns on the ground. ARL photoelectric
measurements of this satellite, because of their large useful dynamic
range in brightness and excelisnt time resolution, enabled project
scientists to determine not only the angular momentum vector with greater
accuracy than could be achieved by on-board sensors, but also the
precession or coning angle, even though it could not be detected by the
on-board solar aspect cell. Individual mirrors could be identified, glint
by glint, by comparison with pre-iaunch measurements of the mirror
dispersion patterns.

The second spacecraft considered here is a spun-up U. S. payload
with at least sixteen fli.t reflecting surfaces evenly distributed about the
spin axis. The recorded data show the recurrence of dispersion patterns
identifying each flat (even at distances exceeding 4000 km), and an overall
pattern leading to the inference of a spin-axis vector.
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The third object is the active GEOS Z geodetic satellite which is
equipped with four directional xenon flash lamps to be discharged in various
combinations for phoLography by ground stations. Photoelectric measure-
ments have been made by ARL of many flash sequences to determine
performance of individual lamps, to compare the intensities of the various
lamp combinations, and to verify spacecraft attitude.
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INTRODUCTION

The Optical Group of the General Physics Laboratory has been
conducting research on the optical properties of orbiting satellites for some
six years. In the course of recording optical signatures of a thousand
transits of two hundred satellites during the last four years the author has
become aware of using passive detection in the optical region of the
spectrum for measuring specular glints from spacecraft as compared to
returns at radar wavelenghts. Ground-reception of radar back-scattei at
an orbiting spacecraft is handicapped by an inverse-fourth-power signal
loss, a finite pulse repetition rate, and confusion due to resonant inter-
ference effects since the wavelengths are comparable to spacecraft
structural dimensions. In contrast, ground-reception of scattered sun-
light or of light from vehicle-bourne discharge laxrrps suffers only from
inverse square signal reduction, is continuous in character, and is at
wavelengths very small compared to structural dimensions. These
advantages of optical sensing are particularly applicable to targets at
large distances, targets of small cross-section, and/or with surface
characteristics which produce specular glints. In some cases, optical
and radar sensing can corriplement each other as data sources leading to
the inference of spacecraft physical characteristics and dynamical motions
(Ref. 1); in other cases, optical sensing is the only available means. A
recent and excellent example of the use of specular glints from spacecraft
was the photograph of Lunar Orbiter V by the 1. 5 meter telescope of the
University of Arizona Lunar & Planetary Observatory (Ref. 2) while in lunar
orbit.

After briefly describing the ARL photoelectric system, I will present
light-curves of three spacecraft, reduction and utilization of these data,
and conclusions encompassing system limitations and future recommenda-
tions.

EQUIPME,, f

Figure 1 shows the ol-cm satellite tracker consisting of a conventional
Cassegrain telescope supported by a. four-axis mount. A photoelectric
detector is mounted at the Cassegrain focus; the output of the photo-
multiplier tube is used in several wa-s. It is recorded directly by a
.galvanometer recorder and by an FM tape recorder, it iq used to modulate
an audio tone for tie observer t, confirm telescope aiming, and it is fcd
back through circuitry to maintain a constant anode current. This latter
operation reduces photomultiplier tube fatigue and provides a large dynamic
range (logarithmic through six decades) of brightness s,.nsjtiivty. A serious
limitation of thi- feedback system is a slowe r time-res pnsi than wo:llC
obtain from linear s)znal processing, as will be discussv,.U !,ter. Trackin
within a two arc-minute field aperture has been aiccomplisl~ed Lv manual
adjustment of a rate control and an orthgonal centering control as the
observer monitors the target image through either a g inch finder scope
with a wide-view field or a more rcCctnt 8-inch guid:ng telescope not shown
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in the figure. More precise tracking is now possible with a new velocity-
computer servo system which has recently been installed. Visualizing the
4-axis arrangement may be enchanced by a look at Figure , which
demonstrates the system as a conventional astronomical (equatorial)
mount carried by an azimuth-elevation base. Since the apparent path of a
satellite across the sky is closely approximated by a small clrcle of a
particular spherical coordinate system, the azimuth, elevation, and
declination are all set to thosc positions for which motion about the polar
axis aims the telescope along the required small circle (Ref. 3, 4). Thus
most of the satellite's apparent motion is matched by telescope diive

(motor-gear or servo) about the polar axis. Mis-matching is easily
corrected for by the manual cross track control.

Quantitative calibration of the detector is accomplished by photometry
of solar-type stars whose intensities have been measured by astronomers.
The procedures used for calibration are, in fact, borrowed directly from
astronomy where reference brightness standards of accuracies of one
percent or better exist over dynamic ranges of 105 . The assumption that
steady state calibration techniques are valid for glint measurernents appears
to be justified by the ARIEL III measurements discussed later,

THE TARGETS

Figure 3 is a pre-launch view of the British ARIEL III enviromnental-
measurement satellite whose aesign inc-.rporated the placement of
optically reflecting flats at strategic angles and intervals to aid in the
determination of vehicle attitude in orbit. Since the spacecraft was to
be spin-stabilized, sun-glints from a particular group of flats (all at the
same angle to the spacecraft axis) would define a locus of possible spin-
axis vectors if these glints could be detected from the ground. The British
plan was to combine glint-timing data with on-board solar aspect
telemetereu measurements to produce an unambiguous spin-axis vector.
The three groups of flats: body solar cell panels, echelon mirrors, and
boom solar ceil panels are distinguishable from each other by their
-'umber. Thu, there are twelve body panels, six mii rors, and four boom
panels. Normals to the body panels are perpendicular to the vchicle axis
normals to the echelon mirror surfaces are at an angle of 30° ; and those
of the booms at angles of 25* and 155 °

~Figure 4 show's possible vehicle aspects to produce glli-.!s from tile

several panel groups as viewed by A single ground-based observer. if the

spacecraft were spinning at each depicted aspect, the observer would in on,
case see twelve glints per turn, in anotier six, and for either of the boorm
panel conditions four.

In planning the panel-glint scheme, the ARIEL LII pr.j,-, scientists
had considered only photographic and vsual sensing as being readily
available. But after examining the first ARL "- 1t -electric record, the'y
realized that photoelectric photomnret y was not only superior for glint
timing, but that the quantitative brightness measurements toat it made
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Possible allowed d. terminatior. of a slight "coning" angle. If the spacecraftI

spun about an axis slightly off the geometrical body axis, the individual
panels of a group producing glints would not present their respective
normals at the position for maximumn glint at the same timne, as Figure 5

shows for body solar cells. From the simple case illustrated, it isI
apparent fromr the geometry that the angle formed at the observer by the
line-of-sight vectors to, the space,_-raft when it is at positions where opposite
body panels respectively produce maximum glints, is four times the coning
angle. Thus a measure of the time difference of opposing-panel glint
miaxim-ra mrl y be converted into a position displacement with orbital

ephemerides.

The 10 Ma,- r, cord give s s~x glints per rotat ion, and tien:: identifies these

-isechlonmiror lin.-i Th 17July record gives tw elve glints,

idtntiyig teseasfrui bdysolar csells. By mapping separately the

curves represented orthographically in Figures 7 and 8. Time offerece
betw.een mnaxima are related to the coning angle: areas under each curve are

related to the optical dispersion of the reflec gsurfaces. As expected, thej
more precisely figured echelon mirrors sh( . less dispersion than the many-
faceted and more irregular solar cell panels. From the ARL photoelectric
records, the ARIEL. 1.I project scientists (Ref. 5) ,vere able to measure the
spin axis (angular momentumn vector) to better than ±P1, and the coning
anri le to + 0. P.

While ARIEL. IlI proved to be an excellent target to show the potential
of photoelectric glint measuremnent, the geometry of its orbit produces twlo
s ignific ant limitat ions: the relitively rapid local trans its (dae to the low

* orbital altitude ) si gni fie antliv limit the tinme duration of elevated trans its for
k ont inuous iphotomnetry, and t .ie orb it Linclinat ion severely lim nits the
per c enta ce of favorable optical t r -insits du rin) iZ ach vi sibil it v c ct- A

* slcr Iof ava 'ilible targets of oppo~r tun it y urn d up a US Space -. raft (Sp Ice
Ou 3e t 2403, International De igatio )Tn-77A) whiich at timnes produ c-
I ong sequences Of SPeclarI, glints, and hs ,sul'icivyitlN ih orbitl
alt it ide to ill ow rvt' l t y l i ongi contmurin s ph c leIr i aon it orin fl

favo rable t ranrs its, uit 14' 2 minuites !n Som 011, .tbstr serv e s
\kel t 1t' iust ra.te v- son ti A t ' . i as p v. t s vft s o f opt Iclt glIints, in the

dila .Izl')i 515f SP.Acecratt mrotionls and goetrinl part because its actual
cn~ii~urak iohsc ki~o~t th auhr

q F , r c A s i -,. u t o s c t Io n s o f ai ,.in g l tra n s it of t h is ob ie c t. 1 e V
~ui-f tZti~c,),r~ hme pv -t tj partiua r t r,, 1 ,i t p roduk 4 a

4Ol IiIi S b t hri~ht 1,i in?1 S diu T111LZ* t\ko - 1muit f, ti r~ aI ii\.d

,lX' evn m n csof Nk 1d 1 spacd oak in11ts (:sol sh:v. rI It t h Vn

.oter f'. %k u~ I II tt hu r s t fl mIiUOUS hri~zt g!lits. Evvn frn this

* ualfleO.reor i pvriolC1'Ltv i V t-e'l C ) tiue oflle l1i-sng gjlnt ill

ce.ce, rySItX.'(n (k-xccpt ait tlle very end) ki van sort olit thelt ildA i&du:

*~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I iin-s't.n sore -mi rbal ~r . tl panels) and plot the ir

* tmn ~ .tlde tnt1(ts (as was d4 me wu.th ARIEI. III). In tis kl.asv,

* ho ve i, thc( re iltrng curvcs aire nit s~ l peaks, hiut uild.:Ilitc Yl .1
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Figure 9B sho,-'s a time expansion of four rotation cycles selected from
Figure 9A. It is clearly seen that identifying characteristics are associated
with each glint surface, characteristics which remain recognizable through-
out the transit, and indeed on transits weeks apart. Had a pre-launch
measurement been made identifying the dispersion pattern of each surface,
as was done by the expeiimenter on ARIEL III (Ref. 5), the photometric
record would allow each surface to be identified absolutely, and the
rotation roll angle specified to an accuracy of a few arc minutes .... in this
case at a distance of over 4000 km. . . . without the need for telemetry of
any sort. Observations every few days would allow a continuous time
history to be interpolated betwe en the observation intervals.

Attempts to infer s:ructural details i unknown spinning targets
(other than smooth spheres) requires knowledge of the spin-axis direction
(angular momentum vector). In the case of ARIEL IM. specular bursts from
two groups of glint surfaces (inclined at different but known angles to the
spin axis) sufficed for an ambiguou- spin axis determination. In the case of
object #2403, the solution is not so apparent, although the nature of the
entire light curve sukgests a probable spin axis. In seeking such a solution,
it is convenient to construct, a sa.:.llite- centered reference system with
vectors directed toward the sun and the observer, with a third vector
bisecting the angle formed by the other two, the phase angle. Figure 10
shows, in a celestial. reference frame, the motion of the phase-angle
bisector during the observations. Near the times of Figure 9A, the mirror-
like flat surfaces on the spacecraft must have coincided with this trace of
the phase angle bisector, producing the direct reflections of a portion of the
sun s surface. Assuming that the glint-surface normals are perpendi-uilar
to the spin axis one can te -tatively place the spin-axis 90 degrees a-,-y
frorn the two locations of r.aximum specular brightness. The glint-surface
norrnals would then hav2 mo.-ed along the trace represented by the dashed
cuive as the spacecraft rotated. This great circle is observed to cross the
trace of the phase angle bisector at the two times of maximum glints and to
lie near it during the intervening period. Support for the assumptions leading
to this choice of spin axis is provided by the persistence o: the panel #9
glint during the seven minute "quiet" interval. As noted in Figure 9B, the
ninth panel has the largest apparent dispersion of all the panels .....
probably enough to direct observable glints to the telescope between the
most favorable times, since the maximum separation between the normals
and bisectors curves was about 2. 5 degrees.

Another useful parameter easily measur_-d from most light curves of
spinning or turnbling targets is the rotation rate. Such measurements
throughout the 29 March 1968 record of object #2403 produced a range from
9. 90 secc-ds to 9. 93 seconds per revolution.

The GEOS B geodetic satellite is the third target considered here, and
although its Xenon lamp flashes are ttchnically not specular glints, the
observed effect is practically the same. Figure 11 shows the spacecraft
pointing earthward as governed by its gravity-gradient stabilization boom
(Ref. 6). Continuous alignment with the local vertical (with a iesidual s.nall-
angle libration) produces a simple and easily nredictable lamp-angle
computation, an important parameter for determining received intensity,
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since the lamp reflectors were designed to make received intensity
dependent upon direction (lamp angle). The spiral antenna hemisphere
on the und rside of the spacecraft is a diffuse white and serves to provide
a steady but faint amount of sunlight to the observer, giving him a
continuous target for guiding

Figure 12 shows photometry of three five-flash sequences of a single
lamp, a time expansion of one of the flashes, and a comparison of its wave-
l,.rm with that of a prL-launch laboratory measurement by The Johns Hopkins
Applied Physics Laboratory. On the condensed record, note that the
flashes rise from a slight plateau above the sky brightness level. This
plateau is the faint steady return from the antenna hemisphere. The flash
at 0 0 h 16s U. r. was only partially recorded, since the target was not
entirely in the sensing aperture. The expansion of the 0 0 h 46m 16s flash was
made by slow play-back of the FM tape into the recording oscillograph to
obtain best advatage onth galvarapor iesponse. At this scale, one sees
that the flash rise point is measurable against the WWV time tick to a fewe
tenths of a millisecond. Conversion of this curve to linear units and
comparision with the APL measurement shc'ws a difference between the two
curves which is probably due to the response time iLn,itations of the ARL
logarithmic-feedback photoelectric mode. Since tests have shown that the
ARL system (as arranged for optimum response in the logarithmic mode)
has approximately a one millisecond rise-.time, a noticeable difference
between the two compared curves is expected. One might also expect the
ARL curve to peak at a lower absolute intensity than it would have with a
faster response t.me, but this effect is likely to be similar in the case of
;1! light pul:ev of similar rise times and similar widths.

For this reason, despite the response time limitations, I felt that a
plot of measured peak intensities of all four lamps in various combinations
over a five month period might reveal information on the performance of
the flash lamp system. Figure 13 shows the distribution of the peak
intensities (given in an arbitrarily but absolute visual stellar magnitude,
i. e. , all observed intensities have been adjusted to a 1000-km slant range)
of 96 flashes of various combinations of the four lamps as a function of lamp
angle calculated on the basis of true verticality of the spacecraft. I should
note here there should have been no measurable degradation of the lamp
intensity during the period covered. Labor-itory tests (Ref. 7) indicate only
a 10% intensity loss should occur after 100, 000 flashes; by 5 July 1968 each
lamp had been fired less than 18, 000 times. The dashed curve represents
laboratory measurements of the distribution of energy (integral of the
intensity over the flash) to be received from the flash as a function lamp
angle.

Five groups of 3-lamp flashes are in reasonable accord with this
predicted distribution although there are two 3-lamp groups significantly
above the curve. Although confirming telemetry has not yet become
available, it appears that the two plotted 4..flash groups represent the
actual firing of only three lamps, and that one of the 2-lamp groups may
represent the actual firing of only one lamp. Not infrequent difficulties
have been encountered with the GEOS B spacecraft command injection
system and other types of lamp malfunctions, including spurious triggering
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in mid-sequence have occurred. All such events which we observe are

reported to the GEOS Project Office at NASA.

IMPLICATIONS OF RESULTS

The basic ARL 24-inch photoelectric system, which could be
duplicated for less than $100, 000, is capable of recording specular glints
from small mirrors or mirror-like surfaces on spacecraft in rapid
dynamic motion producing data that are of sufficient quality to make
possible determinations of these dynamical motions more precisely than
can presently be done with current on-board sensors and telemetry channels,
at least with spin-stabilized spacecraft. Modifications of the photoelectric
circ .,try could reduce signal rise times from a millisecond to a few rmicro-
seconds for targets of predictable brightness ranges; this would allow
accurate quantitative measurements of such very brief light pulses as are
produced by the geodetic satellite lamps. The great penetration range of
the present system may be illustrated by noting that sunlight from a 5-inch
mirror over 100, 000 km distant could be detected.

Thus from the standpoints of cost, response time, and penetration
the use of optical techniques is quite attractive in the study of space objects.
The photoelectric tracking system as developed at ARL can be co, ;i,4,-er

prototype for an operational device applied to Air Force problems where
diagnosis of dynamical motion, in- orbit configuration, or in-orbit system
performance are required and where judicious use of optical signatures will
allow these diagnoses.

I
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MINUTEMAN ORDNANCE RELIABILITY AND SERVICE LIFE PROGRAM

L. K. Norseth
Abstract

A surveillance program for the explosive components on the Minute-
man Weapun System was established jointly by AFSC (SAMSO) and AFLC
(OOAMA). It included testing of both R&D and operational items. Tests
on both full scale explosive components and special test samples of the
various components have been conducted since 1960.

The objectives of the surveillance program are to determine the
ultimate service life of the age sensitive items, to detect trends in
the data that will provide information concerning when procurement of
replacement items must be initiated to be available at ageout, and to
detert.ine accept/reject crite.ia.

Testing includes both destructive and nondestructive methods. Non-
destructive test facilities include virua inspection, borescopic
inspection, and radiographic inspectioa i ilizing 24 MEV linear acceler-
ators. Bench checks of electrical circuics n the electro expolsive
devices are also conducted. Destructive te, zs are performed in the
laboratory on components to determine physical and chemical properties.
Static tests are conducted on Hill AF Range on full scale first, second,
and third stage motors and small components are tested at Hill AFB,
Arnold Engineering Development Center, and at contractor facilities at
both ambient and altitude conditions. Operat;ional missiles are flight
tested at Vandenberg AFB.

Data is compared with model specification limits and with lot accr-t-
ance or quality assurance data to determine serviceability. A regressi
analysis is made on the data to determine trends and make predicitons of
service life.

Formal reports which describe the test article and test conditions
and includes test results, data analyses, and recomm,:ndations and con-
clusions are prepared on each of the destructive tests.

As a result of the surveillance program, the estimated service life
of the explosive components of the Minuteman Weapon System has been
extended from three years to as much as ten years on !h, various com-
ponents with further extensions anticipated. This has tsulted in
saving a considerable amount of money through const avoidance. Also,
a high reliability of the Weapon System explosive componen.s has been
demonstrated in the program.
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MINUTnEMAN ORDNANCE RELIABILITY
AND SERVICE LIFE PROGRAM

1. 11TRODUCTION

a. Gentlemen, I appreciate the opportunity to speak to you about
my work with the Air Force. Although we who spend our time in opera-
tional weapons engineering have very interesting work, we do not often
get to tell about it.

b. Some of you must wonder what my subject, "Ordnance Reliability
and Service Life Program", is about and how it applies to an Air Force
weapons system, such as the Minuteman. I should like to spend the next
few minutes explaining what it is, economically justify its' existence
and tell how an engineer expends his time in such a program.

c. Our primary objective is to ensure that Minuteman will function,
as intended, if called upon. However, it should be remembered that we
have limited resources available. Therefore, the payout by which we
measure the results is a trade between cost and operational reliability
of the syntc. Az n cxarample an item is designed and manufactured to
meet a specification. This specification might state the product must
be 99.9% reliable 90% of the time. If the mission requirerient is 90%
reliability with 90% confidence, it is obvious that some performance
deterioration of the component can be allowed and the mission can still
be successfully completed. This means you do not have to run out and
buy replacement components when the reliability drops a little. Instead
establish a surveillance program, test periodically and watch for trends.
Only when it is reasonably certain performance will be unsatisfactory in
the near future must you replace the item. This is what a service life
program is all about.

2. ORGANIZATION

a. Before I go into the details of a surveillance prog-ram, I should
like to describe the organization to which I belong. I am a member of
the Engineering Division of the 2705th Airmunitions Wing. The Wing is
headquartered at Hill Air Force Base as a part of OOdolA, which is a part
of the Air Force Logistics Command.

b. The Wing has management responsibility for all operational ord-
nance, other than nuclear, in the Air Force. These include bombs, con-
ventional airmunition, aircraft escape mechanism ordnance, missiles and
rockets and containers for storage and shipment. The responsibilities
for these ordnance items consist of logistic support, engineering, safety
and disposal of defective munitions. The efforts directly related to
Service Engineering include field support, procurement surnort and opera-
tional surveillance. As has been stated, I shall concentrite on the
Ordnance Reliability and Service Life Program of the 1iinutemin llis3if!,
System.

K-4
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3. FACILITIES

a. For OOAMA to have the capacity to test all the various Minuteman
! and other ordnance, extensive facilities have been assembled. These
4 include:

(1) Hill Air Force Range: This Range is located at Lakeside,
Utah, which is west across the Great Salt Lake from Hill Air Force Base.
There are three test pads, storage facilities, personnel buildings, mac-
hine shops and a 25 MEV linear accelerator.

(2) Small Ordnance Range: These facilities are located at Hill

Air Force Base. There are several test bays, vibrator, humidity and
temperature cabinets, altitude chambers, block house with a jrop tower

and x-ray facilities. In addition there is a large capacity high
altitude chamber being installed. We use this equipment to test small
rocket motors, squibs, initiators, detonators, linear charges and bulk
explosives.

(3) Laboratory: This laboratory contains all equipment necessary
to test JANAF specivens and many other special physical tests on solid

S propellants. The laboratory can also perform chemical analysis, heat of
S explosion, erosion studies and many other kinds of tests.

*(4) In addition to the facilities described above, many govern-
ment and contractor facilities are available as needed. These are
located throughout the United States.

1. HISTORY OF SURVEILLANCE

There have been observations and tests made on old ordnance for many
years, both by the military services and private industry. However, it
was not until sophisticated rocketry with very high reliability require-
ments came into being that Reliability and Service Life Programs, as we
know them today, were formalized. Most of this activity has been within
the past ten years.

5. SURVEILLANCE OBJECTIVES

Determining the effects of aging on ordnance within the environment
of its' use is our objective. Early studies must be conducted to iden-
tify the failure modes and establish criteria to measure trends towards
failure. Periodic testing against these criteria allow you to develop
trends. These trends can then be used to determine the maximum useful
lEfe of the ordnance.

6. ESTABLISHING A PROGRAM

We, the 2705th Airmunition Wing, normally receive engineering
responsibility for an item after it has become operational and units are

K-5



in the field. In this case It io after t ev LYve becn crplaccd in silos
at one of the i M1inuteman Wing locations. In some Instances the Air
Force R&D Agency, that developed the system, has established a surveil-
,lance program. If so, we modify the plans to suit our needs and con-
tinue. If not, we establish a program and look to the operational force
to provide aged samples for testing. For Minuteman Missiles, Wings I-V,
we at OOAMA have responsibility for three main propulsion motors, site
ordnance, G&C package, penetration aids, interstage, batteries and some
of the non nuclear ordnance in the reentry vehicle. There are approxi-
mately 100 pieces of ordnance per missile. With the various generation
changes of some of these items, we have responsibility for more than
200 pieces of ordnance in Minuteman.

7. ORDNANCE ANALYSIS

a. To begin, we examine an ordnance component as an assembly and
then break it down to the sub component'or material level. The problem
is to determine if the propellant, explosive, bending material, etc will
be stable for an estended period of time in the environment of its use.
It may be that an explosive material by itself is stable, but when placed
next to an expoxy resin at a predetermined temperature and relative
humidity, it may react. If we can decide the material is not sensitive,
we exclude it from further detailed study and examine it further as a
part of the whole component only. If we decide the ordnance or any part
thereof is age sensitive we then:

(1) Look at similar ordnance previously used by + -'l'ta--
industry for stability information.

(2) Examine the chemical history of the material and compare
stability with time.

(3) Examine the environment the component will be exposed to
during storage and flight.

(4) Look at thu flight and static test data available.

(5) Make a regression analysis.

(6) From all the data collected and regression analysis, ,make
conclusions concerning reliability.

(7) Make life predictions.

b. Regression analysis and life predictions are made after each
periodic series of tests, until the ordnance is no longer useful.

K-6



(3 Measure ".s 7,iny useful parameters from each test sam-le as
2 sible.

(2) Test the oldest samples available.

(3) Use the smallest sample size necessary for statistical
analysis.

(4) Collect variables data if possible. Increase sample size

and test attributes if necessary.

9. PTOR TESTS

7. The three main propulsion mtors for Yinuteman are tested at the
Takeside Pacilty. "he best engineer -is respons-ble to prepare the test
directive, determine the data necessary from the test and eCrersee the
firing.

b. Because of the high cost of motors the sample size is limited.
We statically test about five motors of each type yearly and use the
available flight test data to supplement the information necessary for
proper statistical analysis. While flight test data is limited, both
In quantity and quality, it has worked out successfully. The motor ddta
available from most flight test inciude:

(1) Ignitio,. delay.

(2) Internal pressure vs time (All stages).

() Thrust termination (Stage III).

c. The static test data are more accurate and in addition to those
parameters listed for flight data the following parameters can also be
measu red:

(0) Thrust vs time.

(2) Nozzle movement data.

(3) Case temperature.

(4) Case strain.

Ty-p]cal parameters measured arc shown in an attached figure.
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a. The tests ran in he l- to : r ;tr',,r r: v IV L ' flr1 Cnfl h

tests in support of the large motor promr-m. 5 Iez rA.
standard jA&AF solid propellant dog hones, mini-bnes, dymu:;i 0 srC-ir Ond

several bond strength types. The type data frem t tese lest include:

(1) Hardness.

(2) Tensile strength.

(3) Bond strength.

(4) Modulus of elasticity.

(5) Dynamic shear modulus.

(C) Heat of explosion.

(7) Burpiing rate.

(8) Composition.

(9) T gnitability.

(I0) Volatiles.

b. The da,,a which has been the most useful has been physical tests
on propellants such as strain at max stress, str-ain at rupture, shear
strength and other physical properties. A typical example would be when
dynamic shear modulus test indicated the propellant ropresenting a motor
was changing as it becomes older. An investigation would ensue to see
if the metors were being adversely affected by this change in physical
properties of the propellant.

11. SMALL ORDNANCE TESTS

a. We test the many smali Minuteman rockot motors, gas generators,
linear charges, squibs, detonators and other small ordnance devices at
the Small Ordnance Range. The parameters measured include:

() Electrical continuity.

(2) Electrical resistance.

(3) Electrical arming time.

(4) Pressure vs time.

K-8
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() Rate of de-tonation.

(8) Go/no-go
h. T-vmical tu~ are those made on interstag ordnance (see figure).

thcse ordnance include electric bridgewire detonators, FOX linear charges,
time delay boosters, mechanical S&A devices, electrical A&D switch, H
Boosters and instantaneous roosters. The attached schematic diagram can
be used to illustrate the interstage ordnance futi._ons as follows:

(1) The A&D switch is armed on the ground.

2) Bridgewire detonators are fired by battery impulse.

(3) The RDX linear charge explodeo cutting tee interstage
skirt. and i-nites th1e delay boosters. The delay boosters ignite the
pellets in tlhe mechanical S&A after il- !as been armed by the acceleratingj u,:stage motor.

(i) The F Booster explodes the RDX linear charge to cut the
forward end of the skir. and ifnite the instantaneous boostei- ;,u ignibe
the four lon!itiidinal charges.

() The longtudinal charges cut the jnLerstage into four
piece S.

t Variables data is very difficult to colle 't on seveial u2 Lhese
items. Thereforen, a large sample is used. Usually 11 samples semi-
'mniially. The Inspection and tests include x-ray, ,-lond, vibration, tem-
poeratlire-humidity, altitude and function. We try to desigm these tests
to ]uclude as many items and as many test parameters as possible in each

set-u ,.

L'. DATA ANALYSIS

a. P e da ta from the abe:(.' m, ntioned test s are analyned for
n omuli n i ordriince ,er!'ormaucc, and for trends. One of' the most. use-
.i,!, tools w e ;,w, ri I c t deermi ne serv ce 1:1fe, is the rejeession

lys~is a.s shown ,I 1"o attacled fij~re. Test data from the ordnance
-co]ld over a period 0u timne from several tests. The tests represent
'ms f'rom 7'eo age tO sev, Ci ye'ars old. From tnese data a regression

'nf'lysJis can be developcd. A rerassion 2 ne witlh relilbility-confidence
aid, caun be oonst, icted %.s IIown 7n th1e atachiced L ,i re. T ] s ,.n,"ysis,

in idditlun to tLe hi steo.('u: information and sub scale data colc ted,
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rnowevc, oa : tif rPedi_' (--ns , -4 1
extension, s",L,,!.d be nade with extreme Lz .... ;j e :-c< W,
do not extend the lire of the ordnunce m r thur one y,(ur lun-er tl''n

theoldst estsamples. In specil cases we must. .,o 1'urt1.cr, 1 ,_, w(
do not extend beyond replacement time plus the interval until t e nexT.

Lest occurs.

b. An attached figure represents a test on the SE-13G Battery.
There are two of these batteries per missile. They are used to provide
electrical power to the missile during the propulsion portion of its
flight. The entire missile would have to be removed and recycled back
to the OOAMA Repair Depot if he batteries aged out. Therefore, we
watch them with keen interest.

e. In this real life example the ordinate is voltage and the
abscissa is age, in months of the samples. The points at the left of thc
chart are zero time points, (lot acceptance test of new batteries). They
represent the first high current demand on the battery. As can be
observed they average about twenty-five and three quarters volts. At 50
months and 60 months are additional points with lesser average values.
Additional tests, whinh support the regression line, have been run but are
not included for pictorial clarity. I regression line is constructed
from these poin4 -, w" -1, indicate voltage decrease with time. From the
data a set of 90% reliability with 90% confidence lines are constructed.
Observe the line. "Previous 8pecification Limit". By definition, voltage
below that line is unacceptable. This means we must replace thr batteries
by the time they are 80 months old. Had the item been less costly and
easier to replace, we might have let it drop there, instead we investigated
the specification limit. Specifications are established before the hard-
ware exists. Therefore, the tendency is to be conservative and make them

t. ....... .., xA .,2.3 vol.z iwas ample Lu perform the lasK. The limit
was consequently changed to 23 volts. The battery's performance is now
predicted to be good for some time. We shall continue to test older
samples to see if trends change. The savings by this study can be measured
in millions of dollars.

13. ECONOMIC RESULTZ OF PROGRAM

a. The United States has been saved more than a billion dollars by
being able to extend the life of the Minuteman Motors from three to seven
* d a half years and the other ordnance from three years to as ma ny as
uwelve years.

b. More benefits are yet to come if further testing indicates Lhe
ordnance will remains serviceable for longer periods. in iddition, intan-
gible benefits are gained bee'mse SAC receives periodic reliability assess-
ments. They in turn can target their missiles more intelligently.

K-1O
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." i ru-i.s rovded a us-ful and
15 . . r V , orce. n az::n and testing crdnar,-.

' it F r( 4 1 "1 , 'rdict.onC we(orckrnan serviceability of the
.... c ..... eensions are rade from these predictions.

Reuc ,,enrs buyE u sre p ostponcd until the last possibe moment. This in
turn Qa iveod ,i.e country more than a billion dollars in the last four
yeurs. The possi bility exists for large additional savings.

b. Tl, work is extremely interesting and reward.Jng. As an engineer
you are responsible to establish a program to study the cheniical and
physical properties of the ordnance, test periodically, analyze the data
and predict serviceability with time. You save the Air Force money if
you find the weapons remaininrg good. If you find unacceptable performance
in some of the components and forward these data to the responsible peoplh,
they have the tirP to replace the defective items before the system
reliability is compromised. In either event, if you have done your job
well, the Air Force and the, U. S. defense posture has been visibly
enhanced.
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RESEARCH ON THIN FILM SCHOTTKY BARRIFPS
AND ITS APF LICAT ION TO DEVICES

Dr. Fritz L. Schuermeyer

ABSTRACT

The rectifying contacts between metals and semiconductors or

insulators , hich are often referred to as Dchottky barriers ire dis-

cussed. Quantum mechanical coiwsderations are outlined and applied to

the electronic behavior of these barriers. T he experimental techniques

employed at the Air Force Avionics Laboratory to characterize barrier

parameters, such as h&4rrier heights, electron injectiun, and hot elec-

tran scattering and its implications are discussed, with emphasia. being

placed on the role of surface states and surface charge with respect to

barrier heights. Schottky barriers are of interest for technical app..~

tions due to their inherent high internal speed, ease of fabricoition, high-

temperature capability, relative radiation resistance, anid hiigh inluct ion

efficiency, for eximple, Schottky dioes are currently being used ast tnlro

j Iwave detectors up to almost 100 GH. Se",-' prcpo_-cd la-cinicai applic-,-

tion8 of these barriers &re discussed. One such appiicat ior., !he cold

cathode. is based upon a graded insulator concept. Possible applications

of these concepts in modern electronic circuits include photocathodi~s,

thin-film tranbistors, and injection lumines-'ence &-vices,. The feisibili'

of such devices for Air Force applications is' outline.
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of s aIttuirg %ith iil thc insulator. Dr. Schue rmeyer recently discovered

a nv*w principke fh-r elect ron inject ion, devices based or graded bandgap

j nuaosto date six p-at en! disc , osures using this principie havt, been

s uhm iat. a ind e xplorat ory d-v elopment is undt'r 'Aa -'

-;--n~ereve r has bvcoriw o)nev this country 's for mst

authoritieIs or thin P1 fln; c eetois Through applicat ion o,)f his

o~vptssignificant advances can be expected in future mic ro- el-ct roniicI. ~~~prnr~tsfor Air Forct use, in computers, reco, na ssance. nay igar ior'.

iuidance, fire control. communications, and electromaknetic Warfare.
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I. INTRODUCTON]

In .teneral, when any arbitrary metal coes into tinate atoic

contact with any artibrarv serlcondc.tor or 'nsulatorS ... s

than a 90% probability that the res,!t 'wil1 - a rec t "fyl on-tat
due to the potential harrier v.h'ch forms at the 'nterfave e .
Indeed, one of the most difficult problerr:s st1! re:n-no 'modern

solid state electronic-device techn1ioov is b,, to avoid t
rectifying contacts and achieve good ohm,- contacts. These rect; fv.no

hetero-junctions are commonly known as Schottky barriers si'.e Schott--
developed the basic model used to explain their benavior. The study o1
the fundamental properties of these structures has recently er.me of

great practical significance as more and more device anp!icat'ccs are

being found for charge-injecting barriers.

Metal-semiconductor Schottky barriers have been stuoled exten-

sively on Si and GaAs, and a number of low-noise microwave mn>xer
diodes and high-speed switching diodes are already commerciallv
available. An Avionics Laboratory explor3tory development crooram on
Schottky-barrier field-effect transistors i now under way and aFpears

to be extremely promising. Since metal-insulator 3chottky 1 rriers

have not been so extensively investigated, recent in-house work in the
Avionics Laboratory has been concentrated on this type of structure;

the remainder of tnis paper will be devoted to a brief review of this
work. The objective of this program is to study basic current carrier

injection and transport mechanisms in metal-insulator-me+a] (,-T-M)
structures and determine possible applications for these phenomena in
advanced electronic devices.

II. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMr"T TrCHYIIQUES

For samples with relatively thin insulator layers, less than 10C

the tunnel emission mechanism can be used to inject current carriers-

into the conduction band of the insulator. Hence, simple current-
voltage measurements can be used to derive information about barrer

heights. Data of this type has been taken by use of dc electrometers,

a rektronic 575 curve sweeper at 60 Hz, and by pulse techniques.

A far more accurate and powerful technique, however, is that of

internal photoemission. In this technique monochromatic radiation of
well-defined energy car be used to excite electrons over a Schot'ky

barrier, and the photoemission yield can be studied on much thicker,
more stable samples. Photovoltage as a function of wavelength has been

measured by means of a chopped-light, phase-sensitive techni-que develood

in this Laboratory (Ref. 2); this technique has eliminated distortions

of the photovoltage by the dark current and the problems due to leakage

currents encountered by some other investigators. Photocurrent response
as a function of wavelength and applied bias voltage has been measured

L-4



.v means of h acparatus shown in Fi . 1. technique has been
Jsrihe. recentIv inr a rev .. erticle by Joodwin of RC. (Ref 3)

-3s ce of the most effoctive tools available for s+udying the proper-

t".es of Insul ators.

An aid_'t*-ai tec-nque ust.d in tl's Laboratory is the photo-

x c-td vacuum emisson of electrons as i ?asured by the arparatus
scwnn in Fi. J-r!s "s essentially an external photoemission measure-

- n.t and thus hac the added advantage that the energy distribution of

eiectrons emitted into va-uun can ne measured 'y means of a modulated
retard a-ari'd techn..e

Other tec niques used for f1lm thickness measurements in this
labo-ratory are: caracitanc, '-y means or simple br-idge techn'-qJes,

a.artz-crystal!-oscillator Tr_,crobalance,. and a Fabry-Perot interferoieter.

I1. SAMPLE PREPARATION

Thin f'lm samples for these experimental studies were prepared by
electron-beam evaporation in an cil-rumped vacuum system which con-

tained a iiquid-nitrogen trap; G.G0o9.-pure metals were evaporated

onto quartz substrates. These films were electrochemically anodized
in a 3% solution of a-monium tartrate. Oxide layers of different

thicknesses were obtained by c.,rolling the voltage between the Al
film and the cathode in the electrolyte. A semitransparent Au counter

electrode was then deposited by electron-beam evaporation to form an

Ai-A1203-Au junction. The thickness of each electrode was approximately
20C A; insulatcr thickness ranged from about 60 to 400 .

IV. THEORY

The theoretical quantum mechanical considerations governing the
electrical behavior of thin film metal-insulator Schottky barriers can
be understood most easily by reference to the energy band diagram

shown in Fiq. 3. An Al-AlO.-0 -Au sandwich is shown as a typical example

of the type of structures investigated; extensive work has been done

also on Ta-Ta905 barriers with various counter electrodes. F represents

the Fermi level of the mrtal electrodes, j is the barrier height at

the A]-A1203 interface, 0 is the barrier ' eight at the A1203--Au

interface, and Imax is the maximum of the barrier. The applied bias

voltage is shown by Vappl. The model assumes a trapezoidal harrier
with image force lowering of the barrier maximum as shown by the

rounded corners. hv represents the energy of an incident photon
absorbed in the Al-metal electrode.
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In qeneral, when an M-I-M structure is illuminated, conduction elec-

trons in both metal electrodes will absorb photons and become excited.

There is a probability that excited electrons from both electrodes will
pass from one electrode through the insulating film and reach the oppo-
site electrode. However, in this specific example, the A120 3-Au barrier
is so large that it effectively eliminates the electrons from the Au
electrode when radiation of hv < 4 eV is used. The phstoyield (col-
lected photoelectrons/absorbed photons) can be determined theoretically
from the energy distribution of the electrons which are injected from
the electrode into the insulator together with the transmission proba-
bility through the insulating film. Qiantum mechanica] reflection of
the electrons at the Al203-A: _rtelface has been neglected since it is
believed 'hat this effect cannot be calculated adequately (Ref. 4).

If one assumes that electron-phonon scattering effects occur
mainly in the image-force region (that is, the region between the
AI-AI203 interface and the maximum of the barrier), then photoyield
data can be analyzed to obtain information on the scattering in this
region. The Fowler relation Y = C(hv - ()2 is assumed to describe
the emission from the Al-AI203 interface; however, in order to calculate
the absolute yield of collected photoelectrons, the Fowler relation must
be modified to account for scattering losses in the insulator. Monte
Carlo techniques (Ref. 5) have been used with the computer to calculate
the theoretical yield curves to be expected with various %iIs, the
mean free path between scattering events. These results were normalized
to actual values of experimentally determined photocurrents in order to
determine the best fit of scattering parameters.

V. SUMMAARY OF RESULTS

Extensive internal photoemission measurements have been made in
this Laboratory in order to characterize the properties of Al-AI203-Au
and a number of other thin film sandwich structures. Figure 4 shows a
typical Fowler plot of the square root of the photoyield as a function
of the energy of the incident photon hv for a number of applied bias
voltages Vappl. The experimental points are circled; the solid lines
are theoretical curves calculated by Monte Carlo techniques. The
intercept extrapolated from the linear portion of these curves yields
the barrier height of the metal-insulator interface. The value of 4 eV
discovered f',r the Au-A1203 barrier height is one of the highest ever
reported and suggests important device applications described below.
A mean free path %, of 10 R was found and a dielectric constant of 2.3
for these particular samples; this latter value agrees with the value
for the high-frequency dielectric constant in bulk material. This plot
vividly demonstrates the influence of scattering; ideally, if no scat-
tering occurred, the calculated curves would be parallel lines. Due to
scattering, however, the straight portions of the curves are not paral-.
lel even at accelerating internal fields (Vappl > D2- (l) where scat-
tering influence should be small.
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Figure 5 shows the electron energy distribution curves obtained
from the vacuum-emitted photoelectron experiment; the number of elec-
trons per unit energy is plotted as a function of electron retarding
voltage fcr two different wavelengths and for three different sample
voltages. These measurements reflect the following behavior of
electron-phonon scattering within the insulating film: (1) the low-
energy limit (that is, positive voltage in the retarding-voltage side)
is the same for all curves, (2) the upper energy limit changes linearly
with bias voltage and wavelength (that is, the measurements taken at
X = 5460 appear wider than those theoretically expecte2 because a
large grid-modulation voltege was used to increase sensitivity), and
(3) the integral rate of emitted electrons decreases with sample bias
voltage (that is, the emitted photocurrent is attenuated more than the
internal photocurrent). Thus, it can be seer- that electron-phonon
scattering within the insulator film changes the energy distribution
of the vacuum-emitted photoelectrons considerably; these results are in
agreement with the model for internal photoemission (Ref. 6).

VI. DEVICE APPLICATIONS

That the above basic research results have application to practical
Air Force problem areas will be shown by the following examples:

Example 1: One problem frequently encountered with integrated
circuits in micro-electronic systems is due to the limited values of
capacitance which can be achieved using ordinary Si p-n junction
depletion capacitors. Due to the low value of the Si dielectric con-
stant, a large and expensive amount of substrate area is required for
very large coupling capacitances. One proposed solution is the use of
an overlayer of SiO 2 or Ta205 thin film capacitors; Lowever, these
materials are somewhat lossy in thin film form. Figure 6 shows another
proposed solution based on the concept of a graded-insulator thin film
capacitor (Ref. 7). Recent studies (Ref. 8) have shown that many of
the unusual properties of Ta2O5 capacitors can be explained more
easily on the basis of Schottky barrier theory than on the previous
conductivity profile theory of Smytn, et al. (Ref. 9). The device

takes advantage of the relatively large Schottky barrier of the
Al-AI203 interface (T = 1.8 eV) to prevent electronic conductivity
losses; in addition, the relatively high dielectric constant of Ta205
(k - 27) yields a high-capacitance, low-leakage device.

Fxample 2: A second problem area is that of charge carrier
injection into wide bandgap semiconductors and insulators. The Air
Force has urgent need for efficient electron and/or hole injection in
many solid state devices used in micro-electronic equipment for com-
puters, navigation, guidance, fire control, communications, and
electro-magnetic warfare in various weapon systems. Charge carrier
injection is a key factor which determines the high frequency
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performance characteristics, gain, output power, and noi;e p-roperties
of almost all solid state devices such as transistors, microwave mixer
diodes, switching diodes, photovoltaic infrared detectors, electro-
uninescent diodes, and others. As high-temperature applications an'

high-power requirements force the use of materiels with wide energybandgeps, this problem becomes even more acute since the usc of con-

ventional p-n junctions for injection is no longer feasible dfue to
fundamental material properties, such as self-compensation, which make
the fabrication of efficient injecting junctions difficult o impos-
sible. Figure 7 shows a possible solution to this problem fot
transistor-like devices. This device is somewhat analogous to the
metal base transistor except that in this case, advantage is taken ef
the injecting properties of M-I-M thin film Schottky barriers. Tne
problem of epitaxial growth of a semiconductor on a metal film, which
has presented great technological difficulties for conventional retal
base transistors is therefore avoided. Very high barriers and low-
leakage operation can be achieved. Barrier capacitance can be made
quite low and very high frequency operation should be possible.

Figure 8 shows another proposed structure for an injection luni-
nescent device based on the same principle using a wide bandgap
semiconductor such as ZnTe as tht luminescent material. Briahtness
levels as high as 105 fL have been reported possible if efficient
means of injecting this much charge can be achieved (Refs. 10 and 11).

Example 3: Although the use of vacuum tubes in Air Force equip-
ments has decreased considerably in recent years, it is generally con-
ceded that these tubes will never be replaced entirely by solid state
devices. The achievement of a reliable electron sourcP which requires
no heater or standby power represents a long-sought dream of every tube
research man. It now appears that modern solid state technology may
develop such a "cold cathode" in the near future. One proposed struc-
ture for such a device is shown in Fig. 9. Again, this device is based
on the use of a graded bandgap insulator to achieve a thin film
Schottky barrier capable of injecting Iectrons over the vacuum barrier.
The recent discovery of a 4-eV bcrrier at Ai203-Au interfaces makes
such a structure appear theoretically possible since techniques are
available to lower the vacuim work function of surfaces to as little
as 1.5 eV. Emission currents at least as high as 1 A/cm 2 appear pos-
sible if good-quality, trap-free insulator layers can be made.

It should be pointed out that wh~le the above devices are con-
ceptually feasible, the performance characteristics which can be
achieved by all of these devices, except the first, will depend very
strongly on the quality of the materials available, crystalline per--
fection, trap density, purity, etc., as in all solid state devices.
Transmission of appreciable electron currents through insulator films
depends very strongly on having trap-free insulators and avoiding
electron-phonon scattering (Ref. 12). It is recommended that future
research and development on these advanced solid-state-device concepts
be concentrated on these areas:
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1) e-'It axy of thin film sing>e crystals, 2)~ studies of electron sc at-
terinci -nchan1inms --nj measurements of this characteristic in various
materialts, 2) mproved m-ethods of removing or avoiding traps in oxide

dr.i,4 ) dfetalled studies of Schottky barrier heights in various
materials aind methods to optimize these parame ters to specific device

VIT. CONCLUSIONS

I n cc nclusion, thin film Tietal-insulator-metal Schottky harriers
have bn netgodextensively. The techniques of internal and
external. pwvot-aission have h-,eeni found to be pow-erful methods for
studying the electrical properties of thes- barriers. A number cf
possible device aicplications for these basic resr arch results have
h,-een) proposed. Lastly, suggested directions fo±L future research and
development work on these devices have been presented.
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STRESS EFFECTS AT THE Si-Si0 2 INTERFACE AND

1 1 RELATIONSHIP TO INTERFACE STATES AND

METALLIZATION PROBLEMS IN SILICON DEVICES

Clyde H. Lane

ABSTRACT

The existence and origin of interfacial stress between thermally

grown silicon dioxide and single crystal silicon are demonstrated. An

0oxide grown at 1200 C will be under about 50, 000 psi compressive
I

stress. Interface state density is shown to be correlated to the magni-

tude of this compressive stress. An attempt is made to explain the

correlation using a vacancy model for the interface states. The oxide

stress is shown to be a potential problem when contacting the silicon by i
metallizing over cuts through the oxide.

The information and treatment are considered to apply to all solid -

solid interfaces and are, therefore, of general interest, not restricted

simply to the Si-Si0 2 system.
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STRESS AT THE Si-SiO2 INTERFACE AND ITS RELATIONSHIP I
TO INTERFACE STATES AND NETALLIZATION PROBLEMS

CLYDE H. LANE
Rome Air Development Center (EMERM)

Griffiss AFB NY 13440

INTRODICTION: Surface, or interface, states in the silicon-silicon dioxide

system are grudingly yielding information about their true nature under the

intensive, concerted effort of many outstanding investigators.- The effects

of protons and sodium ions within the oxide are now reasonably well under-

OL-41
stood and can be controlled in laboratory or pilot line construction of MIOS

devices. This has allowed a closer look at that interface without the mask-

ing effects of oxide contamination. One of the peculiar effects seen when

the oxide is grown in dry xygen under very clean conditions was presented

by investigators CS) at Fairchild Semiconductor. They saw an increase in

interface state density as the oxide growth temperature was reduced. In

this article an explanation for that effect will be set forth from which

more insight may be gained about the nature of all solid-solid interfaces.

Two problems in integrated circuit metallization will be treated also, one

of vital interest to those concerned with the yield and reliability of

those circuits and the other of more fuidmental interest in the field of

solid state, particularly interface processes.
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DISCOVERY AND ANALYSIS OF THE INTERFACE STRESS

In order to develop a dielectric isolatior process for incorporation

into failure analysis and transient radiation effects studies on integrated

circuits, an intensive study of the etching and lapback problems associated

with dielectric isolation was undertaken. Very simply, dielectric isola-

tion consists of etching a predetermined pattern into a single crystal

silicon wafer. The etch depth must be about 0.0018 inches. An oxide is

grown over the silicon containing the etched patterns, and a layer of poly-

crystalline silicon is grown over the oxide to a thickness of about 0.010

inches. The single crystal material is then lapped away until the poly-

crystalline silicon has Leen intercepted. Jne now has islands of single

crystal silicon surrounded by silicon dioxide and supported by polycrystal-

line silicon.

During study of the etching process some peculiar optical effects were

seen in the etched patterns after the moats had reached a depth of about

0.001 inches and before the oxide was removed. They are especially notice-

able in photographr taken with oblique light in a dark field, as seen on

Figure 1. The white lines were initially explained as the light reflecting

back through the opening in the oxide; actually they are due to focusing by

the moat itself. Figure 2 is a photograph of an actual moat. The black

line is one micron of thermally grown oxide. The concave up portion is the

polycrystalline silicon side. This pattern was traced and a simulation of

the focusing effect constructed in Figure 3. It is interesting that what

appears as a single line or focal point when vertical illumination is used
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is a double line when illuminated with two lights from oblique angles as

shown in Figure 4, confirming the effect.

The next feature, interference colors in the oxide, comes from the fact

that the moat etch can attack the oxide from the under side only whert the

silicon has been removed. Therefore, oxide at the initial opening will be

thinner than oxide over the unetched silicon and will taper from one to the

other.

The scalloped appearance of light within the overhanging oxide perpen-

dicular to the axis of synmetry is due to a waviness in the SiO . The
2

waviness is seen in Figure 5 as tho alternation of points of sharp focus at

the oxide edge. From this photograph quantitative measurements were made.

For simplicity one can construct an arc and chord to represent the observed

wave. The measured chord length was 103.0 microns and the wave amplitude

was 4.0 microns. The arc would be formed by the silicon dioxide whose length

we could not measure. This approximation is satisfactory because of the

small arc involved.

Waviness in the undercut oxide has been shown. The release of compressive

stress was sulgested as the explanation for its presence. The paramount

question now concerns the origin and magnitude of the compressive stress.

Nozaal practice is to grow the oxide in steam at about 1000C. Since the

measurmnts were made at room temperature, let's examine the difference in

contraction of silicon dioxide and silicon. The coefficient of linear

expansion of silicon and fused quartz for the temperature range of interest

is approximately 4.5 x 10'/'C and (6) 0.6 x 10" 6/*C respectively. (1) Using

the chord length from Figure 5 as the length of the silicon beneath the oxide
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at 250C, the height to which the undercut oxide would rise if compression

generated solely by the difference in linear coefficients of expansion

were released was calculated

103.00 microns Si at 25C will be

103.45 microns at 10006C

103.45 microns SiO2 at 1000C will be

103.4 microns at 25C

Fixing the ends of the silicon and silicon dioxide at 25*C, we have the

situation shown in Figure 6, where S is the length of the oxide and C is the

length of the silicon. To calculate h for comparison with the neasured value,

iiuygens' approximation for small arcs is used to first find a value for c':

S 1/3 ( c' -c)

c' * 3S c-T-

h (c') -(c (3S+c) -

- 2667.72 - 2052.25 - 15.47

- 3.93 microns

This is an excellent agreement with the masured value, 4.00 microns,

indicating that stress due entirely to thermal expansion differenres is

sufficient to cause the observed waves. It is possible to calculate the

height %.f the wave by a very simple approximation wher Zhe chord is at least

10 times the distance from tne chord to the arc it subtends. Take the

difference in the thermal coefficients of expansion o<1 and O(20 of the two
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materials, in contact, multiply by the difference in temperature, At, between

that at which the measurement was taken and that of the silicon when the oxide

was grown, and multiply the product by 10 times the distance c) between the

successive minimums of the wave. That i&:

(o(2 -o( 1 ) (At) (lOc)* h.

Other factors do influence the height of the wave. A significant one can be

the fact that the oxide is only free at one end, extending a distance of one-

half the difference between the moat width and the oxide opening over the

moat. Another factor is the sag in the overhanging oxide due to its own

weight.

It may be instructive to know how large the compressive stress is in

pounds per square inch (psi). To calculate this, the formula S - E.(t 2 - t1 )

is used. S is the unit stress of a bar of material which was cooled from

t 2 to t I where E is Young's modulus andoC is the coefficient of linear

expansion. If one lets a be the difference be-ween the linear expansion

[ coefficients for fused quartz and silicon and Multiples by the temperature

difference, he will get a quantity corresponding to the deformation of the

hypothetical interface material having the artificial a( . Actually, the

deformation represented by.At is almost entirely taken up in the oxide,

placing it in compression, while tension will be seen in the silicon surface

Llayer. To obtain the unit stress S in psi, cat is multiplied by the modulus

of elasticity E for the oxide file. An average of values given for fused

silica and fused quartz (8) was used.

S - .0039 E - .0039 X 110 X 10$ psi

S - 43,000 psi
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Graphs can now be constructed for the stress at a given temperature as

a function of oxide growth temperature, as shown in Figure 7.

APPLICATION TO INTERFACE STATE DENSITY

If a plot of the compressive stress at room temperature as a function

of oxide growth temperature is put on the same graph as a plot of the room

temperature interface state density, Qss as a function of the growth temper-

ature for dry oxygen an int-resting correlation is observed as illustrated

by Figure 8. The Qss data points were calculated from the Snow Grove, Deal,

Sklar paper (5) by averaging the data for both p and n type materials. Notice

the good agreement between the two functions at t>' actual growth temperatures.

The deviation becomes marked below 12000K, but no oxide films were actually

grown below 1200"K for the surface state measurements. These points were

obtained by growing 1500"K, then cooling to the desired temperature and

allowing time for equilibrium to be established. The plot of stress versus

temperature was simply calculated from the equation S a 43 Ar for the Si-Si0

interface. Wfortunately, C-V ,neasurements give us little incorrmation

about the physical properties of an interface state and certainly none con-

cerning its mechanical properties. Out it is the mechanical properties that

are important here. In looking for the real nature of these states we are

looking for something which itas a surfice density of about I X 10 /cm". The

density" of stoms an tho -cll
l , 

surfa ce of silicon is 1.4 X 1015 atoms/ce 2

This assumes a volume density of S X 10" atoms/cm for pure single crystal 1
silicon. Such a number comes from the assumption ot a perfect lattize, but

there are a certain number of vacancies in equilibrium tith the material atoms
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at all temperatures above absolute zero. At 1000C, one would in fact expect

a vacancy density of about 1 X lC"$ vac/atom based on information available on

other materials (9). Therefore, that one might expect about 1 X 10 10vac/cm
2

at the oxide growth temperature. Quoting from A. S. Grove's book, Physics

and Technolog' of Semiconductor Devices, "The theoretical estimates of the

density of surface states yield values of the same order as the number of

surface atoms 1015 Mn2 . Such densities have indeed been observed on very

clean semiconductor surfaces obtained by cleaving samples under high vacuum.

However, germanium and silicon samples after exposure to air for only a few

minutes show surface state densities of the order of only lull cm"2, and

thermally oxidized silicon surfaces can show densities yet another order of

magnitude smaller." He is of course referring to the number of dangling bonds

as the theoretical number of surface states, and what is a vacancy but a

collection of unsatisfied bonds.

It is known that the ratio of surface states, Qss, on the <111>, '110>,

<100> faces is of the order of 3:1.S:l. If vacancies are responsible for

these surface states the same ratio should apply to number of vacancies per
2

cm on the orientations in question. Since the vacancy density is just some

factor times the number of surface atoms the ratios will be the same as the

ratio of surface atoms for these orientations.

Me ratio of vacancies for <111> <100, is then 3:1.5:1.2. This ratio

looks similar to the empirical ratio. In fact data from Snow, Grove, Deal,

Sklar paper(S) for oxidation in dry oxygen at 920C gives a ratio of

3:1.3:1.1. This certainly suggests that a model for interface states tied

to the vacancy concentration is reasonable.
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Since a vacancy model is being proposed, the compressive stress is acting

on tho available number of vacancies causing a portion of them to disappear.

Such interactions have been discussed in the literature (10) along with

vacancy stabilization, annealing and precipitation following quenching (11).

Assuming that vacancies are disappearing as a linear function of the compres-

sive stress, and that equilibrium prevails, the model will be as follows:

The equilibrium number of vacancies at any temperature per atom has

the form:

Nv exp(Sf/k - Ef/kT) (12)

where:

Sf/k = the entropy of formation for a vacancy other tha, that due to

mixing

Ef = Formation energy of a vacancy

k Btoltzmann's constant

T = temperature in "K

The number of vacancies per centimeter squared Vs equals Nv Ns where

N is the number of atoms on a <111> single crystal silicon surface. Thes

number of vacancies which disappear has the form:

V = 43 K (AT)
D

Where K is the number of vacancies which disappear per psi, 43 AT gives the

stress in psi and AT is the difference between growth and measurement

temperature. Putting these terms together we have SD, the equilibrium

surface density of vacancies equals:

SD U N exp (Sf/k - E/kT) - 43 K (AT)
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This equation gives a curve which is concave down while the experimental

data for the surface states gives a curve which is concave up. The trouble

with this approach is that the data requires a vacancy density which is

flat with temperature over the range from 800 to 1600K To obtain such a

curve with this equation would require an Ef of about I X 10 ev and the

vacancy density would be of the same order as the number of surface atoms.

Since that approach is unsatisfactory, let's work backwards. First,

we'll assume that the interface state densities for oxides actually grown

at the indicated temperatures are legitimate, but the other points may be

nonequilibrium points or other effects must be considered. Through the

four highest temperature points, a straight line is drawn, see Figure 8.

6Now, assume arbitrarily that 5 X 10 vac/psi disappear with the application

of compressive stress. This will allow the construction of a curve for the

equilibrium number of vacancies per centimeter squared as a function of

temperature. The curve is shown in Figure 9. To account for the deviation

of vacancy density for oxide films grown below 12000K, simply realize that

these films were actually grown at about 15000K, cooled to the indicated

growth temperature, and allowed to anneal until the surface state density

no longer changed. Using Figure 9, one can see that for oxide grown at

an indicated 800K we actually have a reduction in vacancy density equal to

SX10 X43 (1500 - 800) - 1.$l 1 1 vac/cm , curve number 3. This stress is

allowed to anneal out which should bring the density back essentially to

the level at 15000K. However, the density seems to have increased beyond

the 15000K level. Perhaps we're now forcing the solution, but it is

conceivable that relaxation of the compression is a source of vacancies,

so that one does not simply return to the original value. The literature
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does support such a conclusion (13). If this idea is accepted, the shape

of the curve for surface vacancy density below 1200K can be explained.

To explain the shape of the curve for the original number of vacancies as a

function of growth temperature, is most difficult since this whole procedure

of oxidation and quenching does not- allow the assumption of equilibrium.

In a paper concerning vacancies and dislocations in quenched graphite

(14) chemical interactions at the surface were suggested to account for the

abnormally high vacancy and dislocation density at the surface following the

quench. Oxidation of silicon also produces mechanical disruption since the

oxide is less dense than the silicon. Both chemical and mechanical effects

appear to be sources of vacancies independent of temperature. Oxidation is,

therefore, a process which could deliver the required vacancy concentration

in the temperature range of interest. Interface disorde, generated by oxida-

t*on has been correlated with interface states (15). Disorder, however, is a

very general term. To be more explicit interface states must be tied to

specific defects. Since the phenomena of vacancy supersaturation and

aggregation are quite well established (16) and fit into the pattern of known

interface state properties this seems like a good place to start. Therefore,

this paper is setting forth the hypothesis that (1) Oxidation ties up most of

the unsaturated bonds thus reducing the number of surface states down to about

I X 1012 to I X 1013 states/cm 2 , (2 Oxidation creates a vacancy concentration

far above the thermal equilibrium concentration at the silicon surface, (3)

Quenching the interface by withdrawing from ti.. ion furnace causes

vacancy supersaturation and aggregations, (4) Under compression vacancy aggre-

gates and vacancies vanish by creation of dislocations and interaction with

them, (5) When the stress is annealed additional vacancies are created.
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APPLICATION TO METALLIZATION PROBLEMS

For the sake of this paper, only aluminum metallization will be discussed,

but the information is applicable to any metallization system. First, look

Glosely at metallization over an oxide step. Assume that the aluminum is

evaporated from a point source over a silicon dioxide to silicon step created

by etching the oxide with a buffered HF solution through a photoresist mask.

If the oxide is 8000 angstroms thick and the aluminum 2000 angstroms taick,

you will see the cross sectional profile shown in Figure 10. This is already

a bad situation, but now remember that the oxide is in compression. When

the contact cut is made through the oxide there is an avenue for release of

this compression. That release will take place as Figure 11 depicts. The

expansion will be lawgest at or near the silicon dioxide surface and zero

at the bottom of the cut. As the figure shows, the net effect is to increase

the slope of the cut. If the angle is equal to or greater than 900, the

aluminum will be discontinuous. We have seen photographs which confirm this

effect and show a tendency for a negative slope in the oxide.

A nonuniform etch rate would also explain the negative slope. This

probably is a real effect also since the best oxide is at the top while the

most disordered is at the bottom. It is known that over etching when making

the contact cut can cause dips into the silicon at the edge of the cut.

This effect has been related also to the interface stress, since an etch will

proceed faster wherever a stress gradient exists. All three effects coupled

with the naturally thinner aluminum on slope of the oxide opening point to

a failure sensitive area. The negative slope is very significant because it

* qindicates problems even with metallization as thick as the oxide. Two other
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effects associated with alloying add to the problem. First, silicon alloying

with aluminum causes a volume reduction (17); second, the silicon having a

higher valence than aluminum will cause the resistance of the metallization

to increase in the region of the contact area. Under these circumstances,

burn out and conductor opens in this area are not surprising. These effects

have been reported and we see this weakness on integrated circuits fabricated

in our own laboratory.

A second interesting aspect of the influence of stress or metallization

and contacting was provided by an investigation to establish a single-step

process for metallization and ohmic contacts. Previous practice had been

to deposit 2000 angstroms of aluminum, raise the temperature to above the

eutectic point for two to three minutes, strip the remaining aluminum, and

remetallize with 6000 to 8000 angstroms of aluminum. Attempts to simply

metallize to the final thickness and then alloy for ohmic contacts, produced

large equilateral triangles under the contact area. This effect was so

intriguing that further investigations were conducted. The triangles follow

orientation of the silicon substrate, have the appearance of aluminum and

are sunder the oxide as expected. Time-temperature experiments were conducted

and are summed up on the graph of Figure 12. As the graph shows the triangles

formed only above the eutetic temperature. The curve of Figure 12 is

approaching zero asymptot.cally. The warm-up time or time to come to tempera-

ture was not deducted from the time required to see the aluminum begin to

grow outside the contact area beneath the oxide, which makes the approach to

zero slower than it would be if only time at the temperature indicated wass

recorded. It was noted that after the triangles attained a certain size,
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holding at temperature simply caused the triangles to round their corners

and dissipate. Figure 13 shows a full grown triangle. This grew in two

minutes at 620"C. To grow the same size triangle at s950C required three

minutes. Actually the growth time may be much faster. There seems to be

considerable variance in the process and only an average time to see a full

grown triangle is being reported. The induction time could be a considerable

part of the reported growth time.

It is felt that these triangles are related to the oxide stress, the

argument being that when the oxide is opened, stress will be relieved around

the opening aLong the crystallographic planes. Where stress is relieved the

surface vacancy density will be one to two orders of magnitude higher than

elsewhere. This allows the Al-Si eutetic to move rapidly in a lateral

direction, being confined only by planes still under stress. If so the size

of the triangle associated with a cut in the oxide will be set solely by the

size and geometry of the oxide opening. For a square opening, one will find

that the largest triangle is the one which incloses the square touching at

least three corners of the square with its sides. An inspection of Figure 13

confirms the thesis because it is representative of all pictures of oxide

cuts and the associ.ted triangles showing that the triangles' sides are

always tied to the corners of the oxide cut, regardless of size or whether

the cut is square, rectangular, or some other geometry.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECONKtiNDATIONS

The case for interface stress at the silicon-silicon dioxide interface

is reasonable and convincing. Application and generalization of its effects

may not be quite as convincing. However, adequate demonstration of such

applications have been made-to warrant further investigations particularly

of the relationship between interface stress and surface vacancy concentration.

Greater appreciation for the role of stresses in bulk materials resulting from

diffusion alloying, oxidation, etc., should be realized. The purity of the

Si-SiO2 system has offered insight into all surface and vacancy associated

problems. For example, the initiation and propagation of a crack can be under-

stood using the concepts advanced in this paper. Stress alternation has been

suggested as a vacancy source for some time. If the concentration is high

enough, vacancies will agglomerate and form voids. This weakens the material

exactly where maximum stress exists. As the process continues the surface

will come apart and the vertex of the crack will be the focal point for the

stress, thus continuing the process causing the crack to propagate until the

stress has been relieved. Chemical as well as mechanical initation of

vacancies seems likely as stress corrosion indicates. The hypothesis suggests

a few rules for sclecting a dielectric film process which will show a minimum

of surface states. (1) Grow the film at the temperature at which the device

will be used, (2) The film should be epitaxial and (3) Film should have a

good thermal coefficient match to silicon. This seems like a tough set of
!

conditions but the gas anodized films reported by RCA (18) may well fill

those requirements to a large extent. (1) The deposition of aluminum requires

only a 200C substrate temperature, (2) Evaporated aluminum films are highly
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oriented even on amorphous substrates having the <111> plane parallel tc the

substrate and (3) The thermal coefficie;nt of expansion of the resulting

A1203 film after gas anodization should be less then 7.4 X 10-6 since this

is for pure A1203 (fused) but this film may be contaminated with Sio2

especially at the boundary lowering the expansion coefficient. Gases like

nitrogen and helium in affecting surface state annealing are perhaps simply

satisfying dangling bonds associated with vacancies. More studies in this

field are now required to provide quantitative data for the surface vacancy

density of silicon under oxidation as a function of temperature, the number

of vacancies created or destroyed per unit stress, and number of states

annealed per millimeter of hydrogen or nitrogen introduced.

For metallization processes one can only say that knowledge of the

problem will immediately suggest numerous solutions to it. A study of

sputtering as a technique to provide a more conformal coating and onc

offering greater adherence for aluminum metallization is in order. Realizing

that when silicon is added to aluminum the alloy shrinks, the use of a l'V Si

doped cathode is suggested. Of course, one might suggest simply looking

for a dielectric material having a better thermal coefficient match with

silicon, but it must be obvious that there are certain advantages to having

the surface in compression.

We hope this discussion has revealed t new dimension in interfa '

studies, providing some answers to existing problems and suggesting areas

of further study to correlate vacancies with chemical and mechanical stress.
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LEGEND -For Figure 9

1. Theoretical curve for va-ancy density, w>.-re oxide is grown at the

indicated temperature and the measurement is made at 300"K.

2. Curve for measured number of surface states from Deal, Sklar, Grove

and Snow paper (5) Data from p and n type wafers has been averaged.

3. Vacancy density if the oxide is grown at 15000K and cooled to a

lower temperature.

4. Vacancy density as a function of growth temperature.

5. Vacancy density if the oxide is grown at 1500OK, cooled to a lower

S. . temperature and then annealed, assuming no new vacancies are

generated upon annealing.

6. Vacancy density when oxide is grown at 15SO9K, cooled to a lower

temprature and annealed, assuming vacancy generation upon annealing.
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Figure 1. Optical Eftects in an Oxide Covered
Etched Isolation Pattern.

Figure 2. Prolile of a Moat Cross Section 2.5
Microns per Small Division.
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Figure 4. Moat Pattern Reflection Using

Two Oblique Lights.
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Figure 5. Wavy Nature oi the Undercut Oxide

2.5 Microns per Small Division.
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GEOMbETRY FOR CALCULATING THE MAXIMUJM SEPARATION

OF TWO MATERIALS AFTER DIFFERENTIAL CONTRACTION

Figure 6
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INTERFACE VACANCY DENSITIES UNDER VARIOUS CONDITIONS
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PROFILE OF METALLIZATION OVER A CONTACT CUT
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Compcrison of the Radiation j
Tolerance of Transistor Types

ABSTRACT

The radiation tolerance of bipolar and field-effect transistors is com-
pared. Analytical expressions are derived from empirical data relating the
basic physical device parameters to the radiation dose. To put in perspec-
tive and justify the approach taken, the overall problem and methods of
attempted solution of radiation damage to transistors in a mis-'le or
satellite environment are briefly examined. The main emphasis is on a
new criteria for neutron radiation hardness and the device design implica-
tions resulting from using this criteria. The radiation hardness level or
tolerable radiation flux th is defined to be the integrated flux for which
G = G /C. Where Go is thie measure of the gain parameter before irradia-
tion, 8 is the measure after irradiation, and C is defined to be the tolerable
gain-reduction factor. The value that C may have depends not only on the
inhereat characteristics of the transistor, but also on the circuit functions
and the capabilities of the circuit designer. This definition is combined with
simplified gain expressions and empirically derived radiation degradation
expressions for bipolar and junction--field-effect transistors (JFET). The
resulting simple relations giving the radiation tolerance of bipolars and
JFET's are, respecti'zely, Om(To) : K7(C-1)To and 4 in(Po) - 398 po.77 lnC,where To is the initial minority carrier lifetime, Po is the initial channel

doping, and KT is the minority carrier lifetime-damage constant. It
should be noted that contrary to other derived criteria, the bipolar hardness
relation is approximately independent of injection level and depends mainly
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on the initial lifetime rather than the base transit time. It is shown that
contrary to previously accepted beliefs, the inherent attainable radiation
tolerance of JFET's is at least a factor of 10 greater than that of bipolars.
Preliminary experimental results on JFET's designed for maximum radia-
tion tolerance are presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

Using solid state device technology in Air Force electronics systems
has increased system reliability and decreased component size, both by
orders of magnitude. However, these systems are extremely sensitive to
radiation of all kinds, for instance, neutrons, gammas, and X-rays from
nuclear explosions, or protons from solar flares and electrons in the Van
Allen belts of outer space. This sensitivity causes system malfunction
ranging from temporary to permanent failure of the electronics at much
lower radiation levels than those which would cause structural damage to a
missile or satellite. In the case of nuclear explosions, the malfunction is
due entirely to radiation occurring well outside the blast area.

Approaches to this problem included metallic shielding and circuit
redesign, both of which resulted in some improvement. The former is
limited by weight restrictions, and the latter by the performance com-
promises that must be made to achieve radiation hardening. These are,
in some cases, so great as to seriously limit the operational use of the
electronics systems being :edesigned. Since the most sensitive of all
electronic components is the semiconductor device (transistors, diodes,
etc.), the most direct approach is to select and utilize the type or class of
transistor that is inherently more resisant to radiation. If this approach
is to be immediately useful, the selection should be limited to transistor
designs that are within the state of the art of present day solid state
technology.

Since the transistor radiation-sensitivity problem has been known for
a number of years, it is reasonable to expect that this selection would
already have been made. Prior to our study, however, no transistor type
had emerged as being superior in a radiation environment to all other
transistor types. The reason for this is pary due to advances in the
state of the art, and partly due to prior criteria for comparison of junction-
field-effect and bipolar transistors.

The three principal categories of transistor radiation damage arc
displacement, ionization, and thermomechanical. The main cause Gf dis-
placement damage is fast neutrons, and the main effects that permanently
degrade transistor operation are minority carrier lifetime reduction and
carrier removal. A second-order effect is mobility reduction. The main
cause of ionization damage is gamma radiation, which results in permanent
effects due to charge build-up in the oxide and transient effects due to photo-
current generation. The transient effects are usually handled by using cir-
cumvention techniques in the electronics system. The extent of the transistor
degradation due to displacement and ionization damage depends strongly on
the transistor type, where-as the extent of thermomechanical damage does
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not depend on the transistor type, but depends mainly on packaging and
metallization which are common to all types.

The standard transistor types are categorized in Figure 1 and typical
cross-sections are shown in Figure 2. The original reason for designating
two classes of transistors was that the unipolar operation depends on only
one carrier (majority) and the bipolar operation depends on both minority
and majority carriers. The bipolar is then seriously degraded by radiation-
n-induced minority- carrier lifetirre reduction, whereas the unipolar or field

effect transistor is not. One of the two principle classes of field effect
Iransistors, the junction field effect transistor (FET), is degraded by
radiation induced carrier removal. However, the insulated gate (MIS) is
little effected by either carrier removal or lifetime changes, but is
virtually eliminated as a radiation-resistant device because o- permanent
charge build-up in the insulator caused by ionizing radiation.

The bipolar and JFET suffer only minor effects due to charge build-up
in the oxide passivation when compared to the MOS (Snow et al, 1967). This
is because the active region of the MOS is adjacent to or part of the oxide

layer. The other types of transistors are eliminated from consideration
either because of their experimental nature or because of electrical in-
stabilities other than those induced by radiation. It is, then, the bipolar and
JFET which are potentially resistant to permanent radiation damage. A
prior comparison (Gregory and Smite, 1965) of the relative radiation
tolerance of JFET's and bipolars concluded that the neutron radiation
tolerance of JFET's and bipolars was about equal. Therefore, very Jttle
effort has been expended on using the JFET as a radiation-resistant device.
Our comparison, which follows, shows that the JFET is at least 10 times
more tolerant to permanent radiation damage than bipolar transistors.

2. DERIVATION OF RADIATION TOLERANCE RELATIONS

2.1 Criteria

The bipolar is by far the most widely used transistor type. The usual
criteria for hardening bipolar transistors to withstand large changes in
minority carrier lifetime, T, leads to very small base-width devices that
have very high gains before irradiation and have relatively small gains
after irradiation. Although circuits can be designed to accommodate large
decreases in gain by using initially very high gain devices, doing so in-
creases the circuit vulnerability to transient ionizing radiation and imposes
other detrimental constraints on the circuit design. The following radiation
tolerance criteria is prop, sed. Th rad iation tolerance level 0m is defined
to be the integrated flux for which Z C P where G0 is the measure of the

0
gain parameter before irradiation, G is the measure after irradiation, and
C is the tolerable gain-reduction factor. The value that C may have depends
on the inherent characteristics of the transistor, the circuit functions, and
the capabilities of the circuit designer. The measure of the gain for
bipolars and JFET's are, respectively, taken to be the common emitter
current gain, j, and the transconductance, gm.

N-6
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2.2 JFET Relations

If the JFET is operated in the region of maximum transconductance,
the gm is given (Dacey and Ross, 1953) by

2Nqtga4gm L ,

where

N = majority carrier concentration in the channel, either n or p

q = the electronic charge

1i = the mobility

a the channel width

L the channel length.

It shou!d be noted that if the JFET is operated in a region other than for
maximum gn, the gm has a weaker dependence on N than the linear one
given by this expression. It is assumed that the relation between the
majo,-ity carrier concentration in the channel and the integrated neutron
flu: 4!s given by

N = N exp(-k)

where No is the initial carricr concentration and K is the carrier removal
constant. Neglecting the second-order dependence of p on the integrated
flux we have

gm-- = exp (
gmo No0

where gr0ois the initial transconductance and g is the transconductance
after a olse o 0 neutron per cm 2 . Combining t~is expression with thedefinition of Om, the neutron tolerance expression for JFET's is

0 KhIn C.

Thevalues of K for n- and p-type channels can be determined from Stein's
(Stein, 1964; Stein ana Gereth, 1968) experimentally determined log-log
plots of the initial carrier removal rates as a functiun of channel doping
concentration and the fact that from the assumed exponential law

-dN N 0
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After some maiipulation, the empirically determined damage constants
are, for n- and p-type channels, j

77 82K =398 p and K = 93 no  .
p o 0 I

The method of increasing the radiation toilerance of JFET's is clearly
then to heavily dope the channel. This cannot be done without some coin-
promise, since the pinch-off voltage of the JFET must be less than the
avalanche breakdown voltage and the pinch-off voltage increases with
channel doping while the breakdown voltage decreases. it i- f. "tuit, us,
however, that satisfying this hardening requirement actually increases the
JFET gain.

2.3 Simplified Bipolar Relations

Using the charge control approach, a simplified expression f 9 can
be shown (Gregory and Smits, 1965) to be

TI

tb'

where T is the minority car ler lifetime in the base and tb is te basp
transit time. The base ira it time is proportional to the squa. u of t
base width. The usual reL, Aor between the lifetime before an f ter a
dose of $n/cm 2 is assumed:

I 1 +
77 K'0 T

where To is the lifetime before irradiation and KT is the lifetime damage
constant. From these relations we obtain

II

go 0 + To/T

where P3 and 00 are, respectively, the gain before and after irradiation.
Combining with the definition of Om, the radiation tolerance of the bipolar is

KS(T o T (C -I ). '
0

This result for the radiation toleranco of bipolars indicates that for a
fixed C. the only way tu "harden" against permanent damag2 is by killing
lifetimes prior to circuit implementation. This may seem contradictory
to the result (0, = KT/tb) obtained by Gregory and Smits (1965) which
indicates that reducing the base width is the only effective "hardening"
technique. Their result, however, is equivalent .o the special case of setting
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CT tb and assuming that To>> tb . Therefore in their criteria, CT was

not fixed but increased by the same factor as the radiation tolerance for a
reduction in base width.

According to Curtis's data (Curtis, 1966), K is relatively independent
of carrier concentration for doping concentratiorTs in the range that is
useful for bipolar transistor bases. Curtis's published values of Kr are
for lifetimes in the micro-second region, so our extrapolation to the nano-
second region is reasonably open to question. Both KT and To are dependent
on the injection level. Their ratio should, however, be relatively independent
of injection level. In fact, if ro has a very small value (which is required
for maximum hardness under the proposed criteria) and this value was
obtained by prior neutron irradiation (or gold doping), and if the usual
assumption that the relation I = + is satisfied (for a given injection

o K
level) for one value of KT and for all values of 4b and Tolthen T T and hence

0

Om(T0o) are independent of the injection level.

The bipolar radiation tolerance expression clearly points out the
importance of "killing" lifetime to harden against permanent-gain degradation.
Fortunately, this is consistent with a reduction in transient effects. A life-
time killing process (gold doping) is utilized to reduce transient photo-
currents.

3. COMPARISON OF BIPOLARS AND JFET's

Although circuits can usually be designed to accommodate high values
of C by using initially very high gain devices, doing so increases the circuit
vulnerability to transient ionizing radiation and imposes other detrimental
constraints on the circuit design. It is, therefore, proposed that a value
C = C i be selected, where C i is defined to be the inherent tolerable gain

reduction factor, the reduction in gain that can be tolerated before it is
iiecessary to have special circuit designs and compromises to accommodate
tl'e eventual permanent -gain reduction.

It is difficult to make a reasonable judgment as to what the precise
val:ie of C, should be, but 't seems reasonable to assume that Ci K e = 2.718.
The radiation tolerance relations for p-channel and p-base transistors are
plott(-d in Figure 3 for comparison purposes, %here from Curtis (1966) the
low iriection value of the p-type lifetime-damage constant KT = 2.4x105
sec cm1- 2 was used. j

JFi-T's and bipolars are either commercially available or within the
state of the art for po and To, roughly in the range 1014 < p9 ,< 1017,
2xl0 -9  To < I0

" . In this range Figure 3 shows that the 'hardest' JFET
is at least 20 times more radiation-tolerant than the "hardest" bipolar if
C < e, and at least 10 times more tolerant if C < 10. It is only for the
verb high values of C. where extrinsic circuit considerations preuominate,
tiat the radiation tolerance of the bipolar becomes comparable to the JFET.
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There is no reason to expect that the relktive radiation tolerance of
JFET's and bipolars will be changed by extension of the state of the art,
if equal efforts are expended on both. In addition to other technological
problems, the base- at d channel-width requirements become stringent,
since as po is increased the pinch-off voltage (being less than the break-
down voltage) requires channel-width reductions, and decreases in rTO
require base-width reductions if usable gain is to be maintained.

Because of different damage constants for n- and p-type silicon, if the
preceding comparison were made for n-type channels and n-type bases, fl,
radiation tolerance of the JFET relative to the bipolar would be increased
by more than a factor of 2. An alternate, more readily understood plot of

and g degradation is given in Figures 4 and 5 for f:rther comparison.
These Rots give I as a function of neutron dose with Aifetime and carrier

C
concentration as parameters.

4. COMPARISON OF THEORY WITH EXPERIMENTS

Experimental points determined from the data of Snow, et al (1968) of
Fairchild Semiconductor are plotted in Figure 6. The JFET data points
are for an n-channel Fairchild experimental JFET with channel doping of
1017. The data points at 1014, 1015, and 1016 n/cm 2 were obtained from
experiments at the Sandia reactor. The other data pointF were obtained
from experiments at the Berkeley reactor. Considering the simplicity of
the theory, it is seen that the experimental points are surprisingly close to
the theoretically calculated curve. Two experimental points for the 2N4251
npn transistors, which were considered to be the most radiation tolerant
bipolar devices availabl,_ are also plotted in Fibure 6. The initial lifetime
was not given, but the two points are a good fit to the theoretical curve for
To "2xi0- 9 sec.

5. ASSUMPTIONS DAMAGE CONSTANT DATA AND CONJECTURE3

The usual assumption of the exponential law (Gregory and Smits, 1965,
Cleland et al.1961) for carrier removal implies that if t'.%o samples have
the same active carrier concentration and one of the samples lhas already
been irradiatcd and reduced from a previously higher concentration, then
the irradiated sample is less susceptible to carrier removal. In fact, if
the expoxnential law is valid, the susceptibility of the irradiated sample to
fractional reduction in carrier concentration is the same as before irradia-
tion. Ttis means that it is theoretically possible to have a low-doped sample
that has the same resistance to fractional reduction in carrier concentration
as a high-doped sample. To prove this, assume an initial cov.:entration of
N0 irradiate to a dose of 01, then

N NO exp "/ )
NK(No
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Further irradiate the sample by an additional dose of 02# then

N2  N exp Nexp-
The ef r 0 ( N 0 ) N1 (

Theefoefor equal initial and second doses, 0 0 1 2 and

1 2'N
ex

Experiments by Stein (1964, 1968) indicate that the exponential law is
not followed for p-type material. A plot of Stein's data is shown in Figure
7. The dashed line is the curve followed by the initial carrier-removal
rates. That is, fresh un-irradiated samples with various carrier concen-
tration were used to determine thli,, dashed curve for smrall changes (10%)
in carrier concentration. The data points following the solid line were all
taken on the same sample, whose carrier concentration was reduced by
neutron irradiation from its initial concentration of 2x10 1 6 . The other
curve shows the carrier removal rate if the exponential law for an initial
carrier concentration of 2x1016 were followed. It is seen that for about
thle first -actor-of-l0 reduction in carrier concentration the initial carrier-
remioval-rate curve is followed and then an exponential behavior is
exhibited. If this curve is used instead of the exponential, it can be shown
by integrating Stein's curves that the relations for p-type channels lor the
first factor-of-lO reduction in carrier concentration becomes

P a a 911

0 J 0

*b' 1) t a ,ere a = 77, b a

F htis indicates for- o-t% pe c'hannels that Oill is 5 oercent smaller (or less)
than 4 1 wsinr tile exponential l1"A if C <-C

* InI addition to the coi~iprehensive work on ca rrictr - rerl -al rates by
Stein (1964, 1968), considerab!le work ;N as done by Curtis et al (1 965, 19'66).

*Tht, disc repwicy betwveen ro-ported initial carrier- rcemoval rates is quite
largec. [or anf inlitial carrier concent ration of about -)x 1015 c ,Stein andl~
Cu rti.- obtainl. respectiveil initial carri'r- remnoval rates of 10 and 3 fur
doped silicon, whu, eas Larin (1968) recoillilends a car rier - remloval rate of
1.3 for semiicoriductor device (lesigri purposes. This difference bcr'ones

enormious when the vxponential law is assumed. Out liniite,, experimients
indicate that Ste in~s carrier, rvimoval rates are thle closest to thle actual.

rthe facts that lifetime and carrier- remnoval rates are less in neutron-
damiaged samnples anid ion inrlartation is a dainaging process, )eads us to
conju-cture that bipolars and JFF."'s i-ade by ion -imiplant at ion dop ingz would

-e mrc radiatjuri- resistn tha d iriLIS(ed tp
oc im ant tht N-el



The radiation resistance to permanent-gain degi adation of .F!' I-' i
at leart an order of magnitude greater than that of bipolars. The mi-thod
of hardening JFET's, unlike the method of hardenirig bipolars, leads to
higher-gain transistors. More work needs to be done on lifetime-damage
and carrier-removal-damage constants. Even though the darnage-constanL
data presently available is very useful in device design, extensions of
Lifetime-damage-constant data to shorter lifetimes and carrier -removal
data on heavily damaged and ion-implanted material is highly desirable.
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:igure 1. Classification of Transistor Types

S F lure 2. Cross-Sections of Transistor Types

Figure 3. Plot of the Radiation Tolerance Om(To), the Flux Required to
Reduce the p-Base, Bipolar, Common-Emitter, Current Gain by a
Factor of C, and (Po), the Flux Required to Reduce the p-Channel
JFET Transconductance by a Facto- of C

* ~ Figure 4. Plot of Fractional 03 Degradation as a Function of Neutron Dose

Figure 5. Plot of Fractional gm Degradation as a Function of Neutron Dose

Figure 6. Plots Comparing Theoretical and Experimental Gain Degradation
Figure 7. Plots Comparing Stein's Neutron-Compensated Carrier-Removal

Rates and the Exponential Law
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Research and development work carried out ii. the Envirornmental

Medicine Division of the 6570th Aerospace Medical Research i aborator-

ies in the time period from January 1967 to May' 1968 produce d a 7

channel physiological signal telemetry system and an ( Nctrurnic converter

for using television sets in physiological signal monitoring. The telt-

metry sYstem features rugged construction for field use, on(- per ( (n[

basdline and amplitude stability, plug-i~n signal and conditioner modulcs

for versatility, low powcr consumiption and a transinitting ra.,ge tip

1000 feet. The converter may be conne'cted to elcct codes, rtspi rat ion and

temperature se-nsors on a pat ient and to one or sey w o Ionol knidfit d tk -

vision sets. A bat- graph displavy of four vtrt ical hars arid lohr i./on! di

lines :;ppe-ar on the tulevision !-cret'ns useful for qu ck 1()tk sa ft tY mu ? -

ing of patients or volunteers in flitedi(;I rtscarkh texp, iimk In hi,

described miodel, the vertical hars iridict bY Iltli 1 ni~th hlaI Ii dO

respiation, r,';;pi rzit in rat( ;nd body ! p rtj i iih, r:

lines are rtprt sent ing the mnaXOIM and MinliMU mu Ie imIitS 'r
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mesrcernrt s such as blooj pressure anu enurnh )fll fa ac--ors ma he

displayed instead or in com.bination with the above mentioned signals.

The develop' d television techniques may be applied to a variety of signal

display problems.
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PHYSIOLO1ICAL SIGNkL TELEMETRY SYSThMS AND

TELEViSION DtA DISPLAY TECHNIQUES

Research and development work on television data display techniques
and on physiological signal telemetry systems has been carried out

in the Environmental Medicine Divxsion of the 6570th Aerospace

? dical Recearch Laboratories at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base under

the command of Colcnel R. A. Yerg. The Environn.vntal Medicine Division
conducts and sponsor. research and development pertinent to the performance
of man in aerospace systems. This includes research on physiological

and performance response to multiple znd squential environmental

stresses. Each experiment requires the monitoring of one or several
physiological measurements such as heart rate, respiration, blood

presstre, body temperature and others for the safety of the volunteer

subject involved in the research investigation.

Monitoring of vital signals is usually accomplished in addition

to recordings on paper and magnetic tape. Large screev oscilloscopes
featuring the display of several measurem.nts si,.,ultaneously are
employed in advanced faci14.ties b-it many investigators are still

limited to the use if a single or uouble chaanel laboratory oscilloscope.

The large screen oscilloscope, as shown in Fig. 1, ray be considered

an ideal tool fur monitering physiological signals becaue it is easy

to read, even at distances up to 30 feet, and it may be adapted to a

variety of different display methoas. However, these display scopes

are expensive, heavy and difficult to move from one location to another.

An additional disadvantage lies in the requirament of as many wire
lines as there are signals to monitor.

A television receiver can be considered as an exeremely well
developed portable large screen display equipment that is easily

available at less than one tenth of the price for a large screen
oscilloscope. Practicallv any kind of visual information can be

displayed on the screen of a television set, without modification of

the set itself, by feeding a few millivolts of the proper signal to

its antennae terminals. 1owever, one may ask the well justified

question: "What does it take to generate these few millivolts of

the proper ,ignal?" Well, it takes a multimillion dollar set-up

to generate a video signal that will produce the picture sequence of

a great movie but it may take only a few hundred dollars for electronic

circuits to produce a signal which creates an easy to read display
of vital measurements on the screen o"' an unmodified television set.

In other words, the probler, is one of optimizing, considering the

requireme-its cF effective medical monitoring as well as the television

receiver s circuit properties.
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Requirements for medical monitoring vary and aie dependent on
many factors such a. kind of patients or volunteers, objective of -
monitoring, time duration, severity of stress or disease, interference
problems, medical and electrical safety considerations and others.
Altheugh there are many kinds of phvsological measurements know-
to medical science, only a few are practical for long time monitoring.
Heart rate, respiration rate, body temperature and skin temperature
are most often used because of their medical significance that is
combined with a minimun encumbrance of the subject. Other desirable
measurements such as blood pressure, brain waies, pulse amplitude,
oxygen consumption, etc , are nuch morE sensitive to artefacts and
impcse more restrictions on the patient. In order to satisfy a
maximum number of theie requiremeats, a versatile prototype converter
that accepts i'ur different physiological signals and produces
a bar graph display on a television set has been designed and fabricated
as an in-house project.

Fig. 2 illustrates the converter model together with a 15 inch
portable Lelevision set. The screen shows four vertical bars indicating
from left to right heart rate, respiration, respiration rate and body
temperature. The two horizontal lines may be adjusted to show a
low and a high safety limit for each measurement. As an example,
the low limit line may signify 40 heartbeats per minute for the
heart rate, 5 breaths per minute for the respiration rate and 360
centigrade for the body temperature. The high limit line may be s~t
to indicate 90 heartbeats per minute, 20 breaths per minute and 38
centigrade body temperature. This picture shows the heart rate below
the pre set safety line and the temperature close to the upper limit
while the respiration rate appears normal. Values for the limit
lines and the range of the measurements may be set for a wide variety
of needs by the amplitude and position controls on the front panel.
A calibrator facilitates the initial adjustments of the bar excursionsfor heart rate, respiration rate and temperature. On the right

side of the control panel is a trigger indicator that flashes with
every triggering pulse. This indicator provides easy and fast adjustment
of the signal amplifier gain. The left lower part of the control
panel shows two rows of input jacks, the upper row labeled DC, 0-5 V
inputs and the lower row designated as patient inputs. The lower row
is used to connect electrodes, respiration sensor and temperature
sensor from the patient direct to the equipment, while the upper
row may be used to obtain a graph bar display from signaL; processed
by additional equipment. Blood pressure, skin resistance, environmental
factors and other data may be displayed instead or in combination with
some of the measurements mentioned above. The converter is connected
to one or several television sets using inexpensive twin leld antennae

cable. Distances of several hundred feet may be handled without
unacceptable loss of picture clarity. For longer distances betweenconverter and television set, coaxial cable and booster amplifiers

are necessary.
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The next slide, Fig. 3, shows the inside of the conve-,ter.
Seventeen pri.ited circuit ooards contain the circuits fer signal
conditioning and generating the video signal that mod,.lates a radio
frequency oscillator housed in an aluminum enclosure. A regulated

power supply is seen in the right upper co-ner. This laboratory model
i-s not considered a final design because it has been constructed frol

readily available parts in the laboratory fo the purpose of investigating

the feasibility and practical usefulness of this approach to physiological
monitoring. The application of now available, low cost integrated
circuits would reduce components' cost, assembly time, size and

[ weight, significantly.

There are many other aspects to this basic principle of using
television techniques that should be investigated in connectionI with medical monitoring. Future work may investigate the combination
of this circuitry with a simplified TV camera for visual monitoring

in addition to signal display as well as the addition of oscilloscope

trace displays or some alpha numerical information. The technical
details of the already accomplished work are outlined in a report
with the title "Bio TV" a histogram display system for physiological

signal monitoring. This report shall be available by the end of
the year 1968 under the designation AMRL-TR-68-2.

The AMRL conducted research and development work on miniature
multichanne] telemetry systems for monitoring physiological signals

since the year 1960. In March 1968, a significant milestone was
reached with the completion of a 7 channel pulse duration modulated
telemetry unit featuring high baseline stability and low power
consumption. The laboratory model shown in Fig. 4 provides 3 channels
of electrocardiograms, 1 channel for body temperature and 3 channels

that may be used with any .ransducer delivering signals of 20 millivolts.
The bigger box on the left contains the signal conditioners and the
7 channel multiplexer. The smaller box on the right houses the transmitter
and the batteries. I would like to demonstrate the ;oplication of
this in-house built telemetry unit with a 5 minute movie. The film

shows research work on oxygen consumption in exercise experiments

conducted by Dr. Ray Murray, Professor of Medicine at Indiana University.
The telemetry unit transmitted 3 leads of electrocardiogram, oxygen
partial pressure, oxygen flow rate and rectal temperature to a nearby
receiving and recording station.

(5 minute movie)

The fine overall performance of this laboratory model has been
the main reason for procuring miniaturized and mechanically rugged
units for field use as seen in the next slide, Fig. 5. Although

the same basic system design principles are used in these units,

the contractor introluced several additional improvements in circuit
design and mechanica construction. The two units are built into

sealed nickel-plated aluminum boxes having about one quarter the
volume of the prototype model. The box on the left shows the transmitter
with a transmitting range of 1000 feet and the two 8, 4 volt batteries

that are capable to power the whole system for 20 hours continuously.
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The box on the right side contains the multiplexer and seven plug-in
modules. Signal conditioner plug-in modules are providing maximum
v-rsatility because the transmitting system is not limited to a
predetermined set of measurements. The high multiplexer input sensitivity
(20 millivolt) simplifies the design of the signal conditioners.
Low gain amplifiers for the electrocardiogram are built into the
plug-in units but signal conditioner modules for respiration, temperature,
pressure and oxygen flow rate contain only an adjustable voltage
divider.

Since this telemetry %.nit operates in the FM band (88-108 nic),
inexpensive FM tuners may be used for receiving the signal. In
order to separate the multiplexed information channei for recording
and display, a pulse duration modulation decoder is used between the
receiver and the recorder. The telemetry system uses pulse duration
nodulation multiplexing with a sampling rate of 200 per second.
This limits the highest frequeacy components of any channel signal
to 100 hertz but for practical reasons considering filtering the
frequency response of each channel may be defined as zero to 40
hertz. This is siimilar to the performance of most portable 'irect
writing electrocardiographs. In o'e experiment, the electrocardiogram
was recorded directly from the subject and with the telemetry system
using the same direct writing electrocardiograph. There was no
distinctive difference in wave shape detected at a paper speed of
50 millimeter per second. Most of our work with telemetry systems
is performed on active subjects who are producing muscle action
potentials that interfere with the electrocardiogram if the frequency
response of the system exceeds 30 hertz. However, the limited
frequency response of this system is its main limitation as far as
a wide variety of research applications is concerned. Work has been
started to investigate different solutions of increasing the channel
frequency capabilities without sacrificing stability and low power
consumption. The baseline stability of this system is better than
one pergent oveg an eight hour period with temperature variations
from 40 F to 95 F. Baseline and gain stability are competing very
well with precision rack mounted ltboratory equipment, allowing
high accuracy in remote measurements of temperatures, pressures,
oxygen concentration and similar slow varying factors. The power
consumption is only about one quarter of the power consumed by a
comparable FM-FM system.

I would like to close this presentation with the expression
of my gratitude to Colonel R. Yerg, Commander of the AMRL during
the reported work period, and to my Division Chiefs, Dr. Alvin Hyde
and Dr. McCally for promoting, supporting and encouraging this work.
I am also indebted to Dr. Ray Murray at Indiana University for
numerous helpful suggestions and to Mr. Erich M. Gienapp and Mr. James
Lovin for the outstanding work in laboratory model construction and
testing.
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Figure 2. TV signal converter with 15" television set.

-77,

Figure 3. Inside o1 TV signal converter.
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Figure 4. Laboratory model of 7 channel physiological
signal telemetry system.
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Figure 5. Miniaturized and ruggedized 7 channel telemetry
system.
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